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COSMOSES - Dedication 

"Therefore every scribe which is instructed 
unto the Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a man 
that is an householder , which bringeth forth out 
of his treasure things new and old." (St Matthew 13.52) 



COSMOSES - System Overview 

1 /1-3 Three System truths - the origin of things , 
the nature of things and the relation between 
things, seen in The Ray of Creation , The Law 
of Three Forces and Law of Seven , and the 
Doctrine of Cosmoses. Seemingly separate 
viewpoints which, linked together, can 
provide a comprehensive understanding. 

From Vol I , New Truths Conversations 
Part Ill , (1964 revised 1969). 
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- What principles of the system do you feel are the most important -

what kind of framework is it that people need? 

- In the system there are three great truths. Between them these 

three truths contain everything that is needed. The first is 

concerned with the origin of things, with the wa;y- in which things 

come into being. This truth is expressed, principally, in the rey 

of creation. And itis through this truth that man is able to 

recognise the existence of different levels in himself. For man is 

not ordinarily aware of levels - he takes everything on the same 

level._ · C_ons_eq:uentl_y he has no aim, for he does not know what is 

aibuve · n±nr ·end what is below. 

And what is the second great truth? 

The second is concerned with the nature of things - with that 

whic~ they are ~n themselves. This truth is expressed in the law 

of three forces - the interpla;y- of three forces, and their development 

in the law of octaves. It is through this truth that man is able 

- to r-eoognise. ~he _diff~rence between· things - to feel the contrast 

between outwardly similar things in the world around him,, and to 

understand their- real ' nature. Without this understanding man is 

unable to tell the difference between right and wrong, or to see 

the direction in which events are leading • 

.And. the thircl great truth? 

The third is ooncerned with the relation between things - with 

their function a11d purpose in relation to a larger whole. It is 

this truth which contains within it the secrets of time and magnitude, 

of relativity and scale. 

- You mean the doctrine of cosmoses? 

- Yes,_ the doctrine of cosmoses, which was described, if' you remember,, 

as the key to all knowledge. It is through this truth that man is 

able to approach an understanding of the universe as it really is. 



- But how are these three great truths related to man's work - what 

practical value have they got?' 

- The first of these three great truths is related particularly to 

man's personal life - his inner work., For just as he comes from 

his creator LWhen he ia born, so does he return to his creator again 

when he dies. And so, du.ring his lifetime, he turns towards him in 

the mecii tat ion·. But unless he understands the ra;r of creation, and 

realises what it .means, . he will not know what is nearer his creator and 

what is further away; and so he will be unable to value what the 

melditation brings him, and sooner or later his interest will disappear .. 

- And the second ·great- truth - is this also related to man's work? 

- Yes, the sec·ond great truth- is re1.ated particularly to man·'s outer 

life - to his work with other people. For nowadays there is little 

or nothing to serve as a guide· for man's behaviour in life he has 

no way -of telling what he should--do, or why. In particular he cannot 

feel the difference between actions, either on a personal scale, or 

iIL.a larger, .. a ~9.cia). or political sense. But if a. man is able to 

understand the la.1-t of- -three forces-, if he can live the principles 

_ behind it in all .. hi~ everyda;r actions, he will find the wa;r open for a. 

quite new approach to human behaviour - an approa.ah whioh is based 

on real objective prinoiples instead of on outworn moral oodes. 

And the third great truth - how is this related to man's work? 

The third grea~ truth is related particularly to man's knowledge to 

his pursuit of thetruth itself. For at different times in history 

great discoveries are made - discoveries which enable man to ta.ke a 

step forward in his evolution, and to reach a fuller understanding 

and control of the world in which he lives. It is the doctrine of 

cosmoses which holds the key to these discoveries; and at the present 

time there are. certai_n ::i,spects of this teaching which could be of 

extreme value to science, provided they were formulated and applied 

in the right wrzy. 
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- And lastly, there is the doctrine of cosmoses. 

- Yes, why is it so different from the rest of the system - why 

were we always told to keep it separate? 

- It is a different view of the universe - that is why we were told 

to keep it separate. At first it is difficult to understand what 

this means, but later it all fits together. 

- But how is it a different view of the universe- - that is what I 

dont understand. 

- It is like an apple on a tree. If you cut the apple in half and 

study its cross section, you will find the rEzy of creation - it is 
-- . --... . ·-

all there before your eyes. But if you study the apple as a whole, 

if you find out what kind of an apple it is, and compare it with all 

the other apples you know, and if you study the tree to which it 

bel-ongs, and compare it with all other trees •••• then that is connected 

with the doctrine of cosmoses. 

And the tree itself - ha.a it al.so .a ra3 _of creation? 

Yes, you have only to cut through the trunk of the tree with a saw 

and there is the ray of creation before _you.I' _e_y~~• 
- You mean the raJ of creation exists in everything? 

- Yes, it exists in everything, everywhere - the principles are 

alwccy-s the same. But the doctrine of cos11t0ses is everything - it 

explains what everything is f.2.!:• 
- So both are necessary parts of the system - you oannot have one 

without the other? 

- Yes, both are necessary parts of the system, and if we could see 

them both together, then our understanding would be complete. 

- Then what is it that links them together - how can we see this more 

clearly? 

- It is the law of three which links them together, for this law is 

common to both. And in their structure they both conform with the 

law of seven. :But much is still missing in our understanding of the 

law of seven ••• ~ •••• 



COSMOSES - 7 Worlds 

Pro I og.!!§. 

1 "Co-incidence" of P.D.Ouspensky's 'period of 
dimensions' with the original System description 
of 7 Cosmoses. ( In Search of the Miraculous 
1949 p 209) 

2 & 2cont. Early? handwritten approach to the Doctrine of 
Cosmoses using the Law of Seven , Law of Three 
and dimensions. 

7 Worlds 

1 /1-5 7 orders of living worlds , contained one within 
another ,separated by a time & size factor of 
30,000, and capable of being experienced 
through meditation practise . Microcosmos 
(man's world) ,Tritocosmos (Nature's world) , 
Mesocosmos (Earth and planets), 
Deuterocosmos (Solar System), Macrocosmos 
(Starry world) ,Hagiocosmos (Galaxies), 
Protocosmos (the All), shown in enneagram. 

2/1-3 Significance of the names of the 7 Cosmoses 
considered in connection with the Bodies of Man. 

3/1-8 Enneagram showing the six principles necessary 
for definition of a complete cosmos - illustrated 
in Man and Universe. 

1 'Le Girosol' - sunflower as food, breath and 
impressions for organic life, earth and sun. 

2a & b 'man cannot do' - accident, cause & effect, fate 
and will considered in the light of the Doctrine 
of Cosmoses. ( Quotation from the Tarot ' pen -
picture' of the Star - New Model of the Universe 
1934 p 234) 

These papers span through 60s & 70s 



COSMOSES - 7 Worlds 

Prologue 1 " What personally interests me most in this system of 
cosmoses is that I see in them the full 'period of dimensions' 
of my New Model of the Universe. It is not merely a 
co-incidence of details - it is absolutely identical. I do not 
know how it has come about ; I have never heard of seven 
cosmoses related to one another in the ratio of zero to 
infinity. Nevertheless my 'period of dimensions ' coincides 
with this absolutely exactly ... " P.O. Ouspensky on first hearing 
of the Doctrine of Cosmoses . 

( For Mr O's 'period of dimensions' see Vol VI 
Time & Space.) 



COSMOSES - 7 Worlds 

Prologue 2 
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COSMOSES - 7 Worlds 

Prologue 2 (continued) 
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When we do the meditation we go inwards. And if we go 

deep enough we find something that is the same in ourselves 

as it is in all created beings. When we go outwards during 

the day we recognize this same thing i:n the world around us, and 

so we are at one with the world. Nothing is separate a.nymore 

all these different entities in the universe are in us, and we, 

are in them. That is what we• mean when we sa;r that every- being 

in the universe-, is built on the same fundamental patte-rn. 

hagtoccmnos 

nraoreoosmos 7 

protocosmos-
9 

meaocosmoa 

miorocornao• 

2 trito~&moa 
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The med.itatien cu. take us in.to a bigger wo-rld. Sometime·• we 

get there quickly, sometimes it takes rather longer, but the ordina17 

level of mirul cannet understand thie bigger world, SJld ero it gets tlur 

wrong idea about it. Tlte ordis.ary level of mind thinks that if the 

world e-xpaad■,. tke indiviclual beecmu nothing. 

whea tl\e world expands we alee expand: w.it'h i--t. 

But this i~ not••~ fer 

. -::As- Mr Ouspeu]q 

peint& eut ia 'A Hew M$del of tke Universe', tke size of the world is 

dependent oa the size ef tlle refere•e:e beccy-; So when: our nnsei.ousnes• 

expand.-, tlle world expands al1n> - it is one and t1a.e same tlli.Dg. 

N'Ow we le-am f're11 tlle system that there is-not just one world. arOUll.d 

us, there are aev:en: different orders: of' worlds crontained one wi thiJI. the 

other. Tl\ese s:even. different worlds are each of them living beings. 

They are bona.:, live and die, each in their own time, and incredible as 

it ma;, seem, they are each some 30,000 times larger in size thu. tlt• 

next, a.n.d their tuie - their moment or 1breatk' - is some 30,000 times 

longer. 

The :first of these seven di:ff'erent worlds is called the 'microot>snrea'. 

This is the peysical world studied by so:ienee. In, it a metre is alwa;ra 

a metre, and a see,cnd is alw~s a second, fer its measurements are baaed 

on the size of a man, and its time is based on tke time of his breat1a.. 

Virtually everything wh.ioll soieJLoe knewa and has dis4Hvered. about the 

nature of the universe is based on tlLis world, a1td of <u>urs:e it is

perfeotly valid, altheugh only withia eertain limits. 

The next world is called the 'tri tocosmGus'. This is th.e world of 

Nature - cf life. It is this, werld which interpenetrates the ph;rsic:al 

wc,rld and makes it alive. In it a metre is 110 lo11ger a metre, it is: 

about 30 kil~metres - the distaace of our horizca - and a breath i• •~ 

longer 3 seconds, it is, a dq and a night of 24 heurs. So you Sff it is 

a quite different werld - ene wllioh so~e deeper part of the mind kn.cws 

all about, but which passes unnotic:-ed in the ordinary w~. 

The next world is called tke •mesoeosme•'• Thia is the world of 

earth - ef the whole biosphere, rotating on its axis every 24 hour■, ad 

making a revolutien. of' tn.e su every year. This· yearly revolution is 

the eartk's breatk, and as tke earth breathes the seaseu of the year 
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c,ome and go. Thea:e movemen.ta of the earth a».d the planets are like 

those of a great cloek, whioh determines the timing of our lives, and 

tlt.at of all living ereatures. And man.y other mysterious things about 

our lives - our fate, tlle hour of our birth ud our death, our typo, our 

temperament perhaps, - all these are under the influence et the •11esoceamo•'• 

The next world is the 'deuteroeosmes ' - ~he whole solar system, wita, 

everything it o~ntaina. This world correspond.ate Brahma - and i• 

ancient Hindu seriptures it is said that tla.e-· breath of Brahma is the 

ceming and g:oing· ef erganic life on: earth. A clay and a night fer Bralulla 

is the period after '41tetli. the earth i tnlf is destroyed aad· a mnr earth 

ocmes inte beiJ&g, ud thee lifetimo of Brahma. - some thousand billion years 

is said to be no more tkan a twinkling of the eye fer Shiva, the god ~f 

the whole un.iv&rse. 

So the universe is very big - and .even tla.e sun is ~e-1t, ·muc-h bigger 

than. we ever suppcsed. And even though we are told tla.at ·the 11un is a 

living being:, whiol\ breathes ud reo-eivas impresaions just , as we do, we 

cannot possibly aoneeive what this being is like, for the whole of a man's 
life is only an. iutallt for the BUD.. Yet we know that deep dcwn withtn 

us there exis-ts a oourieusneaa, w:b.ich knows the whcle cf our life. in an 

instant of time. This R1W1t aurely be tlle same oon.ac-iousaesm, fer a.a we 

said earlier, whe• our coasoiousaesa expands, tlle world expands with it - it 

is one and the same thing. 

protoceamo• 
9 

maereeeamoe 7 

meaocosmo• 
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The next world - tla.e world ef stars and star olusters - i11 called 

the .•maeree:Osmos•. Just a.s atom• group themselves into different 

eombinations, held together by invisible bonds, so the stars i• the millcy' 

wq form themselves into groups, and their random motion and their 

veloci.ties are ao1ually~ very similar. Rut although we oaa study 

oembinationa ef atoms, a.md Ullderstand vllat they mea, we have a'bsolutely 

no idea what tla.e starry world is all about, or wAat iRfluence it has en 

our lives. fhe only thing we know is ~hat it lies beyond our time 

altogether. For u, it belongs, not to time, but to eternity. 

The next world is e:alled the 'hagiocosmos' or holy world. This ia 

the world of galaxies, spiral nebulae and island universes. 'nle enormous 

sources of ene-rgy it een:tains lead one te suppose that oreatien is 

taking plaee - that new worlds are ·ocntinuously ill er~ation. Scientists 

are, trying to examine these ve'ey' distant parts ef the universe in tke 

hope et discovering how ,ae uaiverae.~-e• ,into being. But what oan 

they actually fiJ\d?i If they looked inwards instead. ef outwards might 

they not discover more? 

And finally- there is the greatest ef all the seven worlds, whicl\: 

is called the- 'prctocosmos~ The protocesmos is the All, and it contains 

all other worlds within it. These seven worlds are inseparable from; 

ea.oh other, pd they.form, one whole. Eacll of them- is in the same ratio 

to tla.e next, both in its time and in its magnitude. Yet each of them 

has a different role, a different pu.Ppose in relation to the whole. 

The mioreoosmos is the pqsical prinoiple in the universe, the tritC(W)am&a 

is- tlte life principle. 'l'he mesoeo&mQS is the intelligence of' th.e 

biosphere - 1Hte great la1Dorat0ry of Nature - -and t-:h.e deuteroeesmcs is: 

the s-ouree ef a.11 eur impressions - tlte light of t:he sun. 

ia· t-lte et errutl world - eternal repeii tioa, memor,r in. reeurreu& - aad. the 

hagiocosmo• is the creative principle~ the •~vce from which new worlds 

ct<)me u.to being. And :finally tlie protocosmes iS' tlle altsolutel, the 

orea-tor of all things,, bywhese mind the• whole universe was- c,one-eived. 

TJl\ese seven world-•· are ui only outside us, tll.ey are also witltta,u .• 

We tend to think of the• a&'· far awq in. space,, but a-0tua:llyr tlley are wr:, 

cl.o••·, and quite easily within. our re:a.ch.. When we do the half hour's: 

aedttatica the mantra is· e,irculatillg between theut.: Th.is mq not seen 

posed.ble to our logical minds, but it i~ real).J" quite literally, tne, ~or 

the> world within. us is a re=flectiOJl:' of. the,~ world outad.d:e. Whffl- we look 
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into a clear pocl 0£ watsr on a starry night, and see the heavens 

above us ref'lected in the peol, al though the reflect.ion i tsel:f is 

WJJry small, and the heavena above us are very large, they are both 

actually the same thing. 

So when we do the meditation we look into the poel, during- the day 

we look outwards into lif'e. The deep&r we s:ee into the pool duri:rig· 

medita.'tio:n., tae more life will expand f.or us, the more mea.a.ing· we 

shall find in lito during-the dq. 

creative 
en.e?'gy 

et~
7 body 

REPETITION 

energy 

E'l'ERlflTI. 
9 

4 time 
body 

( .F-:i.g_. for p.ag_e 2/l) 

2 breatll 0£ 
life 
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To continue with the doctrine of oosmoses. Last time, if you 

remember, we end.ed up like this;- 'These eeve• worlds are not only 

eutside us, they a.re also withi• us. We tend to thil!l.k: of tham as far 

aw;q in apace, but actual.ly they are veey elose, and quite easily within 

our reaell.. Wken. we c:to tJa.e la.alf' heur•e meditation. the mantra. ie 

circulating between. them. This mq not seem possible to our logical 

minds, but it is really quite literally true,t for tJa.e world within us is 

a reflection of the world outside. When we loek i~to a clea.r pool of 

water on a atarey ntgJa.t, and see the heavens above us reflected in the 

pQol,although. the reflection itself is very small, a:nd the heavens above 

us are very large, they are beth actually the same thing.' 

I was thinking about all this, af'ter tne last discuasion, and it struck 

llle onoe again as it often l\att befcre, that there is: umething very strange 

about the names of the seven ecsmo■es. There are two differe•t kind• et 

•am••• At points I, 4 ud 7 are tke microcosmca, the mesoccsmcs ud tbe 

macroe~smcs, alld. at peinta 2, 5 aJLd. 8 are tke tritoe~••c•, the deuteroceamoa 

u.d tJa.e hagioe~smos. The hagiocosmosc ia· tlle creative principle in the 

universe, acting threugh the protoc:cs1101r, the crea.tcr. So the triugle 

8 - 5 - i ie t)l.e, creative energy of the Ulliverse, tr~smitte4 to.0 t lle im.n 

and organic-· life. But wbat is tlle trial\gle I - 4 - 7? It is obvioua:l.y 

the pey-sical aubetance cf the universe, wl-.ich is filled' with this creative 

energy-. 

But how can the macroo-ca■oa, tlae mesoe-c,smos antf the m.ierocosmoa each have 

physival substance? Tlle answer is that we have to take,!!!.! into aeocunt. 

Taken from man's point of view, poi•t I, the microcosmos is hi• pllysio.al 

body, as it exists at a given. moment of time. Poiat 4 i• aln his· 

physical body, but net just at a given moment of time - it is wlaat ia 

called in Easter». philosopl,y his linga a:harira or time body, which raeaas: 

his body as it exists throughout the whole e~urse ef his lifetime, from 

birth to death.. And point 7 is alh his pb;rsioa.l bedy, but net a.a it 

exieta in one life, from birth to death. It is hie body aa., it exists 

in eternity - in eternal recurrence. 

Sc man has:· three bodies - not just one. The first bo~ - the enly 

one we know about in the ordinary wq - exists in the microccsmo~, and it 

tsc filled with ~ - 1'rea:th. ot 1-i f. ,,by t~,. co.BJlos immed.iaw·;ey;, f.'bfDa'~ 
__ .... -... - . _.. . .• - • -·. -.· -·~--.,:__ __ ·-_ ·....;-:-- - , _ __ ., "'i,t ~ 

it, the tri tcct>smoa:, el?' ~ture., . . The sea.end body - llis time bo~ _; exists· 
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in the meso"smos, aJ!I.Cl it is filled wit». .pa,:chic . energy, with 

impreas.iou, by th.e c:osmoa imme4iately abovG it, the d.euteroc.csmos -

the su. And the third bcd.y, his eternal body - exists in the 

macroe.osmos, and. it is filled with creative energy - with. ithe holy spirit--by

tlle cosmos immediately above it, the hagiccQsmos. 

These t~ee bodies do not have to be mad.e -~ ,:W!t., they uiart 

already and are alwa;rs there. Every living creature possesses them, 
not just mall'. If one sees a butterf'ly-- in the garden, as it stops for 

a mome•t to stretch out its wings oa a flower and enjoy the warmth of 

the sun, one sees it as it exists br .. the miorcoesmes. But the butterfly 

has a wkclo life oyole ef its own. It was born a eaterpillar, au. went 

tl\reugh v:arious stra.11ge transformations befcre it became a butterfly. All 

these experiences belong to its time boey, as it exists in the mesoeeamos, 

and tlley are under the control ef planetary il!lfluences - the eartb's 

movements round tr.e sun, the moon, ar.d et)l.er factors. But over and 

abeve all thia, the butterfly- exist■ ia eternal reeurrenoe - it mu.at be 

sc, fer if J!!. exist ia eterJ\al reourreuoe it will l>e there again, stretching 

its winga at tke same moment, on tke same fl~wer, and we shall be there tc 

see it. And time itself will be repeated - the timing of its various 

transformations threughout the _course cf its short existenoe - everything 

will be the same. And this will be its existence in t~e macreeesmoa -

in the fifth dimension. 

Man's third body - his eterna.l. bedy - is actually- the most real, but 

it is ebsoured from view by the demaads of the other two bedi••• When 

pe0ple die, sometimes we can aee it - and that ia wey it is sc impor~ant 

te know about it, aM. one hopes tlarcug:t,, t :k•- meditation to disc ever it. 

It only we oan free ourselves from cur habitual w~s ef t:t,,il!lkillg about 

death, we will discover that when peoplo die they de net ge awq, they 

come closer to us tka:a they were before. 

their third body mere clearly-. 

This is beeause we can see 

But there is aomethi•g else. In the macroc,esmoa, the fifth dime•sioD., 

everything repeats again and again, for only certain poaaibilities are 

realised. But in the protooosmos, the sixth dimension, everything is 

new - nothing ever happened before, for it is a world of infinite 

poesibilities. In man, these new possibilities exist, and it is the 

meditation which cran reach them. That·ts -the miraculous thing about the 

mettit-atioa - it brings with it quite new possibilitiers. When we iry to 

cnaige ,aey-thing in .the ordinary ·wa;, we do not really achieye very much,. 

we simply shift things· round a little. .Tll,e situation mq seem to hav:e: 
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altered: for a while, but nothing is reall:, differe:at. But when: the 

11etlita<tion changes something it ohange11< it for g.cod - and atra.ngel:,· enough 

there i• nothing.!!!. have to de abeut i~ - we f'iltd it is- alrea.0.7 done. 

That is bee:ause it works· in: the sixth dimension..,, instead of the fifth. 

How ia it ponible for man. ~o reach the protea~smes? T.h.e influeno.-e 

of the protoc-osmos c.onaes: to u through. the hagioc.-osm.os,, and when· this 

influence is strong enough it fills the third body with new energy. There 

i•· a •'1'iBg that man'•' lwdtr ia: the· temple 0! the, Holy Ghost. That iaa 

ant>ther wq; - a 1BDrec airect on-e pe-rhapsi - of sqii,g the same thin&·• 
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The Doctrine of Cosmoses, which we were discussing last time, depends 

on the idea that every complete being is 'built on the same fundamental 

pattern, and contains the same laws and prino:iples - tl:!.~ laws· and! princ.dples· 

which belong to the universe - the great being which contains all othe-r

beings within it. 

This does not mean that every being is the sa.mEh On the e{)ntrary, each 

being has a d1ifferenii function. and purpose in relation to the universe,- inc 

just the same wa:y as each n-ote, in a musical octave has a different- quality 

and meaning· in relation to the whole octave. But how can we discrover 

what this· fundamental pattern ia likEJ? It is here that we have to invoke 

the enneagram, for the e:n.nea.gram is a symbol which contains, in th& on& 

diagram, all the laws and prinorl.ples which be,long to a c'Omplete being. 

Let us look at it once again from this point of view. In its simplest 

form, the enneagram is a e-ircle - a closed system, in which the end c-oincddes 

with the beginning. Within. this circle is a triangle, whieh oentains, 

along its three sides-, all the different- stores of energy, or 'aecumulators' 

as wa, called the•., whicrh belo~ to the organism. The circle itself· is 

d'ivided intc nine points, three of whieh ecincide with the c.orners of the 

triangle, which are the three points at which energy enters the organism 

fr-om outside. The remaining six points are principles belonging to the 

organism it-self, and it is between these principles that energy circulates, 

as indicated by the inner lines. It is these six principles which are, 

perhaps, the most obvious w~ of defining what a complete being· is;, so let us· 

diseuss them first. 

The first principle, at point I, is the physical principle, and this is 

perhaps the clearest. To be complete, every being must possess, in one 

form, or another, a physical body. But without the sec~nd princriple - the 

life prine,iple - the physical body would not hold together. It o:omes 

together when the life principle enters it-, a.nd when the life principle 

leaves it, it disintegrates. But the life principle,, at point 2, is fa:r 

from easy to define. Scieutists claim to have discovered certain substances 

c::ennected with it, but we a.re a long WSJ from understanding what it really is. 

In the Book ef Genesis it is called the Breath. of Life, and it c.erta.inly 

has a c,onnection with breathing, but more than this we cannot s~. 

The third principle, at point 4, is connected wit:h the existence oft.he 

living body in time - with its form, or essence, a:nd all those f&atures 
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whie-.h develop quite early in C?hildho.od, and. remain with us during our 
lifetime. In man, the essence is different for each individual, in fa-et, 

no two persons are·, the same• - and this refers to much more than his

pb;ysicaJ: chara.o:teristica, it refers to his nature, - to what he really- is. 

So these three principles are connected with the li-oi:ag body- - th& 

living body existing in the circle· of time. Many animals posses•· little 

else but these three principles, and the same· is true- cf plants- in fact the 

next principle, at peint 5, is something which only Il1aJl possesses, n:cept 

in a very rudimentary f@rm amongst some of the higher mammals. This 

principle is e:onneo:ted with the eerebral cortex, particularly the· d~minant 

hemisphere. The dominant hemiephere, to quote aertain recent sourees, 

is C()nneoted with ttanalytic, rational thinking-, especially: in verbal 

and mathematical functions. It processes information in an ord$rl;r 

linear fashion and is responsible for our time sense". In other words, 

it c-errespond.s to what was called in ancdent times the, "rational part of 

the soul". 

But the next principle,, at point 7, is not c-cnoerned with rational 

thinking. It is concerned, largely, with the silent hemisphere, whiah, 

as the· same writer puts it, is cennec<ted with " synthetic and, intuitive 

pa.i~erns of thought, spatial _relationships, artistic endeavours, bo~ 

image and rec-cgni.tion effaces." And it has little or no verbal ability. 

But it is here, that something is missing - semething so obvious one hardly, 

dares mention it. ~ do there have· to be ~o hemispheres? When a 

child leoks intc a mirror and sees its own reflectic•, it knows who it 

is-- in the mirrcr. But wh&n a bird sees its own reflection in the· 

window pane, it thinks it sees another 'bird. Why is this? It is 

because the o.hild has something which the bird does not pcssess - tha· 

two cerebral hemispheres. The two hemispheres a.re actually just like 

the child and the mirror - they are n.ature 's wa:, of enabling man· to 

'See himself. And that is how we differ from animals. 

The two cerebral hemispheres cannot really be considered separately, 

as different modes of c:ogniti~n. Attempts to isolate one from -the other 

tend to cronfuse the mind. They a.re like the two eyes - the reason wee 

have them is to see the world in greater depth. The dominant hemisphere 

sees the ~easomfor things - it is occupied all the time in thinking and 

making deeisi~:n.s, but the silent hemisphere knows it all already - it 

already klllows what decisions a.re going to be made, because it remembers. 

And this brings us to the real meaning of point 7 on the diagram - its 

real meaning is memory - memory in recurrence. The wa:, to this memory 
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maJ" well be through the silent hemisphere, but of course we have no 

proof that this is so. 

And so we come to the last of the six principles, at point 8. If 

point 7 refers to memory in. recurrence, peint 8 must refer to something 

beyond recurrence something which never happened before. What ceuld 

this something be? Since we havo had the meditation it has bec:ome 

clear that there is a place i11 -.:each of us far deeper than the cerebral 

hemispheres - a place where creative energy comes from. And by its very 

natl(lre this energy is new - it ~~mes:· from1 the source,, from that whieh is 

- really ourselves:. 
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Returning to the .diagram/we discussed last time, you will see that 

the same six principles belong, not only to each individual being, but 

to the universe itself, which contains all beings within it. P~int I 

is the physical principle. And this physical principle would seem to 

be fulfilled by atoms and molecules, which as we know contain enormous 

stores of physical energy. Then the life principle, at point 2, is 
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fulfilled by the cell, and all these different aggregates of cells which 

make up the living bcdy. But ~lls multiply, and grow into living 

creatures, and move along the line of time. And so different species 

come into existence, and these 'beleng ~ th& t 'hiri braaket. Eac:h speeieEt 

of living bed.ng. has- its- own life cyale• - it lives and: dies in 1the airctle 

of 1tima. But· the next bracket - that of t -he planetary w~rld - is net· 

eenc:erned wi t 'h passing· time, it is, croneerned with repeti. tion. 

The repeti t _ive, cyc-les of' the• planetary motions determine events on 

earth - the se-a.sens, cf the· year, the days: and nights,, the, lunar cycles, 

and on. a. longer seal&, the, living am1 dying of' man himself''. And in this, 

the fourth princriple0
, order and intelligence, predominate,. Nothing: is 

aecidental, everything is c:alculated and oocact. Man, with his, dominant 

hemisphere, is able to calculat• the motions of- this- world p~ectse¾Yr, bu~ 

tha, on& thing he cannot s:ee is what it- really- means,J 

In t:he0 next, the f .ifth bracket, time does not exist any longer - th&re 

is, only repetition - repe-tit:icn in eternity. All we· c:an see of •tnis worlld: 

is, number - the- infinite number of stars- which make up the-• gala;ey7. Are 

the:se stars really different stars, er are they different' aspect"' of' the, 

one star - different lives, perhaps-, of our own solar system, f':rQzen in 1 

eternity? But the sixth prine:iple, at point 8, is of quite a , d!if:f'erent-

ki:nd:. This is the world of gala:x:ie-s·, where everything new in the universe, 

comes int·o be-ing,· - where new worlds are created, new spec:ies· produced in• 

organic· lif'e, new developmentB' planned in man's evolution. For poinit· 8 

be-longs t-o the sixth dimensiou. It is the place·· where the influence <.i 

the orea.tor is put into operation - what was called, in the·· Do~rine e>t.' 

Cosmoses, the hagioo,os-mos, or holyr world. 
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Epi.1.ogue-_ l 

Le Girosol. 

Consider the life of a sunflower. It is born from a tiny seed in the 

springtime; it grows to its full height in summer; in autumn it falls 

to the earth and decays, and in winter a new seed begins •••• 

What is it all for? What does it all mean? 

The body of the plant goes L~to the earth, where it combines with all other. 

plants to form the humus or the topsoil on which or,gani_c life can feed. 

we body of the plant is food for organic life. Organic life feeds on 

the bodies of all her creatures, including man; and the periodic time of 

her feeding - her 'digestive cycle' - is a year. 

The living energy of the plant - the life which comes to it with the spring 

and departs in autumn, is breath. It is the breath of Ea.rthJ and the 

movement of the spring over the Earth's surface is like the air pass~g 

over our lungs, it hae the sa.me speed, and_· the same function - it is a. 

quickening. Every year the spring is a new breath for the Earth. 

Yet there is something more; -that great round mass of vivid colour which 

only Van Gogh could paint - the flower which turns its £ace to the SUn -

what is it all about? Why this extra.ordinary variety of foxm in every 

leaf, this beauty in every living creature, this joy in the song o:f birds -

what is it all for? It is for the sun - it is impr~ssione fo;:; 

the Sun - that is the meaning of the sunflower. 



Epilogue 2a 

When a man hears that he ca..'1..not ~, that everything happens; and 

when he has to some extent proved this idea for himself; it may seem 

to him that life is nothing but chance - that his choice of a career, 

his marriage, his successes and his failures - all these are accident, 

just good or bad luck, that's all. .And when he begins to think in this 

way, life becomes very meaningless, and it leads to loss of valuation. 

And without valuation no work is possible. 

The doctrine of cosmoses can help us to look quite differently 

at this idea; and it can show us the way out. For what, after all 9 

is Man? In relatio~ to the world he is an atom , -he is subject to the 

laws of chance. Yet causes exist just the same; they exist on 

another scale - on the scale of organic life. What is accident for 

microcosmos is ea.use and effect for tri tooosmos • . · · 

hagiocosmorr 

protoco!Sme•· 
9 

111esocosm~• 

mtoroceemo1': 

2 1.ritocoamo• 



Ep:Llogue 2b 

Now we know that contact with the laws of organic life is possible -

it is possible through increase of consciousness. What, in fact, would 

this mean? In simple language, it would mean understanding our nature 

what we really are. And if we knew and understood this, we should see 

why things happen to us in the way they do - it would connect us inwardly 

with Nature. 

"For an instant I understood th~t I was seeing the soul of Nature. 

'This is the imagination of Nature,' said the Voice softly. 'J:Tature dreai'Tis, 

imagines, creates worlds. Learn to unite your fmagination with her 

imagination; and nothing will ever be impossible for you.' " 

But there a.re other things in our life much bigger things than Nature, 

which come perhaps only once or twice. .And though they- may seem 

outwardly like accident, inwardly we know that they are differento Inwardly 

we know they are connected with Fate, even though we cannot explain why. 

The death of someone very near to us, a serioufiillness, a. greaifsuf'f'ering, 

or a gTeat joy - such things belong to the planetary world - to the 

mesocosmos. And by the doctrine o:f cosmoses we learn that for the 

mesocosmos time is <iifferent - that the whole of our lifetime is only a 

moment - a breath - in the life of mesocosmose So Ma..~ exists for the 

mesoeosmos only in recurrence; a.."l.d only those things which belong to his 

recurrence are of any significance. 

And lastly, there is !ill.· Will belongs to the deuterocosmos -to 

the SUn. There is no other will - all the reet is self will. It has 

been said that all Man's possi.bilities a:re realised in the Sun. 

would it mean for a man to 1?.Q_? 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

What, then, 



COSMOSES - "The Relation Between Things" 

pages 1-4 I. Introduction & General Principles 
Everything connected via relative timings of cosmic entities 

& their energy exchange of food,breath,impressions & creative energy. 
Ratio of 30,000 applied to entity cycles - their lifetimes proportionate to 
size - periods of feeding , breath & impressions as constant ratios or 
velocities. Limiting velocity of light associated with creative energy for 
all cosmic entities. ( for velocity grid & table see Appendix Volume ) 

pages 4-6 II. Nature 
Man's time cycles contrasted with Nature's and Nature's with 

Earth,Sun,Milky Way and Galaxy- then with Cells,Molecules & Atoms. 
(quotation from P.O. Ouspensky's' New Model' Tarot 'pen-picture') 

pages 6-8 Ill. The Cell 
A day ,typically, as cell's lifetime so 'more time' for evolution 

and other life processes. Explored in Man's inner life & for Nature,Earth 
and Sun. 

pages 9-12 IV. The Earth 
Earth's breath as a year ,ice age as day&night ,lifetime as 

30,000 ice ages= 1,000 million years - corroborated by size/lifetime 
principle. Spring as 'breathing'. Thoughts as our thoughts? Creative 
energy for the Earth considered. Earth's viewpoint hardly imaginable. 
Planets compared with electrons, and considered as food for solar 
systems, breath for Milky Way ,impressions for galaxies and creative 
energy for the Universe. 

pages 13-14 V. The Molecule 
World of magic - as small for Man as planet is large -its 

lifetime our breath,digestive cycle a fraction of a second, 'breathing' 
electrons , with impressions of heat-ray frequency and creative energy 
in the ultra-violet and x-ray frequency range. 

pages 14-15 VI. The Sun 
'Breathing' organic life every 25,000 years, our lifetime a 

vibration. Man,Nature,Earth & our planets seen as inside the Sun and 
providing physical shape,vital energy and aspects of psychology and 
creative energy perhaps. Sun's own viewpoint ,living in the starry world. 
(see Appendix Volume for Hydrogen/Helium alchemy - Penguin Science 
Survey article) 

(see over) 



pages 16-18 VII. The Atom 
Chemistry of Molecule contrasted with alchemy of Atom in 

the Sun (helium from hydrogen -see Appendix Vol's Penguin Science 
Survey quote). Sun & Atom connected with alchemy of Man's 
impressions. Atom's viewpoint with its evolutionary time in 
seconds as difficult for us to understand as that of the Sun. 
( Celtic Mythology poem from Oxford Book of Mystical Verse p.1) 

pages 19-20 VIII. The Heavenly Firmament 
A world made of stars ,as we are of cells. A moment for these 

starry worlds= thousands of millions of years. Our lifetime not an instant. 

pages 21-22 Classification of Different Entities 
Example of Molecule considered on 4 levels ,influencing 

Earth,Nature,Man and Cell. 

pages 23-30 States of Matter 
Universe made of 'galactic matter',which is made of 'starry 

matter' that is made of suns, which consist of 'planetary matter'.Earth 
made of 'organic matter' consisting of 'living matter'. Man's body made 
up of 'cellular matter',our inner chemistry of 'molecular matter', 
impressions from atoms/ions , creative energy of consciousness from 
photon. But 4 basic states of matter for each cosmic entity - physical , 
vital , psychic/intelligence , and creative/consciousness. 

4 States of Matter and laws of accident . cause & effect , fate 
and will considered for Man and for Cell. Also , accident and cause & 
effect for Nature. 

These Papers date from the early 60s. (Papers I-VI were 
provided for the Study Society Spring & Summer Term reading 
material in 1961) 



THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary thought has long since ceased to believe in the existence of living and con

scious beings on a cosmic scale. And of course there is no proof that such beings exist-no 

proof, indeed, that the Earth is alive, or that consciousness exists among the stars. Yet poets, 

philosophers, religious thinkers, even ordinary simple people believe in some such thing deep 

down. And even if we don't believe, or only half believe, at least we can try out the idea, and 

see if it helps us to explain certain things, or to think deeper into the meaning and the mys

tery of this world in which we live. 

Yet how can we write about such things-what language can we use? No-one nowadays 

seriously believes in the traditional cosmologies of the great religions of the past-they are 

considered to be inaccurate attempts to explain scientific facts. Yet the language of modern 

science is awfully dull and lifeless. So we are left with only one way out-to write about the 

world in which we live as any sensible person would write, in no particular language at all

to talk about trees and people and stars and planets as if they really are trees and people and 

stars and planets, and to use all the knowledge we can lay our hands on, new or old, to help 

us to understand. 

And if, afterwards, we can look at a tree, or a star, and understand a little better what it is 

we see, that surely is enough. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS 

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

* 

1. Everything in the Universe is interconnected. There is nothing separate anywhere. Things 

stand in a certain relation to each other and depend upon one another in particular ways. It 

is this relation between things which gives them their meaning and purpose. 

2. The relation between things is largely a matter of their relative times. Just as the relation 

between musical notes is a matter of the timing of their vibrations, and when the timing is 

correct, a resonance takes place; in much the same way, different entities on a cosmic scale

planets, suns and galaxies, living creatures, cells and molecules-exchange energy in their rela

tionships. One cannot say exactly that this one gives and that one takes, it is more as if an 

exchange takes place-as if each one gives and each one receives; and this can only occur 

when their relative times are in tune. 

3. One has to remember that everything lives and dies-that everything has its own time. 

The relation between things on a cosmic scale is curiously simple. Just as a semitone is the 

smallest significant difference between notes in the musical scale, in exactly the same way a 

ratio exists which is the smallest significant difference between things on a cosmic scale. One 

cannot take it too exactly, but generally speaking a difference of about 30,000 times means a 
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difference in category of this kind. There can of course be many smaller differences, bur they 

are not significant on a cosmic scale-they are generally minor variations within the same cat

egory of things. 

4. The same difference exists in the timing of different systems belonging to each entity. The 

reason for this, once again, is that the difference between these systems is of cosmic signifi

cance. In Man, for instance, the period of his digestive cycle (24 hours) , is about 30,000 

times longer than his breathing (3 seconds), and his lifetime (say 80 years) is about 30,000 

times longer than his digestive cycle. Taking the sequence the other way, we find that a sin

gle nerve impulse (say 1/ 1 0,000th of a second in duration) is about 30,000 times less than his 

breathing, (though nerve impulses are subject to considerable variation and can be much 

longer duration). The next period we should expect to find at about 11300th of a millisec

ond. For reasons which will be discussed later this would seem to be a limiting period at 

which energy can enter Man's organism. Each of these systems, as is well known in the case 

of Man, is concerned with a different kind of energy. 'Food' is concerned with physical ener
gy, 'breath' is concerned with vital energy, nerve impulses with psychic energy, and the limit

ing period about which we have spoken is concerned with creative energy. 5.Now every liv

ing entity is born, lives and dies, and that is its time; but it also eats, breathes, and absorbs 

psychic energy and creative energy. And this is where its relation to other entities comes in. 

For the lifetime of one entity corresponds to the period for absorbing 'food' or physical ener

gy for an entity of the next category, and to the period for 'breathing' of the next category and 

so on. For instance, Man's lifetime is no longer than the period in which Nature absorbs 

physical energy or 'food', no longer than a 'breath' for the planets, no longer than a nerve 

impulse in duration for the Sun, no longer than a flash of creative energy for the stars in the 

MilkyWay. 

6. By living and dying, every being provides energy. This energy is of different kinds. For 

instance, by living and dying, Man (in common with all living creatures) provides physical 
energy for organic life; at the same time he provides vital energy for the Earth, psychic ener

gy for the Sun, and creative energy for the stars of the Milky Way. Conversely, Man obtains 

physical energy from cells, in the food he eats; vital energy from molecules, in the air he 

breathes, psychic energy from the still smaller elements, the ions or atoms which are con

nected with the transfer of nerve impulses; and creative energy from matter in the electron

ic state. In the same way any other living entity-the Sun, for instance, or the Earth-obtains 

energy of different levels from its connection with smaller entities below it, and provides ener

gy to larger entities above iL 

7. It is not quite true chat energy is 'obtained' from smaller entities and 'provided' to larger 

entities-it is more as if energy were exchanged. Man, for instance, not only obtains energy 

from cells, in the food he eats, but also provides energy to the cells of his body, by eating. 

Conversely, he not only provides energy for Nature by living and dying, he also obtains ener
gy from Nature in the food she provides for him. Energy is flowing always in both directions; 

but it is the ratio between different entities which determines the level of energy exchanged. 



8. We must remember too, that individually the amount of energy provided by living and 

dying is insignificant. Individually, every being contains these different energies-every being 

is so to speak an accumulator of energy. But as a drop of water has no significance in relation 

to the sound produced by a vibrating string, in the same way it can only be the repetition of 

many lifetimes which is significant to a larger entity; a single lifetime is too small a thing. 

9. But how is it possible to arrange things in their right categories, when ~eally know so 

very little about the lifetime of beings other than those quite near to us in scale? The longest 

period known to science is a few thousand million years. Such a period may well correspond 

to the age of the Earth; but we know that the Solar System must be many thousand times 

older, and what of the age of the stars of the Milky Way, or the different galactic systems 

beyond? And who can tell us the age of the Universe? Nor is there much evidence of the life

time of smaller entities, e.g. molecules, atoms and electrons. The very idea of 'lifetime' in this 

sense was not until recently accepted by contemporary thought. 

10. Now the time of everything in the Universe is directly related to its size. This is an impor

tant due; for it follows that when we know the size of a thing we can infer a good deal about 

its time, and conversely. Broadly speaking, on a cosmic scale, there is a direct ratio between 

the size of any category of living entities and the length of time they live. A being that lives 

for a thousand years is a thousand times largeaft:han a being that lives for a year-that is the 

general rule. The size of a man and the size of the Earth, and the lifetime of a man and the 

lifetime -of the Earth-. they are both in the same. pr<;>gprtion,..,afgr_~matclv. And the same 
t'ttt f~ o~~n~c~li~i"d~ftntr ~~g~tf of~~s}1~ii£s~~ce; £ iheapi!~et~;?rh~11f~f; 

for these are entities of the same category; but it should apply to a typical planet compared 

to a typical star or a typical galaxy. ) 

11. It follows that if the lifetime of beings is in proportion to their size, each of the other four 

periods of which we have spoken-its feeding, its breath and so on, will also stand in a con

stant relation to its size; in fact there will be five constant ratios, the values for which are the 

same throughout the whole Universe. For instance, the ratio between the size of the Earth ancl 

the time of her orbit, or 'breath', is the same as the ratio between the size of a man and the 

time of his breath. This ratio is a constant applying to the 'breath' of everything in the 

Universe. 

12. We may call each of these ratios a velocity. Although they are not perhaps velocities in 

the strict sense of the word, each is broadly indicative of the order of velocity associated with 

each process. The first, for instance, would indicate the approximate speed of growth; the 

second would indicate the speed of movements connected with the digestive process, the third 

the speed of movements connected with breathing, the fourth the speed at which nerve 

impulses are transmitted within the organism, and the fifth the speed of movement associat

ed with creative energy. 

13. The existence of these constant velocities would seem to imply that throughout the 

Universe, movements of a certain order are always to be associated with the same kind of 

process, on whatever scale it may occur. Change in scale does not in fact imply a change in 
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the speed of movement, though it is commonly thought to do so. A flower grows at a certain 

speed; nor will it appear to grow at any different speed to a larger being than ourselves, nor 

to a smaller, always assuming they could measure its movements. At the same time, the speed 

at which a flower grows is of the same order as the speed at which any other entity in the 

Universe grows, however large or small. 

14. Since the periodic times on which these constants are based are in relation of 30,000 

times, one to another, the constants will also stand in that relation. This means that the speed 

of growth will be some 30,000 time slower than the movements associated with 'feeding', and 

these movements are some 30,000 times slower than those associated with 'breathing'. These 

movements in turn are some 30,000 times slower than those associated with psychic energy, 

or 'impressions', which in their turn are some 30,000 times less than the speed of movement 

associated with creative energy. This, therefore, is the most rapid of all movements, and as it 

happens, its value proves to be the same as the velocity of light. The fact that the velocity of 

light is a limiting velocity would seem to indicate that this level of energy, which we have 

called 'creative energy', is the highest level which man is capable of absorbing. The same 

would be true for any other entity. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS II. NATURE 

1. Our picture of the world is therefore one in which the scene is always changing-chang

ing with each observer; in which the same thing can have many different meanings, and in 

which the only constant factor is a ratio-the ratio between the observer and the entity 

observed. We are also forced to the conclusion that our own view of the world is only one of 

many, and that much of the real world is quite beyond our comprehension, for its time is so 

different from ours. 

2. When Man looks out upon the world around him, he is so to speak putting himself in the 

centre of things. Whether he uses telescopes or microscopes, it makes no difference-his 

viewpoint is his time, and that he cannot alter. His time-his fundamental note in the cos

mic scale-is of the order of eighty years, sometimes more sometimes less; and so his diges

tive cycle, his breathing, the rate at which he receives impressions and so on are also prede

termined, and their periods are tuned to correspond with the lifetime of smaller entities. His 

digestive cycle is a day and a night, and is in tune with the life of cells; his breath is a matter 

of seconds, and is in tune with the life of molecules; his nerve impulses correspond with the 

life of ions; and the highest level of energy he can absorb, which we have called creative ener

gy, is in turn with the life of electrons. Conversely, his own lifetime has a different, meanmg 

and purpose for entities larger than himself. 

3. But now consider Nature's viewpoint. Her time-her fundamental note in the cosmic 

scale- is probably of the order of 30,000 years. her digestive cycle is a year, and is in tune 

with the life of plants and small animals which come and go with the seasons. Her breath is 

24 hours, and is in tune with the life of cells; her impressions coincide with the lifetime of 



molecules, and creative energy fm/her is connect~d with the life of ions. Conversely, her own 

lifetime has a different meaning and purpose for entities larger than herself. It corresponds 

with the digestive cycle of the Earth, it is no more than a breath for the Sun, no longer than 

a nerve impulse-an impression-for the stars of the Milky Way, no longer than a flash of 

creative energy for the Galaxy. 

4. For Nature, then, the entities ab:::ove an,::d below her have a different meaning than they 

have for us. Nature's breath, for instance, is connected with the life of cells; our breath is 

connected with the life of molecules. It is all a question of relative times-Man's breath is in 

tune with the living and dying of molecules, Nature's breath is in tune with the living and 

dying of cells. Cells are connected with 'food' for us-we eat cells; but Nature could not 'eat' 

cells-they are too small, and their life is too short. Nature 'eats' living creatures, plants, 

leaves and so on. every year millions of small plants, animals and insects live and die, decom

pose and are absorbed into the topsoil-'feed' the soil, which is part of the surface film of 

organic life surrounding the Earth. 

5. But how does Nature 'breathe' cells? The 'breath' of Nature is 24 hours; we know, too, 

that plant cells absorb sunlight during the day, taking in stores of vital energy which they use 

for respiration. And if one thinks of a forest in this way, one sees that it is like a huge lung, 

breathing in and out as day follows night, and the means whereby this is achieved is through 

the cells in every leaf. 

6. And then the molecular world, which for us is· connected with vital energy-with breath

ing, has quite a different meaning for Nature. The molecular world is the one concerned with 

transmission of impressions for Nature-it is the world of sounds and smells, of the singing 

of birds and the scent of flowers; and hidden deeper perhaps, it is the world of forms, of infi

nite variety in shape and pattern and structure, the basis for which is the molecule. 

7. And why is Nature's creativeness connected with the life of atoms? We do not know the 

answer to the this question. Is it perhaps connected with the phenomenon of cell division, a 

process which at least appears to be controlled by electrical forces? Does Nature create 

through the medium of electrical potential within the cell? 

8. Nature, too, has a meaning and purpose for larger entities than herself. She is 'food' for 

the Earth; and although the periods involved are so long that the process is difficult to visu

alise, it is well known that mineral deposits, coal, oil, etc. are derived from organic life, and 

stored within the Earth's substance. All this happens within the cycle of glaciation periods

of successive ice ages-which correspond with Nature's life and death. 

9. Every such period too, or perhaps every 'Great Year', there is some change in the Sun's 

influence, some increase and decrease in the Sun's power. This, like the year of 365 days, is 

also a waxing and waning of vital energy-it is the breath of the Sun, and Nature is intimately 

concerned with it, for her lifetime corresponds with its cycle. 

10. To feel the existence of Nature as a breath-as a breath of vital energy lasting for thou

sands of years, during which every species of animal and plant comes into existence, develops 
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and disappears; and to know that this breath belongs to the Sun, and that another breath fol

lows, and then another-this is a concept difficult enough. But this period in which Nature 

lives and dies is only an impression for the stars of the Milky Way-no longer than the 'twin

kling of an eye'-no more than a single nerve impulse for some cluster of stars that we see on 

a dark night when we look up into the sky. And beyond this again is the Galaxy-that strange 

timeless world which in some way unknown to us is responsible for Nature's creation. 

11. This, then, is Nature. "Nature dreams, imagines, creates worlds. Learn to unite your 

imagination with her imagination; and nothing will ever be impossible for you." 

THE RCLATION BETWEEN THINGS Ill. THE CELL 

1. Nature is of course very much connected with our physical existence; but this is only one 

aspect of Narure-it is Nature seen from our own viewpoint. As we have seen, Narure has her 

own life too-her own world; and it is the glimpses we sometimes get of this world that are so 

miraculous. Her vital energy, her senses and impressions, her creative power is around us in every

thing we see and touch and hear and smell; and these things affect us in many hidden ways. 
Same 

2. And in the / · way the Cell is very much connected with our physical existence; but the 

Cell also has its own life, and we know very little of this life. What really is a Cell? Why do 

there have to be cells, in the cosmic scheme of things? What are cells for? 

3. The Cell is as far away in time as Nature is; that is to say, Nature's time belongs to a dif

ferent category from ours, on a cosmic scale, for it is much longer; the Cell's time belongs to 

a different category from ours, on a cosmic scale, for it is much shorter. Cells vary consider

ably in the length of time they live. Most cells probably live for about a day or less-this is 
certainly true of the human germ cell, and of certain unicellular organisms. The fertilised 

ovum of course lives considerably longer, and nerve cells appear to live as long as the physical 

body to which they belong. But we can say that a typical cell's lifetime is a day; and if this 

is so, we should expect to find that its digestive cycle is of the order of a few seconds. Its 

breath, too, would be no longer in duration than a nerve impulse or a sound vibration; and 

whatever exchanges of psychic energy occur between the cell and its surrounding would be of 

very much higher frequency-about the same as short radio waves. Creative energy, too, 

would be of a higher frequency still-equivalent perhaps to infra-red or heat waves. 

4. The fact that the cell's time is so much shorter than ours is very interesting from the point 

of view of the evolution of cells. For instance, suppose the evolution of a particular kind of 

animal, say a horse, were to take 30,000 years, then the evolution of a particular kind of cell, 

say a tissue cell, would take only about a year. 'Evolution' for the cell is what we call the dif

ferentiation of cells-we do not realise that cells have thousands of years of their time in which 

to multiply and specialise and develop this or that characteristic while the body is growing. 

5. Evolutionary time for the cell is therefore a matter of years, lifetime is counted in hours, 

and the assimilation of food takes only a few seconds. The assimilation of food must thelore 



be a molecular process for the cell, for the lifetime of the molecule is of this order. Cells cer

tainly assimilate substances which are molecular (e.g. glucose), for the food that we eat has to 

be vastly modified before it reaches the cells of our bodies. But it is also possible that air or 

even more rarefied gases would still be 'food' for the cell. 'Breath' for the cell would be of a 

different order-it would be connected with the exchange of ions. 

6. This leads one to certain very interesting conclusions; for instance, that we feed the cells 

of our bodies by breathing-this is true enough of certain cells, as any athlete knows; but is 

it also true that the breathing of cells depends upon the impressions we receive? -that the 

circulation of impressions through the right channels can affect the cells of our bodies by 

allowing them to breathe and become revitalised? New impressions, such as one gets on a hol

iday-do they not sometimes seem to bring new life and energy? And is it not equally true 

that the lack of impressions can have a harmful effect on us physically? 

7. If our breath is food for the cell, and if our impressions are breath for the cell, then we 

should expect creative energy to bring impressions to the cell. This would imply that when 

creative energy circulates in us it has a definite effect on the cells of the body-and thus we 

know to be true. Very deep emotional experience, and sex experience when it is real and 

unspoilt can bring about a change in people which is physical-could this not be that the cells 

of their bodies are renewed and filled with new energy-energy on a level which is not gen

erally available, providing many kinds of new sensations and impressions? 

8. Impressions for the cell, then, would be connected with the world of electrons. This would 

lead one to suppose that it is a phenomenon of the same order as electrical energy. But there 

must be a still higher level of energy exchange between the cell and its surroundings-that of 

creative energy. This energy, if our theory is correct, would have the limiting velocity of light, 

and its frequency would be about the same as that of infra-red or hear waves. 

9. Exchange of energy also occurs between the cell and entities larger than itself. The cell is 

connected with Man's physical existence; it is also in tune with the breath of Nature, for its 

lifetime is of the same order; and its lifetime also corresponds to an impression for the Earth. 

An impression for the Earth-a single nerve impulse-has a duration of 24 hours; it is a day 

and a night. Why is it that the lifetime of cells has the same duration? As Nature dreams and 

imagines, molecules live and die; and as the Earth dreams and imagines, cells live and die. 

The Earth's psychic life, her psychology, is connected with the cell. Nerve cells belonging to 

Man? or the sum total of all nervous mechanisms in all living creatures on the Earth's sur

face-all the nervous energy that goes on in the world, stored like the electric potential in an 

accumulator? Such a concept may be easier to grasp if we remember that a hundred years is 

only a few minutes for the Earth. A period like the Renaissance, for instance, would be just 

a single thought ..... 

10. But to return to the cell; one had thought of it as a lowly creature, confined within the 

walls of our bodies, yet its existence is essential, not only for the Earth, but even for the Sun. 

Creative energy from the Sun-the energy which creates organic life on Earth, works through 

the medium of the cell. But in this case it is the plant cell, which absorbs the life-giving rays 
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of the Sun and converts them into energy, on which the existence of all living creatures 

depends. So each cell is a 'quantum' of energy-a 'quantum' of the Sun's creative power. 

11. Does the Sun's creative energy also work through the medium of other cells than the 

plant cell? This we do not know. The one thing we do know is that the velocity of move

ment connected with creative energy is the limiting velocity of light or electromagnetic 

waves. If it is the light of the Sun which acts upon the plant cell, is it possible that radi

ations of the same velocity, but of a different frequency, act upon cells of other kinds, to 

produce creative energy? 

C.L. 

* * * 



THE RE=LATION BETWEEN THINGS. IV. THE EARTH 

"On a certain morning I went out to walk. The fields were green, the birds 
sang, the dew glistened, the smoke was rising, here and there a man appeared, a 
light of transfiguration lay on all things. It was only a little bit of earth; it was 
only one moment of her existence; and yet as my look embraced her more and 
more it seemed to me not only so beautiful an idea, but so true and clear a fact, 
that she is an angel, an angel-carrying me along with her into heaven ... " 

(Fechner, quoted by William James in ''A Pluralistic Universe".) 

1. To understand the Earth, one must understand her time. Suppose the Earth's 'breath' 

is the period of her orbit, i.e. a year, then this will be a 'moment of her existence'-a 

moment for the Earth will be a year. And in the order of things her time will be propor

tionate. An hour in her life will be about 1200 years; and a day and a night will be of the 

order of 30,000 years. Perhaps the 'Great Year' of 25,800 years is her day and night-the 

period of equinoctial precession, in which the fixed stars change their places, moving 

through the twelve signs of the Zodiac. Or perhaps it is the rather longer period of the 

ice ages-the period in which Nature lives and dies. It is a period of about this length, 

during which the Sun's vital influence ebbs and flows, quickening organic life like a great 

breath. 

2. So the Earth's breath is a year, and in this period living creatures and plants are quick

ened, live and die; but the period in which the whde of Nature is quickened-the period 

of the ice ages-is a day and a night for the Earth, and it is connected with her 'digestive 

cycle'-with the storing of physical energy within her. For the living and dying of Nature 

provides 'food' for the Earth, in the form of mineral deposits and other substances, some 

of which are stored and some of which are used to provide energy of various kinds. The 

Earth actually eats organic life, just as we eat cells. 

3. And then the Earth's lifetime will be proportionate, too. It should be of the order of 

30,000 'days and nights'-which means for the Earth about 30,000 ice ages, or some 900 

to 1,000 million years. How do we know if this is right? We said that the lifetime of 

everything in the Universe is proportionate to its size-how does this work our for the 

Earth? 

4. Roughly speaking, the Earth's diameter is 13,000,000 kilometres. Her size is therefore 

13 million times larger than the size of a man; suppose we say that man lives for 80 years, 

then it would be reasonable to expect the Earth to live for 13,000,000 times 80 years. 

This would be just over 1,000 million years, which is the figure we arrived at before. 

5. So the Earth's breath, her digestive cycle and her lifetime are in the same proportion to 

her size as our breath, our digestive cycle and our lifetime are to our size. It follows that 
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the movements connected with these processes are the same for the Earth as they are for us

they have the same speed. The movements connected with breathing, for instance-the move

ment of Spring across the face of the Earth, as it passes northwards like a great wind, bringing 

the green leaves and the new shoots-this movement has just about the same speed as the move

ment of the air we breathe, as it passes over our lungs and is carried in the form of vital energy 

through the arteries. The actual speed of movement is the same. 

6. And then there are the movements associated with the Earth's digestive processes-slow 

movements of the same order as that of the blood in our veins-movements which con

tinue for many thousands of years; perhaps the seepage of moisture in the Earth's crust, 

or the gradual falling of organic matter onto the ocean beds, or the movement of glaci

ers-it is not so easy to follow these. Even more difficult is it to know how the Earth 

grows. We know that the speed of her growth will be of the same order as ours, and yet 

it may well continue for millions of years. Even in a thousand years her diameter would 

only increase by forty or fifty feet, so no wonder we have not heard about it! 

7. The movements connected with the Earth's psychic life-with her nerve impulses and 

impressions, her thoughts and her dreams-will be of a very different order. A typical nerve 

impulse in man lasts for 11100th of a second or less. For the Earth this would be a period 

of about twenty-four hours. A thought or an idea might last for several years; but the 

velocity of these processes would be the same-they would move with the same speed as 

they do in us, a speed approaching that of sound waves. What could the Earth's thoughts 

be like? Are they made of the same stuff as ours? Are they perhaps our thoughts-the sum 

of all man's thoughts, put together into some great whole? And is her nervous and psychic 

energy stored in the nervous system, the minds of all her living creatures? 

"Fechner (says Prof. William James) likens our individual persons on the earth 
unto so many sense-organs of the earth-soul. We add to its perceptive life ... It 
absorbs our perceptions into its larger sphere of knowledge, and combines them 
with the other data there." 

8. The idea that the Earth might be directly aware of impressions which we only know of 

indirectly is also expressed by James: " ........ the only objects external to her (the earth) are 

the other stars. To these her whole mass reacts by most exquisite alterations in its total 

gait, and by still more exquisite vibratory responses in its substance. Her ocean reflects 

the lights of heaven as on a mighty mirror, her atmosphere refracts them like a monstrous 

lens, the clouds and snow-fields combine them into white, the woods and flowers disperse 

them into colours. Polarization, interference, absorption, awaken sensibilities in matter of 

which our senses are too coarse to take any note." 

9. Impressions of this kind would certainly be different from our ordinary impressions. 

But we know that the quality of impressions can vary; and we know that the measure of 

their quality is connected with their speed. Impressions of this order would be nearer the 

level of creative energy, which in the case of the Earth would be associated with molecules 

and atoms, and would have a velocity approaching the speed of light. 
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10. But when we try to visualize the Earth we usually forget, or fail to understand, how 

different her viewpoint is from ours. Her own rotation would hardly perhaps be known 

to her-rememl)fing that her present moment, her breath, her orbit round the Sun, is 

about a/fear of man's time, then the frequency of her rotation-365 per year-would 

appear to her like a frequency of a hundred or more rotations per second would appear to 

us, and her orbit around the Sun would seem to take place every two or three seconds. 

Probably the Sun appears to her as a halo, which encircles her with its radiance, not as a 

separately moving body at all. So we know very little about the true nature of the Earth. 

The Earth as a planet-what in fact are the planets? What are they for, and what relation 

has the Earth to the other planets and to the Sun? 

11. To understand the planets we have to realise that there are not only the nine planets 

of the solar system. There are planets everywhere, just as there are electrons everywhere. 

The ones we know about are held within the Sun's influence at this particular moment; in 

another moment things will change. Other planets may come within the Sun's influence, 

these planets will change their positions, and so on. It only seems otherwise because of 

time. Just as there is a typical period in which the electron remains in its place within the 

atom, in the same way a typical planet may be expected to remain for a certain time. In 
the case of the electron the period is a hundred millionth of a second; in the case of a 

planet the period is of the order of 70,000 million years. No wonder we know so little 

about it! Yet for the world of stars-the world outside our solar system-this period 

would only be a moment; and on the time scale of the whole Universe it would once again 

be like no more than a hundred millionth of a second is for us, for a planet stands in the 

same relation to the whole Universe as an electron stands to us. 

12. So the meaning of the planets will be different for each entity in the cosmic scale. To 

the nearest entity-the Sun, or the solar system to which they belong-they will be asso

ciated with physical energy, with 'food'. The Sun 'eats' planets, or planetary matter, just 

as we eat cells. It is difficult to understand this, because the time scale is so enormous

over vast aeons of time the Sun must absorb planets. i.e. matter consisting of planets, in 

much the same way as a cell absorbs molecular substances. And then to the next entity

th~ stars within a galaxy-planets will be associated with vital energy. This means that star 

clusters and clouds of stars in the Milky Way actually 'breathe' planets, i.e. the matter of 

which they are composed is quickened by the action of planets. In the same way, perhaps, 

molecular matter is 'quickened' by the action of electrons. 

13. For the galaxy as a whole, for spiral nebulae and other galaxies than ours, a planet is 

very small indeed. It is no larger than an atom; and is probably associated with the same 

order of energy-with the energy that Nature uses when she dreams and imagines, the ener

gy that forms the basis of our own psychology. And beyond the galaxies, what is there? 

Only, as far as we know, the whole Universe. What is a planet to the Universe? A planet, 

seen from this viewpoint, will be no larger than an electron; and it will appear to move 

with the same velocity, the velocity of light. It will be connected with creative energy; in 

fact, planets in some way we cannot understand are connected with the creation of worlds. 
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14. Our picture of the Earth is very simple. The further out we move into the world of 

stars, the smaller she becomes. And at the same time her purpose changes, for as we move 

outwards her lifetime alters its meaning, becoming associated with higher and higher lev

els of energy, as its frequency in the cosmic scale increases. And as the level of energy 

changes, we find that the velocity of movement also increases, reaching its maximum at 

the extreme limits of the Universe, with the velocity of light. To us on the Earth, this 

increasing velocity of movement appears to belong to the stars and galaxies; to the stars 

and galaxies-who knows,perhaps the converse is true. 

* * * 

l2. 



THE RELATION BETWEEN THINGS. V. THE MOLECULE. 

1. The world of molecules is the world of magic. Everything miraculous in Nature-the air 

we breathe, the sounds and scents, the colours and forms, and all the hidden things, the 

strange substances which influence behaviour, the very basis of life itself-all these things are 

associated with the molecule. 

2. The molecule is about as small, in relation to man, as a planet is large. Both are of the 

order of a hundred million times. And just as the lifetime of a man corresponds to the 'breath' 

of the planets, so the lifetime of a molecule corresponds to the breath of a man-it is of the 

order of a few seconds. 

3. If the lifetime of a molecule is only a matter of seconds (and that of inorganic molecules 

may well be less), its digestive cycle will only be a tiny fraction of a second-perhaps as long 

as a nerve impulse, or a sound vibration. The molecule actually 'eats' ions, or possibly the 

nuclei of atoms, just as we eat cells; and just as we provide food for organic life, by living and 

dying, so the molecule provides food for cells by living and dying. 

4. So the physical world for the molecule is a very small world indeed-it is no larger in scale 

than a cell. It is, in fact, the world of chemical processes, seen as it were from the inside. The 

fact that time is so different on this scale explains why so many miraculous things can hap

pen in a matter of a few seconds-the molecule has a whole lifetime in which to carry them 

out, for it lives in a different world of time. 

5. The breath of the molecule is even quicker-it is of the order of several hundred million 

breaths per second. Molecules 'breathe' electrons, or sub-atomic particles; and by their own 

living and dying they are themselves breath for man. So their field of action in this case is 

much larger-it is on the scale of the whole of a man, not just a single cell. 

6. On the level of psychic energy-of 'impressions'-the molecule is no longer confined 

within the limits of a cell or a living creature; it has the freedom of the air in which to move. 

Molecules are 'impressions' for Nature; and for the molecule itself, impressions have the fre

quency of heat rays. And molecules in the air around us must be especially sensitive to cer

tain kinds of vibrations-to changes in temperature, sounds and scents, colours, humidities 

and other more subtle influences, which they can store in a form which makes it possible for 

Nature to absorb them. 

7. Molecules, too, are associated with creative energy-they are in fact the substance of cre

ative energy for the Earth. And in this sense their field of action extends to the extreme lim

its of the Earth's atmosphere. Creative energy for the molecule is associated with the fre

quency of ultra violet and X-rays-the molecule is sensitive to these influences of very high 

frequency, and is able to store them. In this way they become available to the Earth-avail

able through the living and dying of molecules. 

8. So the molecule provides food for cells, and it quickens the bodies of living creatures 
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through the air they breathe; it fills the world of nature with scents and sounds, with the song 

of birds, the subtle perfumes that arouse the instincts of animals, the delicate changes in tem

perature which awaken the growing plants. And lastly it is a kind of sense organ surround

ing the whole Earth, sensitive to the most delicate vibrations-vibrations far more subtle 

than those we ordinarily perceive-influences coming from the other planets, the sun and 

even the stars of the Milky Way. No wonder the world of molecules is the world of magic! 

THE RELATION BE1WEEN THINGS. VI. THE SUN. 

1. The Sun breathes, and organic life is quickened, becomes alive. Once every twenty-five 

thousand years the Sun breathes new life into Nature. The scale is so vast we can hardly con

ceive it-even the whole of historical time is only a fraction of a second for the Sun, and ordi

nary everyday time as we know it is not time at all, it is frequency. Our lifetime of eighty 

years is in fact a vibration of some 10,000 cycles per second for the Sun, and our day and 

night is an even faster vibration of several hundred million cycles per second. 

2. The difference between the Sun's time and ours determines the level of energy 

exchanged. For Nature it is vital energy or 'breath' that is exchanged, for Man it is psychic 

energy or 'impressions', and for the cell it is creative energy. Nature depends on the Sun 

for breath, we depend on the Sun for impressions, the cell depends on the Sun for photo

synthesis. Conversely, the life cycle of Nature provides the Sun with vital energy, the life 

cycle of Man provides the sun with psychic energy, the life cycle of cells provide_s the Sun 

with creative energy. 

3. That is why the Sun appears to us as he does-we see that part of him which is concerned 

with psychic energy. If his light were to disappear we should die, because impressions would 

cease. Nature would die too, if the Sun disappeared, but for a different reason-the life prin

ciple would leave her. And the creation of plant life would also cease, for cells could no longer 

obtain energy from the Sun's rays. 

4. But although the Sun appears to us in the form of light rays and vibrations, he is really a 

living being. He is born, lives and dies, in his own time. this is difficult to understand-we 

cannot actually see him for long enough to know what he really is. We think of him as a star, 

as a point in space, but for himself he is not a point at all-he is three dimensional. The plan

ets make many thousand spirals round him every moment of his existence but even if we 

could visualize their path it would only be a geometrical figure-his real three dimensional 

shape is unknown to us. 

5. Yet we really do know what the Sun is, and perhaps it isn't necessary to worry too much 

about his exact shape, provided we can feel his influence. Perhaps we do not realize we are 

inside the Sun-living creatures, the earth and organic life, and the planets surrounding him 

are all part of the Sun, existing with him as one whole. For the Sun, as he exists in his own 

time, is not separate. This earth is the Sun-it is part of his physical shape; organic life is the 

Sun-it is the vital energy in him, his life principle; mankind, too, is the Sun-part of the 
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Sun's psychology perhaps, or his feelings and sensations; and the world of cells is the Sun

it is part of his creative energy, his power to create life on earth. 

6. And the Sun is a star, existing in the starry firmament. As we look up in the sky at night, 

what is it all about, that great stillness? Somehow, this is the most baffling of all questions. 

Are we looking into the heart of matter itself, or is it some great living being, up there in the 

sky? It is all so quiet and so still, there is certainly a presence there, yet we have no way of 

finding it. 

7. Actually, it is a question only of viewpoint. From our point of view we are looking into 

the heart of matter itself-matter that has been stopped, so to speak, and consists only of 

space without time. From the Sun's point of view it is quite different. The Sun lives in the 

world of stars, just as we live in the world of Nature. Everything in the world of stars is alive 

for the Sun-alive, and full of movement. Influences of many kinds reach him, from the clus

ters of stars in which he lives, from the Milky Way and from the other galaxies beyond. Some 

of these influences bring him physical energy, others bring him life. When the galaxy 

breathes, he is quickened. The source of all his impressions-his light-comes from still fur

ther away, perhaps from the distant nebulae, or the whole visible Universe. And the origin 

from which he was created-who knows who created the Sun? 

* * * 
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:r) GbAnges in iiM struotu...-ne 0£ molecules a.rG chemical ohF,nges; cha,.,goe in 

the structure of' atoms are alcllemical - that is -to seyp ohemieal prooesGes 

er~ eonoe~ed with 'the a._~ment of a'toms wi:thin each molecule, but .. 

to transrnte one element into a.,o'ther, to cban~ ~ in:to gole, sometl1i:ng 

has to be o~ in iihe structure of· -the atom i-tsel:f. 

2) irrne lifetime of the moleoolo is of' the order o:f a £e1.-1 seconds; the 

lii'etirne of' the atom must be infinitely 1ess - perhaps w..ly a thousand-th9 

ore ten -thousandth o:f a second. So the di:fi'oronce between chemistry 

e.nd alchemy is e. cosmic di..f:feronce - it is a matter of d.if':fe:rent times. 

3) But what is {::...lohell\Y? W"nere an{l how doos it oocm-? The ~'"'lSWO:r is 

aimple enough - it oocurs in the Nu."'l• The energy- of the Sun depends on 

the building up of a.toms of helium from a.toms of b,y(h-ogen1 i.e. on changes 

L""l the strueture of the atom.. 

4} The :ta.et the.t a.lellenw oooors in the sun~ and that it depends at "the 

same time ._ on changes in the structure of' -tho a. toms gives us the clue we 

.energy levels as we knows depend on the ratio beiNleen the time of the 

1 oooerver• and toot of the entity observed ... L"l this case ~ is the 

observer, the slm and -th~ ;:;tom are 'the en'ti:ties obselrv'ed - tha ratio 

5) md the ener& 1eve~ is thai. of 'impressions''"' Impressions £or mal'J. 

de:p""...nd on the sun, and at the same time man gets impressions :from e.tomsi; 

So e.lchen\V begins on 'the level. of impressions o This dCY-'...s not 

me&""l. thv~ t everything in connection with imprermi.ons is al.ohe1'1ty' - it mee..ns 

that changes in 'the quality Gr.impressions are al.oheml.eal ellangaso 

6) But le"t us be qui:te olea:i:> - i't is only because of man•s relation to the 

sun ~ -the e:tam, in iJle eosmie scale~ that he finds 'them to be comieoted 

with impressions. Another entity uould obtn.L'1 i..Tl!pressions :from a di:ff eren:t 

Namre, for insta.ncei ob'tains impressiO!W :from molecules - aloheEW 

in Na tw:,e, begins wi tn changes in the s'trileture o:f 'the molecule - 'the or~.nio 

molecule, wi'hh a11 i.'ta m1racrul.aus pm10:es. 
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?) so the picture changes ·with each 'observer'~And in oroer to under1:rtano 

the a tom 1 t is not enough 'to s ·tudy it only :from our poL."lt of view 1 we must 

try to see it as it exists for 1tself, in i~e own v1orldo 
8) The 1florld of time in which the atom lives is almost unbelievably 

different from ours .. In the period of one breath, for instv.nco~ ID0J'.lY 

'thouse.."lds of' gene.rations of atoms su.cceed one a.nether.. In such :,-,.. pe:l?iocl 

mar..y c1.iffe:rent kinds o:f atom could come into being - could 'evolve' in the 

same way tmt a.nim-"'.ls a..Tld plants a.re subject to e'VOlutionf.'!.J:'Y ch:::i.nges over 

periodG o'f thousands of years. ~ere is plenty of time for evolution, 

:m the world o-£ a toms s ev-an in c!, :row seoond.s r 
Ii' you imagine the whole of' 

evolution&...ey time condensed into a flim seconds,- you rlll reGlise thc~t we 

Ofilll'lO"t :possibly soe individuaa: atrn"',.s, 1.,;e ea.n only detect different 

speoies of' a.toms ro. the:rc like di:f:ferenir species of animal.s e,nd p1F.:nts. 

OJ'ld dies, :i.:r. i ·t;s own time. It ~xchnnges energy of different kinds with 

c:rea ti vo enerw- -:;;i th li vlng beingu smaller tlk--in i 'tsel:f; and by i ·ts ~ 

li v:tng one. dytn.g = its O'h-n re:pei;i tion - it provides the peysic2.l su bst.-:mee 

How is it possible for ~h.~ et-0,.~ to do all this? 

IT.) It i s just a,bcr-:J.t es clif'fioul t for us to understc-.nd the e:tom 9 in its 

virw.,,"11ise the a. tum e,s e.. sun, o:r a solar system, we @St no nee,:ror the truth~ 

fo~ the mm is not rea11y like what we visu.al.isej no::t? is the ed;om? 

If' it we!'o not so~ it would have no ple,ee ill the 
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I2) Bu-t if we :forget scientific theories, and just try to tirl.nk of that 

which lies b0hincl the outward appear-anoo of things - of that wl1ieh 

nobcd.y sees, and yet it is everythi.."lg - perhaps LY! time we sha.11 eomo 

to U..."'lde:rsta.ncl the n. tomo Fo:r the a ton9 a.fter all, belongs to a clif'f'oren-'.; 

place in the cosmic sea.le :fro,:n OU..">'S~ e-;nd that ia wby it lies beyond cru.r 

sight, and, w1zy at the same -time it acoou .. ,.rts for so much h1 our wo:t:-ld 

tb..·:d; cm,not be explai.."!ed, that belongs to the mL~culous. Do you feel 

pe~hap~ tM .. t the one who -;r;rote this poem, a 1~~ while ago, was a.:fter 

.Might it not ho.ve bean written a.bout the sGJOO thi..vig? 

I am the wind which breathes upon the sea, 

I mn the wave o:f the ocean, 

I Ml the mu1'11IUr of the billows, 

I e.m the ox of the seven comro.ts, 

I n.m the V't.11 tu...-e upon the rocks, 

I am a ber-,;:,m of the mm., 

I am the :fairest of' plants,. 

I am <it, wild boar in vn.loul:', 

I am a salmon in tne· water, 

I am a. lE.J.:e in tho plai.."l, 

I am a. word a£ eoienoo, 

I am the point o:f the le.nee in battle~ 

I run the God who cremtes in the head the :fire. 

?lho is it who throw$ light into the meeti..l'l.g on the mounto.'1.in? 

Who announces the ages o:f the moon? 

Who teaches -the pla.ee where eouohes the sun? 



TITE RE'I,ATIOR :BETh.iEEH 1ffiiliGS. VIII~•-..J'F.E HEAVENliY FIRl1Ali$liT. 

I) If" you think 0£ the brightness of' the SUn; and then i:f you thin..lt of 

thts brilliancet repeated and repeated and repeated, in every sta.:r, 5.n 

all the heavens, a.gain and again and age.in wi. thrn.t:t end, you \'Jill be nearer to 

understanding the heavenly firmament as it rc..-.a,lly is. 

2)For the he~venly :firmarne:nt is made of stars, just as our bodieo are rnB,de 

o:f cells. And things are const.a.ntly chctng:i.ng in th~ world of stars - it is 

not the a till t:i.m~less world that it a.ppen .. r~ to be; n~v stars ere coming into 

exchanged - aYerything is full of lii"e .r,..11d move!!tent. 

3) There are several orders of' thing1:1, up there in th~ sky. There a,:re r-: U.::rs 

0£ ma..riy diffeJ:>ent kinds, some hundr~ds of' times smallffr, otlm:r-s humfreds o-f 

times: lar.ger than the Sun.. Then thcn:e ~re clusters of stars, some conta,ininz 

only a :few b.tmdred, others, the globular clusters, containing many thousnnds 

And if these nebulae, of which there a.ro m=!..ny millions, R:t'~ taken together 

E,s ~- sing-J.e whole - a whole which cxteni:.ls to the extre:m:ie limits of visible 

si,~ce - that is m1r conception, that is wh~t we consider to be the Univ~n:-se • . 

4) To the astronomers who st'udy th6Mn, the star clus•tel'.'£ arnl a;ala_ties give 

the a:ppear-0<?1ce of' ·1,:rery tenuovs s:t~tes o:f matt:e:r.·, rather Jike clouds of a very 

.And their movement5'1 are founa .. to obey S!: .. me 

movement of €t1t molec-ules 1 their ve:toci ty being of the same or"iier. 1f'he 

gala..~ies a1so. iltppea:r.- t::, be, receding from us, e .. t velocities wbich increase 

d th ·distance~ · reaching the speed of li&,ir!.i at the c~:treme limits cif 
on. the ot.h.er hand l ,.(app.ea.r OJtly as 

visibility. 1l10 us, the stars Dll(t ga,.l,rn" es ····· fu:ed pci!1ts cf li{!)lt 

we see no mci1rement, only number - au infinite repetition of points in a 



TIIE .REIJi.TIOH EETWEEH THINGS,. VIII. 'l'HE B.EAVE.liLY FIRMil®TT. 

( c.on.ti m1-ed) 

5) If we calcula:t-e -'.,he meaning of' 

time, for these. world.s in outer spi3-ce, we reach 2.J.1 even stranger conclu~don 
for us- -ta see 

·ft is im:nes.s.i:ble,<'. them long enough to know- that they srlstt A moment 
r f~ ~ 

:for these worlds is an inconceivably long timt?i"-- at least of t he order o:f' 

thousands of millions of ye~:rs. So when you come _ to thm~ about it you 

w:ill rec,lis e wh.y we cant see t h.e m. s.s t h ey really a r e - even our whole 

l i i.e t irre is less t han &. single instant of th.eir e xistence. No won der 

tliey a ppear uys tifyin.g and s trange! 
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THE RELATION BE'l.WEEN THINGS. CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT E?ITITIES. 

I) Sc f'ar we have been considering diff'erent entities - molecules, cells, 

living crea-tu:res, stars, galaxies eto;, in relation to their place in the 

cosmic scale. :But each entity itself ·has a very great variety of 

different f'orms. There are many different cells, for instance, just as 

there are many different stars, and the number of dif~erent creatures on 

the earth's surface is even greater. How can we classify these different 

f orme - is _tb,ere some guiding principle we can use · ? Which are the higher 

forms and which the lODer, and wha.t is the real :f'unction of ea.eh? 

2) Suppose we consider the molecule, for instance. There are many differeftt 

kinds of molecule; some kinds are classified as organic, others as inorganic • 

.Although it is far from clear what these terms mean, it can at least be said 

that inorganic molecules are ·more simpl~ in their organisation, 

~d exist chiefly in what we recognise as gaseous, liquid and solid states 

or matter. Organic molecules are more complex - more highly organised, and 

oonsist of verg· elaborate patterns or chains, built up from a :few basic 

types. The number and variety of' organic substances which can be derived 

from these combinations appears to be aL~ost limitless. 

3) Now the molecule, like other entities, has a certain relation to other 

entities above it in the cosmic scale. It is associated in various ways 

with the cell, with man, with nature and with the earth. There are in fact 

certain molecules whose sphere of influence is eon~ined within the limits 

of the cell; there are others which have the whole of man•s body as their 

sphere of' inf'luenee; there is a thii-d kind which has its sphere of' influence 

outside the physical body of man, in the world of nature; 8,Dd there is a 

f'ourth kind which has the whole earth as its sphere of influe-nce. 
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THE RELATION. BE'IWEEN THINGS. CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFERENT ENTITIES. 

4) The molecule,therefore, has :four di:f:ferent spheres o'f influence, and in 

each case its fitnction a.nd purpose are different. In each case it is in 

fact a different kind of molecule, and di~ferently organised. The molecules 

that belong within the cell are the most complex of ~e organic molecules 

(eg DNA, protein etc}; those that circulate wi-thin man•s body (eg enzymes, 

hormones, haemoglobin) a.re also organic molecules though possibly less 

complex; the molecules that exist in nature (eg those concerned with the 

proper-ties of air, temperature, ba.rometrie pressure, humidity ete} are 

the more complex of the inorganic molecules; those that erlst in the upper 

layers of the ea.:rth's atmosphere, and are concerned with the receipt of 

influences from outside the ear'th, are the simplest of all the molecules. 

5) So the molecule exists in four different :forms - on :four diff'erent levels. 

In its highest, most energetic :form it is a very simple inorganic molecule 

with a very wide sphere 0£ influence extending over the upper layers o:f' the

earth's atmosphere, and sensitive to very subtle influences from outside 

the earth.. In its nerl form it is a more complex inorganic molecule existing 

in the immediate world around us, and sensitive to inf'luences which affect 

nature's reactions, a.nd upon wllieh she depends i'or her impressions. In its 

third :form it is an organic mol.eoule existing within our bDtl.ies, and playing 

an essential role in connection with our vitality; and in its fourth form 

it is eonfined within the cell, is perhaps the most complex of all the 

molecules, and plays an essential part in the cell 1 s physical existence • 

• • • • • 
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STATES OF RATTER. 

I) Matter, on the largest scale we can conceive, is the matter of which 

the Universe is made. This matter consists, not as the scientists suppose, 

of a.toms, electrons and molecules, but of galaxies. As man's body is 

made of cell.£, or as air is ma.de of molecules, so the Unive:r&e is made 

of galaxies. 'Galactic matter' as we may call it, is the physical 

substance of the Universe. 

2) The galaxies in their turn are made of stars - not separate stars, but 

clusters of stars, held together by invisible bonds. Let us call this 

matter •starey matter' - a.11 we can see o:f it are vast clouds of stars, 

like clouds of a subtle gas. We cannot see it as it really is - it is too 

far away, both in time and space. 

3) Star clusters are made of suns - some many times larger, others not 

unlike our own solar system. We can call this matter 1 sola:r matter'. 

And i:f you think of the brightness of our Sun, and then if you think of' 

this brilliance, repeated and .repeated, again and age.in l'd thout end, you 

may begin to imagine what 'solar matter' is like! 

4) And then there is the matter o:f which SU11s are ma.de. The el~ments of this 

mn:tter are planets; but not just the few planets we knm1 about.. 'Planetary 

matter• consists of a.11 planets, everywhere, interpenetra.ting the matter 

o-f' the starry worlds. 

5) The next state of' matter is that of which our planet - the Earth consists. 

As our bodies are ma.de of cells, so the living body of the Earth is made of' 

elements of many di:ff"erent kinds, such as :forests, seas, mountains, rivers, 

islands, cities, lakes ••• all of which, taken together-, make up her physical 

substance. We can call this matter 'org--a.nic ma.tter• .. 

6) The elements of' •organic matter•- the valleys and hills, the cities and 

:forests, the rivers and :fields, are the world in which we live, the world 

of Nature. The elements of this wor1d are living creatures like ourselves. 

The :forests are made of trees, the fields a.re covered with plan:~ and floweI:"S, 

men cro-Nd together in the cities, minute organisms fill the seas. All these 
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living creatures taken together are what ma:y be called 'livi_ng matter•. It is 

a. state of' matter -as tangible, as res.1 as the matter of which our bodies 

are made. 

1) And our bodies are made 0£ cells - tissue cells, blood cells, nerve cells, 

brain cells, cells of many kinds .. As a forest is dif'f'erent from a. city, as 

a lake is di:f:ferent :from a plain, so the cells o:f our bodies are different; 

and cellular ma1iter has many di:f.ferent :forms. We are a.ware of' these 

different aspects of cellular matter in the different parts of our bodies 

the bony skeleton, the flesh, the bloodstream, the nervous systam, the 

brain; and to a certain extent we are :familiar with their own different 

lives, the sensations connected with ea.eh. 

8) Less ta.ngi. ble, E':.Dd yet more active is the neri state o:f ma. tter - the 

molecular .. All our internal chemistry, our inner physical states, our . . 

moods,our inner reactions, even the breath that keeps us alive - all these 

depend on matter in the molecular state. In the world a.round us molecular 

matter - in the :form of water, air, water vapour, and on a larger scale 

the Earth• s atmosphere - has many extraordinary proper-ties, and plays c:.?1 

essential pa.rt in creating the environment in which living creatures B.Dd 

pla...~ts can exist. 

9) And then there is -the atom, or ion. The ion, which is an electrically 

charged a.tom, is the be.sis of a1l electrical phenomena in the world a.round 

us, both on a. very large scale in the Earthts atmosphere and in Nature, and 

on a. smaller soa.1e in Man's environment. In Man's inner world it is the 

basis o:f his nervous energy, and it plays a vital part in his physical 

constitution - in his metabolism. 

IO) And :finally, there is ra.dia.11t energy - heat, light, ultra violet and 

many other radiatimm. The ba.sie element of this state 

o:f: ma.tter is the photon, or quantum of radiation. If a. toms, or ions are 

oonnected with Man's nexvous energy - his impressions,-one would expect 

this state oi' matter to be connected with his creative energy - his 

consciousness. :But of ooUl'se there is no proof. And in the world 

a.round us radiant energy ha.a a physical basis onlyJ though the laws 

relating to its action are far from simple. 
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II) Now of all these many staiies of' matte:r only :four a.re knO\JIIIl -to 'Man; 

and it is difficult for him to belie11e in the existence o:f other states 

or m.~tter above him in the cosmic scale. Ma:tter, f'or him, begins with 

the cell. :But for other entities, other states o:f !!latter are just as real. 
as i~eal 

For the sun, :for instance, pll:l.netary matter is/ · . · . e.s cellular matter 

is to Ma.n. For Nature it is living matter that has a real physical basis, 

fer the Galaxy it is the sta.rry world ·t;hat is realt and so on. 

I2) .And a.s new states of matter come in-to existence for larger entities 

in the cosmic scale~ so other sta.tes of matter disappear :from view. Matter 

in the a.tomic •state, for instance, no longer exists for the Earth. An atolfl 

is too small to exist xor the Earth - a molecule is the smallest element 

that has any meaning; · so molecular matter is the :finest state o:f' matter 

that exists~ on the scale of the Earth. 

I3} Molecular matter is therefore a. much finer substance for the Earth 

than it is for us. In fact, every state of matter has quite di:f:ferent 

properties - is actually a different substance - for different entities 

in the cosmic scale. Molecular matter is one substance for the cell, 

another substance :for living creatures, a third i'or Nature, a fourth f'or 

the Ea.1·th, and on the scale of the solar system it no longer exists - it 

is too fine. A clear example is the air we breathe, which is actually a. 

quite different substance on each of these four scales. 

I4) Now this idea - tha.-t ordinary matter,such as the air we brea1ihe,is 

actually a different substance for dirferent entities in the cosmic scale, 

is a very important clue. Why is it that simple things in the world around 

us cont~in so many rairaculous properties? Artistsy poets, even ordinary 

people like ourselves know of these hidden properties of things; why is it 

tha. t science cannot explain them? 
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I5) The answer is simple - they are the properties of' me,tter as it exists 

in relation to a larger world. The matter we know, in its relation to 

other worlds, has quite different properties - properties which to us are 

miraculous. Sci.enee recognises the existence of' finer, more ener&atic 

states within a given state of matter; but this idea - that one and the 

same state of ma.tter has different properties £or different worlds - is 

something science has never discovered. 

16) Let us consider the properties of air, :from ~his point of view. Their 

number and their variety are unbelievable. First, there a.re all the 

properties o:f air connected wi·l.h :respiration - the strangely complicated 

processes within the organism whieh enable the cells of our bodies to 

obtain o-zygen., processes which science cannot fully explain. These are the 

physical properties of air - its properties in relation to the cell. Then 

on _a larger scale there is the breathing o.f living creatures. In this sense 

air is vita.l energy - is 'breath' - for it enables pla.nts, animals and 

bacteria to live. Through the delicate balance of carbon dioxide and 

ozygen, its vitnl properties a.l'e mci.nta.ined. To the next scale belong all 

those properties of a~r connected with our environment - the storing and 

distribution of' wa:t'mth and humidity in the atmosph&re, barometric pressure, 

climatic conditions, vibrations, scents, colours, even light itsel:f, which 

could not exist without the presence 0£ the atmosphere. These belong to 

Nature - they are the substance of which her inner impressions - her 

sensations are made. They are connected with her moods, har inner atmosphere 

and in this sense air is quite a different substance - it has psychic 

properties, and is ccrresp9D-dingl,y finer end more energetic. And th0n 

on the largest scale, there is the whole of the Atmosphere surrounding the 

Earth, encircling her like a balo of light; collecting and absorbing the 

Sun's rays, storing some and dispersing others, protecting Nature :from the 

more powerful radiations, allowing the vital rays to pass. It is this 

property of air which enables· the Earth to res~ond to the delicate 

influences reaching her i'rom outer space, and in her turn to transmit her 

own influence to the worlds surrounding her. This is the property of air 

connected with consciousness - with the higher impressions the Earth receives. 
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I7) i1 a.11 these miraculous properties belong only to one state of 

mg,ttsr - if' equivalent states o:f matter exist on every scale in the 

Universe, no wonder we sometimes begi..n to feel a sense of the inf'inite in 

the world around us If we knew how to look we could :find 

the sa..~e miraculous properties in everything! 

18) Now the rea.son air bas so many miraculous properties is that its :field 

of action extends over four ve-xy different scales. Air is essential, not only 

:for cells and living creatures, but elao for Natu2~e and for the Earth as a 

whole .. Al though it is the same air, ~md would if e.nalysed contain the 

same i.'1.gr-edients, yet it is actually a different substance on each of these 

four scales, with quite different propertiese 

I9) And tb.e sams is true of all states of mattc:r - they ea.eh have four fields 

of action - they each operate on £our di£ferent scaleso On the first, the 

nearest scale, it is simply the physical properties of .matter ~~th whi~h we 

are eoneerned; on the next sea.le it is the vital .properties, i.e. matter on 

this scale is life, o~ *breath'; on the third scale it is the psychic 

properties the properties connected with intelligence, and on th0 fourth, 

the largest sc&le it is the creative properties of matter~ the properties 

conn~eted wdth consciousness. 

20) We are reminded of the ancient -idea that matter consists of four degrees -

Earth, Water, Air and Fire. 

But it is only in 
thi 

our own system tha:~ we find . jidea clearly and simply expressed,. The 

system says tha t rnat-ter, in its physical aspect, is bJ,·drogen; but that the 

same etate of' matter, i;aken i..71 J.'elation to othez- sta'f;es of matte:r
7 

can aoi. 

in the capacity of oxygen, or nitrogen, or carbon; and t~t "in ef!.ch case its 

density~ and the effects of its action are different9 This is the lc>.w o:f 

three forces; e.nd here we are te1,kin5 i"t on a very big, a cosmic scale. But 

of course it applies to everything, great or small - not only to 

eve r-y larger thing in the world around u-s, °b'..lt also to svery lilly , part of 

ourselves, do-..m to the smallest detail~· 
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2~) Onee we have established in our minds the cosmic order of these 

different states of matter, it becomes possible to study Man in his 

relation to each. 

2I) Now as he exie'ts in living matter - in his natural surroundings - Man's 

physical body is large enough to have a. certain meaning and purpose; in :fact 

it is the basis of his perception - the yardstick by which he measures the 

world. 

22) But as he exists in organic matter - in the world o-f organic elements 

surrounding the Earth - Man's body at a given moment does not count - it is 

too small.. It is only his e:rls'tence in time - that which belongs to his 

whole lif'etime, that counts. 

23) And as he exists in planeta.ey ma:tter even Man's whole lifetime is not 

big enough. It is only that which belongs to :recurrence - that whieh is 

eternal in him, that counts. 

24) And in the next seale o-r matter - in solar matter - even Van's 

recurrence is not big enough. It is only that which is beyond recurrence 

the realisation within him of ail that he could be, that has any 

signi:ficanee. 

25) So in each state of matter it is a dif':ferent part of Man that counts; 

and only in his relation at one and the same time with all these :four 

states of matter is he complete • 

• • • " • • • • 

26) Now in ea.eh o:f these :four states o~ matter lla.n comes under dii':ferent 

laws. In the first state o:f matter, in living matter, Dan is under the 

law of accident. Physically, he may survive for a while, or he may 

disappear. .Anything can happen at miy moment. 

27) In the second state- of matter,_ in organic matter, Jlan comes under the 

law of cause a..l'ld effect. This is because time enters into the scheme of 

things - it is the sequence of events within his lif'etime - the shape of 

his life,tha.t exists in this state of matter. 

28) .And in the next sta'te of matter,. in planetary matter, Man comes under the 

law of £ate. It is the repetition of .his life, that which exists beyond 

his lifetime, that belongs to this state of matter. 

29) And on the largesi. scale, in solar matter, !fan comes under the law of 

Will. It is those possibilities which a.re beyond reeurrenee - which have not 

28 
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happened ne~ore, that require Will • .And in so far as a man exists in this 

state of matter, to that extant will his possibilities be realised. 

**** ** ** ****** *** ** *** ** 

30) In the same way ,my other entity can be studied in relation to 

states of matter above it in the cosmic scale. Cells, for instance, 

have quite different characteristics on each of these four scales, and 

come under different laws. In cellular matter - in living tissue - they 

exist in large numbers, and have no significance individually. :But in 

living matter - in the world of living creatures - it is the individual 

germ cell that counts. In the germ cell, wound up like e. spring, causes 

are hidden - ea.uses which sooner or later reveal . themselves in the 

characteristics of living creatures. '!he phenomenon of the germ cell 

is a,~ay.tiful example of the law of cause and effec~,. a.nd the essence of it 

is time - movement in the fourth dimension. 

3I) In the larger world o:f organic ma.1:ter - in relation to the biosphere, 

the ce11 only exists in recurrence. . Bow it is a curious thing that 

nerve cells, unli.lte other cells, remain unchanged as. long as the body 

lasts. In comparison with tissue cells, nerve c8lls a.re eternal - they 

exist f'or ever, so to speak. In consequence 0:f" this, their existence is 

subject to di:f:ferent laws. They do not, for instance, reproduce and grow, 

and replace th~mselves like ordinary tissue cells. Whether they actually 

exist in the fifth dimension - in recurrence - is dif~ioult to prove, but 

there is cextainly a great difference between them and ordinary cells. 

32) On the sea.le o:f"platleta:ey matter, the cell, if' it has a place at all, 

exists only in the sixth dimension. This would imply some further 

extension of existence beyond that of the nerve cell - an existence in 

which every possibility belonging to the cell could be realised. Is it 

possible that brain cells, or even perhaps certai.n special cells vmieh 

belong to a particular area of the b~in, could :fulfil this requirement? 

Clearly, such cells once again would be under quite different laws. Instead 

o'f reacting, they would be able to initiate actions .. Possibly, under 

certain conditions, they would be under the law of' Will. 
29 



33} One thing is clear - in spite o:f a.11 the research~ we still know very 

little about the cell! Y&t we have arrived at a new classification 0£ 

aells, into four broad headings - tissue cells, ge:rm cells, nerve cells and 

brain eells; and these correspond in a very remar~..able we;s- with the 

corresponding divisions o:f Ma.n•s nature. 

34) Nature, too, can be stuclied in relation "to sta"tes o:f ma.:t~er above he:r 

in the cosmic scaloe 

changeable and unreliable. 

in the world around us, is 

As climatic condi "tions V--<:irY, as :fertile valleys 

turn. into deserts, or as con"tinen-ts a:1;e swept by 'Winds, so animals and plants 

flourish fo~ a while and then disappear. Everywhere there is a struggle 

:for existence - everywhere thin©, seem to be happening by accident. --

35) But on a. larger sea.le, a.11 these changes are unim.po:rta.i""lt. '1:f 'W'E! study 

Na-tu:rs as she ex.is-ta en the scale of p1ane"ta:ry matter, we see 

only the g.ra.o,ual appearance of' lif'e, e.nd the deveJ.o:pma."1.t of speoies throuigh 

the ages. This. proc_ess t in... which tim.e plays an. essantial role,. is an 

ordsred growth, subject to the la.w o:f cause 'and effect. 

accidental about it~ 

• • .. • 0 

30 

There is nothing 



COSMOSES - Doctrine of Cosmoses 

1 /1-7 Doctrine of Cosmoses Part I 
The Doctrine of Cosmoses enables each of the 7 Cosmoses 

to be seen from its own viewpoint as observer , not solely from man's 
point of view. ( the summer programme referred to in 1/1&2 is Study 
Society reading material , probably for 1965) 

Physical , natural & spiritual bodies considered , first of man 
and then of earth. Found to be of same level but of different substance 
due to the different scales involved. The composition of the substance 
of the respective bodies then related to the different food , air and 
impressions of man and earth 

2/1-3 AQQendix - Principles 
Time & size difference of 30,000 which ratio also applies to 

food,breath and impressions assimilation. Food,breath and impressions 
energy exchanges linked with cosmoses one,two and three above & 
below each other. Each cosmos has potential of physical body (from 
food),natural body (from breath),spiritual body (from impressions) and 
divine body (from creator). 

Levels of matter in universe relative to observer, but velocities 
constant and indicative of function involved. ( see Appendix Volume for 
velocity grid & table) 

2/4 Table of !Y.pical Cosmos 'set-up_: 
Relationship of a cosmos with those 4 above & below. 

2/5 Table of different times & sizes of cosmoses (see 
Appendix Volume for further tables) 

3/1-9 Doctrine of Cosmoses Part II 
11 or 12 classes of entity from sub-atomic to island universes. 

A cosmos considered to include 4 or possibly 5 entities below & above 
it in scale.Nature of each revealed through its time- illustrated by 
comparison of man's breath (3secs) with nature's (24hrs), nature's with 
the earth's breath (1 yr) , that with the sun"s (30,000 yrs). Idea of a 
comP-lete cosmos illustrated by universe.sun and man, each containing 
the energy source for its own realisation - sun for universe , atom / 
unmanifest sun for man , man for sun. 

Separate & distinct periods or orders of dimensions 
considered to illustrate principle that a complete cosmos must include 
6 different entities and a 7th which repeats the first on a different scale. 

( all papers probably mid-60s) 



l/1 THE DOc'.l'HINE OF COSMOSES• PART I._ 

The summer programme is based on the Doctrine of Cosmoses. 

It shows us how the world is reflected in ourselves - how the 

deeper we are able to look within ourselves, the deeper and 

fuller ou.r perception of the world bocomes, until finally, 

perhaps, the two are merged in one.... And it shows us too, 

why the world is as it is, for we see it all from a certain 

point of view, the viewpoint of man, the observer. 

:But the Doctrine of Cosmoses goes much further than this. 

The approach used in the summer programme is only a begill:!1-ing. 

Everything in the summer programme is taken from man's viewpoint -

man is always in the centre. :But suppose man did not exist 

any longer - suppose he disappeared frcm the scene. The Doctrine 

of' Cosmoses would still be just as true, for man is not the only 

observer. Each of the seven cosmoses is an obs5rver - each 

can take the centre of the stage. 

Each of the seven cosmoses is a living being. Ea.oh ha.s 

-. its own time, its own breath, its own intelligence_, and above 

all, its own viewpoint of the world. In fact, the world seen 

from the viewpoint of' one cosmos is quita unrecognisable to 

any other. Each cosmos has a completely different view of the 

world, and yet it is all the same world. 

The idea that living beings exist on different scales 

throughout the universe is quite foreign to modern thought. I:f' 

·.-_,.";:_::.;..-

it was once understood in the past, it has long since been forgotten. 

But these living beings actually do exist, and they are much 

nearer to us than we suppose - mueh more interested in us than we 

think, nmoh more of' an influence throughout our lives. That 

is the great secret - that is what the Doctrine of Cosmoses is 

all about. 

But how can we 

different beings are like? 

possibly dis.cover wha. t these 

Row can we know what they feel, 

what they are thinking, what their sensations are? What does 

the Earth feel, for instance, and what kind of thoughts does she 
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have? Does she breathe in a.nd out as we do? What is it 

makes her alive? And what relation does she have to other 

cosmoses above and below her? Of what significance to her 

is man, for instance, and how is she aware of the sun? 

The Doctrine of Cosmoses oan answer all these questions. 

But it needs a little time, and quite a. lot of thought. One 

has to go slowly at it, step by steP••••• 

Take, first of all, the approach in the summer programme. 

The summer programme stresses the affinity between cosmoses at 

an equal distance above and below man, the observer, and shows 

how these cosmoses relate to aorta.in levels of matter of which 

his d.i.f:f'erent •bodies• are ma.de,-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SUn 

••••••••••• ~ ••• Ea.r.th 

· .ica.l , •• M.osphere ~7 llaa (observer) 

••• 0011 

•••••••••••••••Jfoleeule 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.Atom 

Cells a.re associated: with tho biosphere, and these taken 

together relate to the matter of which man's physical body is made; 

molecules are associated with the earth, and these ta.ken togother 

relate to the matter of which man•s natural body is ma.de; and 

atoms are associated with the sun, and these taken together relate 

to the matter of' which man•s spiritual body is made. 

Some of these relationships are easier to grasp than 

o-thers. l3ut thoy actually do exist, and i:f' wo ask ourselves why' it 

- should be so, we realise that the cosmoses in question being 

the same distance away from us, above as below, it is natural th93 

should appear to be rolatod. It is simply a. mattor of diste..nce, 

or to put it more oxactly, of relative magnitude • 

.But do they only appear tQ be related, or is there a 

deeper truth hidden behind all this? Are atoms really connected 
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with the sun, for instance, or do we simply see matter in 

this form, when we study it at such a distance? Is it a 

coincidence that moleooles erlst in the earth's atmosphere, 

whereas cells only en.at within the biosphere? And wb.a.t do 

these levels of matter really mean? Do the same levels 

apply on every sea.le - do they apply to other cosmoses? 

It is the last question which will give ue the answer 

we need. The same levels of matter~ e:x:ist ·on every scale. 

Ea.eh of the se~n cosmoses poseesses these levels of matter. 

Take once a.gain the earth, for instance. 

If you put the earth_ in the centre of the diagram as the observer, 

what is it you find? 

to•••••••••••~••••••••••••••All Galaxies 

••••••••••••••••?iilky Way 

.. __ ., f •.. Sun 

\i~~l . ; i*9 Earth (observer) 

•••• Biosphere 

·················~~ 
•••••••••••••••o••••••••••••Coll 

The biosphere is associated with the sun, and these 

taken togethe:r relate to the matter of which the earth's physical 

body is ma.de; man is associated with the milky way, and these 

ta.ken together relate to the ma.ttor of which the earth's natural 

body is ma.de; and the cell is associated with th& galaxies, and 

these ta.ken togother relate to the matter of which the ea.r.th's 

spiritual body is ma.de. 

So the earth also possesses these different bodies, 

or at least tho ma.tter from which they could be organised. But 

in the case of the earth the substance of which these bodies 

consist is not the same as it is with us. The ~l of' ma tte:r 

is the same, but the substance is different.. And naturally 

this is so, for matter exists on different seales. 

Having established the principle that these different 
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levels of matter apply to other cosmoses, let us now try-

to find a simpler way of visualising them - of undorsta.nding 

what they really mean - for this at the moment is far from 

clear, even in the case of man. 

So fal", we have been discussing levels of ma.ttor which 

exist within the organism of man. :But if we ask ourselves 

where these matters come from, and how they come to be there, 

we arrive at an interesting conclusion. They ean only reach 

him, either through the food he eats, or the air he breathes, or the 

impressions ho receives. Tb.ore is no other way. And the 

food ma.n eats is cellular, and is obtained by him :from the 

biosphere; the air man breathes is molecular, and is obtained 

by him from tho aa.rth's atmospheref and tho impnssions man 

reoeivos are a-tomio and electronic, and are obtained, at least 

in their origin, from the sun. 

diagram in the following W83"1-

So we can express the same 

Impressions 

•••••••••••••••••••• Sun 

••••••••••••••Earth 

f •• :BiospheN 

Food~ Man (observer) 

••• Cell 

••••••••••••••••olecule 

•••••••••••••••••••••Atom 

And however much we may question the existence of 

different 'bodies' in other cosmoses, there can be little doubt 

in our minds that as each of the seven cosmoses is "created in the 

image a.nd likeness of the greatest of them ••• " they will ea.eh of 

them eat, breathe and receive impressions in somo such way as 

wo do, even though the outward appearance of these different 

functions may seem ver., differOO'lt. In the case of the earth, 

for instance, our earlier diagram can now be expressed as followsa-
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r ••• ....... • ... • .~llcy Way- {great laboratory) 

Impressions 

~ ••••• Sun (eroator of life on earth) 

Air ( Food! Earth (observer) i . . ..... Biosphere (film of organic matter) 

•••••••••••••••••• Kan (living creatures) 
{ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••Cell 

The earth, as a li'Ving boing, obtains her :food 

from the biosphere - from the film of organic matter whieh 

surrounds her. · This film of organic matter is provided for 

her by the action of the sun. The food she eats is absorb0d 

into her. surface a.nd stored in the form of minerals - the whole 

process takes place in a period of many thousands of years. 

The earth, too, is a living being whieh breathes in 

and out a.a we do., :But her breath is a much longer period than 

ours - it takes e:xaotly a. year. And the substance she breathes 

is different too - it is composed of living creatures - animals and 

plants in organic life which come and go with the 

seasons. These living creatures cover the earth's surface with life 

a.t the coming of' spring - they provide the life giving energy on 

which the earth depends• This 

store of iife/.fi.i~c~Wthe surf'ace of the earth is controlled 

and regulated from a. point beyond the sun, in the llilky Way. 

And finally the earth is a living being which 

:receives impressions . just as 

we do. -' Bu.t the substa.nco of which these impressions are made is 

very different from ours. ~ impressions are ma.de up of nerve, 

impulses, each with a duration of only some thousandth part of a 

second. But a 'nerve impulse• on the scale of the earth would 

last for several days. Changes in climatic conditions over the 

earth's sur:face, changes in barometric pressure, humidity, temperature-

- a.11 these are impressions for the earth. 
-. -:. ::----::_----:--

But the mechanism by 

which these impressions are absorbed by the earth is the cell - in 
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partioula.r the plant cell, whioh extends over the whole surface 

of the earth like a sensitive film, and is able to respond to 

the most delicate changes in tho atmosphero around it. 

Now the range covered by impressions is very great. 

over and e.bove the range of climatic changes occurring in the earth's 

atmosphere a.re much mo~e subtle influences which reach her in the 

form of radiations from outer space. l\Y' far the most pow9r:ful of 

those i-a.diations will be those which reach her from the sun. J3Ut 

beyond these again will be ini'luences of various kinds from the 

milky Wa.'1' and the galaxies. Some or these influonces may wsll 

dete:rmine the na~tll'e of th9 earth herself. For by controlling 

the elements within the struotura of the germ cell, the actual form 

of living creatures, even of man himself, will be controlled, and 

in_ this way the kind of influence;;i the ea::-th t s sur:f'aoe can re·cei VG 

will be de•termined • 

• • • • • • • • 

This whol~ question of impressions - ~here they c~me from, 

how they ~re absor~d, and how con'V9rtgd into different levels of 

energy - is complex and dif'ficul t to U..'lderstand, in the case of' 

man. But how simple it is fo:r the earth! Her spherical shape, 

combined with har a:ti.3.1 rotation; ensures that impressions i'all 

evenly over her surface. When they r&ach her from outer space 

they exist in the :f'orm o~ radiant snergy-; and it is no-; till they 

meet. he:r atmosphere that th~y a.re converted into atoms or ions, 

and. finally into .molecular forms which the bios:phsra ca.n absorb. 

In the lower levels of the atmosphere, impressions become more and 

mo:re dense, until finally the biosphere is reached, and its cellular 

s$cture reacts to the nature of the su.rrounding sir - to climatic 

conditions, temperature;pressure, electric pctential and so on. 
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'm.e earth's atmosphere is in fact an extra.ordinary 

mechanism for converting impressions. And we learn from studying it 
~ns upwards 

that the ra.ng9 of impressioll1.1. ... ·om cellular to molecular, from 

molecular to ionic, and finally to radiant levels of' encrgr, in 

whioh state they are presumably far beyond the earth's own threshold 

of' perception. Where, in fact, is this threshold actually reached? 

Do molecules p@rha.ps define it, as eloctrons do for man? Is there 

significance in the fa.et that molecules do not exist outside the 

earth and the planetary atmospheres? Perhaps energy higher 

than the molecular level is too fine for the earth to retain • 

• • • • • • • • • • 

So the earth is alive - there is no doubt about it, for 

she eats, breathes a.nd receives impressions just as we do.. And 

if we apply the same principles to other cosmoses, we shall find the 

same thing is troe. And in time, if we pursue the matter far 

enough, we shall begin to unde:rstand what everything is :for - we 

shall see how eaoh ooamos is related to the next, and how 

everything in the tmiverse depends on relativity and scale. 

!2!!,: Fo~ those who wish to take the matter further an appendix 

is attached which sets out the more important principles on which 

the ooncluaions in this paper a.re based. 
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APPENDIX • 

PRINCIPLES HELA.1.'ING 'l'O 'l'HE DOC'l'RINE OF COSMOSES• 

1) Eaeh Cosmos has its own time. Generally speaking, the time structurG 

of one cosmos is of the order of 30,000 ~im&s that of another. This 

means that its lifetime, its rate o.f breathing , · the rate at whioh 

it assimilates food and impressions - and consequently of course its 

whole rate of living and its sense of time - is 30,000 times longer 

tha..~ that of the cosmos below it in soale• and shorter than the one above it. 

2) The time of sach Cosmos 

means that the size of one 

of another. Conseq_uen tly 

is directl.y related to its magni tud8 • This 

otlao hat oosmos is1or tho, order of 30,000 times t 

of/ of course the_ size of , all its parts, all i ta 

argans, ~.nd also its own sensa of siEe will be corrospondingly increased. 

~• T'ne ratio of 30,000 times cannot be taken too exactly in specific 

- cases, - but is remarkably accurate when applied7nrthe whole range o'f 

cosmoses, from the smallest to the larggst. Obviously, individual 

oosmosee,(e.g. stars, planets, gala.:rl.es) vary tremendously in size, but 

the ~ size, and the ~ time, where . known, often come veey 
near ~o 30, 000. The full ra.ngfl of cosmoses known to us is as follows:-

eleotron(or proton) - atomic nucleus - molecule {organic) - cell - ma.n(or 

living creature) - unit of organic lif$ - planet (earth or typical), - solar 

system - star cluster - gala.x;y - universe. 

3) Ea.oh cosmos is alive, is born lives a.nd dies, eats, breathes and 

raee,i ves impressions. The lifetime of each cosmos is approximately 

30,000 times longer than the periodic time f~~- assimilation of food; 

the time for assimilation of food is appro:d.mately30,ooo times longer 

than the periodic time of breathing; the time for breathing is 

approximately 30,000 times longer than the periodic time of a single 

impression ( e.g. a nerve impulse in the case of man). 
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4) Each cosmos eats .the cosmos one below it, is f'ood for the cosmos 

ono above it; breathes the cosmos two below it, is breath for the 

cosmos two above it; receives impressions from the cosmos three below 

it, and is itself impressions for the cosmos three above it. lfa.n, for 

instance, eats cellular matter, and in common with all living creatures 

is food for organic life when he dies. Ho breathes moloeular matter 

(i.e.air) and in common with all living creatures is 'breath' for the 

earth {i.e. forms part of the earth's life principle); he obtains 

impressions from atoms or ions, (possibly also electrons), aJ'.Ld is 

himself an impression for the sun, (possibly also for the llilicy' Way). 

5) In the timo a eosmos eats, the cosmos one below it lives and 

.d.ies;in the 'time a cosmos breathes, the cosmos ·two below it lives 

and dies; in the tinw a cosmos receives a single impression, the 

cosmos three below it lives and dies. It seems to be a law 

connGcted with th.o oconomy of nature that this should be so. lla.n 

ga.ts cells, for instance, and cells livo :for about a. day; man 

breathes molocules, and molecules live :for about three 

soconds... If it war~ not so, supplies would soon be exhausted. 

6) Evor;y cosmos has a ph.ysical ooq1 which is derived from the 

food he eats; a natural body1 which is derived from the air he 

breathes; a spiritual bodz, which is dorivad from the irgprsssions 

he receives_; and a divine body1 which is derived from his creator~ 

This does not ID9an, necessarily, that these different bodies ar& 

organised - they are simply there in potential, and will not be 

realised unless enough cf the required energy is pre&ent to enable 

them to grow and develop+ The required energy is that derived 

from the full development of each octave in the food table - food 

octave, air octave and impressions octave respectively. 

,#; ... i.e. from a source above, or beyond him rather than within him. 
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7) The pb..ysical body bolongs to the cosmos ons above, the natural 

bod.y to the cosmos two , above, . · . the spiritual body to the cosmos 

three above, and the divine body to the cosmos four cosmoses above 

a. given cosmos. In this connection it has been said that each 

cosmos is three dimensinnal. for itself', that i~ exists in the 

· oosmos;Riovo in the fourth dimension, in the cosmos two above in 

jhree . . h ths fifth dimension, and in the cosmos ·· . above. in the sixt 

dimtmsion. The cosmos four above would presumably be beyond 

time for the cosmos in question. 

8) The level of di:ff'erent states of matter throughout the universe 

~s a.lways :relative to a. :ga:rticula.r observer. Tb.ere is no absolute 

seal~ o:f" ' levels in the universe. 

said in the preceding sections. 

'fllis follows from what has been 

fhe level of matter is 

determined by the ratio between it and the observer - the 

higher the ratio, the finer,or more subtle the level of matter 

for the observer in question. (Ratio in this sense means the 

relation between the time of the observer and the time of tho 

cosmos of which the matter is composed). 

9) The velocities associated with phenomena of the same order, 

in ditferont cosmosesi are constant and invariable, and do not 

depend upon scale. Examples would be the speed of growth, the 

velocities associated with the digestive process, the function of 

breathing, the circulation of impressions etc. The actual speed 

of ~owth, for instance, would be the same for the milky way as it 

would for the cell - and both might be expected to grow at about 

the same speed as we do. 

Velocity is therefore a direct indication of :function. 

Wherever a. certain velocity is present in the universe, it is possible 

to know in general terms at least what order of function is involved. 
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'l'!PICAL SEIJ.'-UP OF A COSMOS snowmo ITS P.ELATION TO COSMOSES ABOVE A.ND J3ELOW. 

world in which divine body of cosmos 0 
exists; world from which higher influences 

,,,,- ------- COSMOS 4 •••••••• , reach cosmos O; appears ~o cosmos Oas 
( ini'inite in space and time. 

//'.,i//

. world in which spiritual body of cosmos 0 

I 

_ ezi.,sts; world from which impressions are 
COSMOS 3 •••••••• derived for cosmos O; appears to cosmos 0 

as a point in space. 

world in which natu.,.-a.l body of cosmos 0 
erls'ts; world f'rom which breath is 

COSMOS 2 ••• •••·•• derived for cosmos OJ app~ars to cosmos 0 

COSMOS I•••••••• 

as a line, i.e.as one dimensional. 

world in which physical body of cosmos 0 
exists; world rrom which food is 
derived for cosmos O;. appears to cosmos 0 
as a surface, i.e. as two dimensional. 

appears to· itself as three dimensional, 
COSMOS O •• •• • ••• . and exists ins three dimensional space. 

------COSMOS-I••••••• 

----- COSMOS -2 ••••••• 

world from which matter of 
physical boa;sr of cosmos O is made; 
food for eosmos o; 
appears to cosmos Oas four dimensional. 

world from which matter of 
na.tural body of cosmos O is made; 
b~~ath for cosmos O; 
appears to cosmos Oas five dimensional. 

\
. \ __ '~ 

--~-~---- COSMOS -3 •••••••• 

world from which matter 0£ 
spiritual body of 0osmos O is ma.de; 
impressions ~or cosmos O; 

\ 
\_ __ COSMOS -4 

appears to cosmos Oas six dimensional. 

world from which divine body 
of oos~os O ia made; 

········hi . ~ gher :uuluenoes for cosmos O; 
beyond threshold of peroeption for cosmos o. 
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.Dll'li'.tm.ENT ·'!IMES .. nr D!FWWW '1'' ,maos-m' 

cosmos lifetime food cyclo impression 

electron 

atomic nucleus 

moleoula 

cell 

-8.'i 
IO s6cs. 

I0-4seos. 

3 sees. 

24 hrs. 

man 80 yrs. 
(living orea.turo)(I yr.) 
organic life 30,000 W• 

IO 
planet (avera~)7 x IO ~s• 
(our earth) (9 x IOI~s.) 
solar system 2 x IO yrs. 

star cluster 7 x Io19yrs. 

galaxy 2 x 10
24

yrs • 
28 · 

uni verse ·. 7 x IO yrs. 

+ 
-8.'i 

IO ·§ecs. 

I0-4 sees. 

3 sees. 

24 hrs. 

+ 

+ 
-8.'i 

IO sics. 

I0-4seca. 

3 sees. 

I yr. 24 hrs. 
6 

2.4 x IO yrs. 80 yrs. 
( 30 t 000 l!& • ) ( I Ps) 

7 x IO yrs. 2.4XIO yrs. 

2 :z: Io15
;vrs • 7%10

1
~ 

7 x IOI9yrs. 2 x Io15yrs. 

2 x Io24yrs. 7 x ro19yrs. 

+ 

+ 

+ 
-8.c; 

IO sees. 

I0-4 sees. 

3 sees. 

24 hrs. 
( 24 hrs.) 

80:zrs. 
6 

2.4:x:IO yrs. 
IO 7 x IO yrs. 

2 x I015yrs. 

NOm: Only those times which are underlined aro established; the remainder -
are of co'lll.'so theoretical, being based on the factor of 30,000. 

SIZES OF DIFFERENT COSMOSES. 

proton's diameter IO-I8 metres 
(electron's diamJ I0-15 · metres 
nucleus of' atom . IO-I3 

molecules I0-9 

cells xo:~ ~o 10--
6 

{ germ cell, (man)) IO • · 

man IO O metres 

Ulilit of or~nic Ufe )104 •5 metres 1,. e.g.f'orest or river 
(earth's diameter) 107•2 metres 

moon's orbit 1rJ metres 

solar system(diam~ 1013 

globular stai- cluster 1018 

milky way's diam. 1021 

metres approx. 

metres average 

metres, average 

metr9s, average 

metres 
metres 

'explored' universe 

theoretical size of 
universe (einstein) 

metres ' 
22.5 IO metres (?pre-radio astronoIIzy") 

26 
IO metres 

NOTE: certain of these figures may- be supe~seded by recent research. 
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THE DOCTRINE OF COSMOSES. PART II. 

Having established in the precE)ding paper that each 

cosmos is a living being; that it exists in its own three 

dimensional world, which is quite distinct from any other; 

and that it stands in a certain relation to the cosmoses above 

and below it, dep.ending on them for oerta.in things, and at the 

same time providing certain other things for them; and having 

suggested that there ms.y be a finite number of thes0 different 

cosmoses in the universe; we have next to discover how many 

cosmoses there actually are, and what in their real nature 

is the difference between them. 

If we study the different entities known to science, and 

if we ' _ classify them according to their ma.gni tude, (and 

where it is known, their time), we come to the conclusion that 

there exist perhaps eleven or twelve classes of entity in the 

universe, and that they range in magnitude from tho sub-atomic 

particles at one extreme of the scale, to -the galactic nebulae 

and island universes at the others-

universe 

galaxies 

star clusters 

solar systems 

planets 

organic li:fe 

man 

cells 

molecules 

a.toms 

electrons(and other 

elementary particl9s.) 

But here we co~ up against a. difficulty. As suggested 

in the preceding paper, our own idea of what these entities 
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are like depends upon the position we occupy amongst them. It is 

impossible for us to know what thoy are actually like in themselves. 

The real sunf for instance, is certainly not the sun wo see in the 

sky• Truo enough, the sun we seo in the sky is pa.rt of the real 

sun. But it is only a.n a.tom of its e::d.stence, so to speak, for 

it stands in the same relation to the real sun as an atom would 

stand in rrelation to tho whole of a man's body. 

sun is certainly much bigger than the sun we seet 

So the real 

Even entities nearer to us, such as cells and molecules, 

present serious difficulties when w• try to discover their real 

nature. What is a. cell really like, for instance? We know 

that its lifetime is of the order of 24 hours; so the 'present 

moment• for a cell must be a thousandth of a second or lass. A 

1 da;y' .lasta for two or three seconds, and a 'year' for fifteen 

or twenty minutes. So during a. fow years of our time a. thousand 

generations of cells have come and gone! Perhaps this explains 

mazey- s'trango things about the cell - about the prenatal development 

of our own bodies, for ins'tance, and how it can all take place at 

such tremendous speed. 

Now we have already established that each cosmos contains 

several diffennt levels of matter within itself', and that these 

~ifferent levels of matter are derivod from tho entities below it 

in scale. { Man's physical body consists of cells, for instance, 

his natural body is ma.de from molecules and so on). It follows 

that when we speak of a •cosmos• in the proper sense of the word, 

we do not mean one of theso entities only, we mean sewral of them 

In fact, it is difficult to know where to draw 

the line, but we can at least bo stU'8 that four of these entities 

should be included in any complete cosmos, and even possibly a 

fifth. (In the ca.se of man, for instance, wo should have no 

hesitation in including the four entities 'men - cell - molecule - atom' 

in any description of the :matters of which he consists, and we might 

well include the electron also, although the function of matter in 

the electronic state within the human organism is far from clear). 
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In a similar way, we ha.va established that eaoh cosmos lives 

within, depends upon and belongs to several different entities above it 

in scale. Iri any description of a g;i.ven cosmos, therefore, it 

is essontial once again that at least four different entities should 

be included, and possibly a fifth. (In the case of man, for instance, 

we should have no hesitation-in including the four entities 'man -

organic life - earth - sun' in any description of the worlds to 

which he belongs, and we might well include the starry world also, 

although the :function of this world in relation to man is not so 

well established). 
So let us be qui~ clear - when we use the word 'cosmos' in 

relation to man we a.re referring, not just to man, but to ill, these 

different entities above and below him, seen from his point of view 

and fulfilling certain :functions in relation to himself. EveryWng 

man knows in the ordinary way about these dif'forent cnti ties - everything 

too, that the scientists have discovered - about stars and galaxies, 

molecules, atoms and electrons - all these things belong only to man's 

viewpoint - they a.re seen as part of his own cosmos. For man 

cannot escape his own viewpoint of the world - this viewpoint depends 

on his place in-tho world, and above all it depends on his time. -
So how can we discover what the nert cosmos - the cosmos of 

organic life - is really like? The answer is simple enough. The 

cosmos of organic life is the same world - it consists of the same 

entities - but these entities a.re se9n from a different viewpoint -

they are seen from a different~-

this means:- MAB. 
( s"tar cluster 
( -' 

••••••~••••••••sun 

( 
( 

•••••••••earth 

l 
... orga.nic life 

! man (3 seconds) 

••• cell 

•••••••••molecule 

•••••••••••••••atom 

electron 

( 
( 

( 
( 

Let us try to discover what 

OllGilI C LIFE. 
gal~ 

•••••••••••••••star cluster 

•·••••• ••• sun. 

i
••••earth 

'C 
0 
ti':: org. li:fe ( 24 hrs .. ) 

•••• living creature 

•••••••••coll 

•••••••••••••••molecule 

atom 
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The world as man knows it is based on his time, and this 

time is his breath - his 'present moment•~ Tho present moment 

f'or· man_ ~s of the order of 3 s_eQonds - it takes man about 3 seconds 

-to come to himself a.l'l.d take in the situation a.round him. For 

/
is 

na turs - for organic lif'e - the same period · •· · 24 hours., 

This doos not imply that nature is aware o:f the present moment 

in the same wey tha. t we are - we have no knowledge about this" 

But it does mean that a.11 her :f'anctions - eve:cy-thing that happens 

in organic life - are based on this diurnal rhythm .. For 24 hours-

-the breath of nature - is the period o:f' the earth's rotation. 

Every time that nature breatlles, the sun's rays oover the whole 

of the earth's surface - once we understand this, once we realise 

that this is her breath, we begin to understand nature. Nothing 

the scientists can tell us, nothing we can read about in books, 
, 

is of a.n.y use without this key. For it means that from nature's 

point of view ·all the entities abovs and below her - molecules, 

cells, living creatures, the earth, the sun and the sta:t'S - all 

these have quite a different meaning - their function is quite 

different, for they a.re based on a !!-.!!. which is different from ours. 

Consider the cell, for instance. 4be cell is to nature 

as the molecule is to man. 'lhe cell is the secret of lif'e for 

nature. The sunts rays, falling upon the plant cell, :produce 

life. And the process is the same as that o:f our own breathing. 

But what is not generally understood - what no scientist ever 

realised - is that the cell, from nature's point of' view, only 

exists £or a. few seconds. 

mol~oul.es do :for us. 

It only exists in re::peti tion, as 

This, then, is the cosmos of organic life - a world of 

quite different relationships, ba.sed on a different time. What 

will the next oosmos - the earth - be like? Once again it will 

be the same world - it will consist of the same entities - but these 

entities will be seen from even farther away in time. The present 

moment - the breath of nature is 24 hours, but the breath of the 

earth is a year - the time of her orbital motion round the sun. 
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( universe 
( . ,, ...... 

•••••••••••••••••Tlll.""-""1 way 

.••••• • ••••• star cluster 

'•• ••••••• •• living creature 

molecule 
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( 
( 

{ 
( 

•a.11 universes' 

•••••••••••••••••universe 

• •·••• •••••• milky way 

] . sun( 30,000 ye,...,) !
•••••star cluster 

· ••••• earth 

•••••••••••org. life 

.................... man 

cell 

When the earth breathes, spring; summer, autumn and winter 

come and go, for her breath is a yoar, and it coincides wi. th tho passing 

of the seasons. But when the sun breathes, the who1e of' organic life 

is born, lives and dies. For the breath of the sun is the period from 

one ice age to the next - of the ordsr of 30,000 years. 

So the sun is even farther away frmn us in time than the 

earth. A year of man's life is only a tiny fraction of a second of the 

sun's experience. Haw can we possibly grasp what this means - how can we 

ever hope to know what the real sun is like? 

Strangely 

what the real sun is like 

so enough, it is not/ diffioul t to understand 

'l'he reason is 

that the structure of the sun is nearer to our own than that of other 

cosmoses. The real sun is a complete cosmos. This means that the full 

possibilities of all three octaves belonging to the sun - the octaves of 

food, air and impressions - exist in potential, and can bo realised. The 

only other cosmos of which we know this to be tme is man. 

true for man and the sun, it is also tme for the universe 

And if it is 

the a.11, or 

the PRO'l'OOOSMOS. For it is in the image and likeness of PROTOCOSMOS that 

man and sun are orea ted •. 
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The universe, the sun and man - each is a complete cosmos. 

And each is a self - creative being, that is to s~, each contains within 

itself. thEr source of energy /1e~def or its own realisa. tion • For the 

universe, this source of energy is the sun; for man, it is the 

atom (or the sun that exists within him); for the sun, strangely 

enough, it is man. 

How can man be a source of energy for the sun? Let us 

consider what the real sUii could know about man. The sun could 

not, fo:r ir.istance, know anything of individual man - it would 

only know man as an inf'luence, or an impression. The total 

ef':f'eot of man's in:f'luenoe in the biosphere over hundreds and 

thousands of years - this would be significant for the sun. 

Man, as a complete cosmos, existing in his own right 

in the biosphere, on a level with sun and univeree - this is a. 

very big conception of man. But this is what man could be, 

and it is for this that he was oreateda-

UNIVERSE •• •• 

•••• 

•••• 

•••• 

universe 

star cluster 

sun 

earth 

organic life 

man 

cell 

molecule 

atom 

electron 

•••• 

•••• 
Sean in this context, the scale of different entities 

with which we started our discussion takes on a different meaning. 
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In the :first plao&, if man and the sun both exist in a certain 

medium or world, the universe must do so also. 

world - of what entities does it consist? 

But what is this 

A.t first sigi'lt it might appear that our scale of entities 

should be extended - that the world being infinite, there is no 

limit to the number of different entities it contains. But when 

we look ·closer into it we notice a certain affinity between 

entities in different parts of the scale. We notice, for 

instance, that elactrons,atoms and molecules bear a close 

resembla.nee to planets, suns and star clusters, both as regards 

. kin f' ,niotions • th hi h th their structure, and the d o / · · ·· · - wi w c ey are 

associated. By a stretch of the imagination this resemblance 

can be ta.ken still further, to cells and galactic nebulae; and as 

for man himself, is he not a mirror of the universe - does he not 

con ta.in a uni verse within him? 

When we set out the scale of entities in this way, putting 
consti tutesr like entities in parallel with like, we find it no .longer , 

. -and ~eng.ing 
continuous, series, but contains two ·quite separate and distinct 

;periods or orders of di.m,msions, one of which lies above us and 

the other below:-
ABOVE. :BELOW. 

6 universe 6 man 

5 gala:icy- 5 cell 

4 star cluster 4 molecule 

3 sun 3 atom 

..: 2 pl.anet 2 eleetron 

I organic life I •••• 

• man • • 0 •• 

Let us be quite clear on this point - the relation between 

these entities does not merely depend on our viewpoint. We are 

not, as in the previous discussion, comparing entities at equal 

distances above and below us. 

on different scales. 

We are comparing parallel worlds 
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in the period of dimensions. In this ease; the dimensions will 

change, bu1; the nature of each entity will remain distinct. In the 

example given above,man appears as a six dimensional continuum to tha 

entities below himf and as a. point in relation to the entities 

above him. :But i:f we pttt man in the centre of the period, the 

arrangement will be as follows:

ABOVEo 

6 •••• 
5 •••• 
4 •••• 
3 universe 

2 ga.ls:q 

I star cluster 

• sun 

:BELOW. 

6 sun 

5 planet 

4 organic life 

3 man 

2 cell 

I melecu.le 

• atom 

In this case it is the sun which appears as a. six dimensional 

eontinuum to the entities below it' (i.a. to ma.n), and a.s a point -

a star - to the entities above it (i.e. to the universe). To the 

universe in its turn there will exist a six dimensional continuum 

above it - of which we know nothing, except that its structure will 

be similar to that of the sun. 
This approach, at first sight, m;q appear academic, but it 

gives us a very important clue. A cosmos, in order to be complete, 

must include a. whole period of dimensions. It follows that there 
are alwa..vs • ;su essentially different entities in every complete c-osmos, 

an~ e. .. seventh, which repea.~s tl}e first on a different sealea-
OEIVEBSE. SUB. - ~ 

6 •••• 6 universe 6 sun 

5 •••• 5 ga.la.%;1 5 planet 

4 •••• 4 star cluster 4 organic lif'e 

3 universe 3 sun 3 man 

2 galaxy 2 planet 2 cell 

I star cluster I organic life I molecule 

• sun • man • a.tom 
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Now the study of the greatest.of these three cosmoses -

the universe - is difficult for man. But if' man could understand 

the sun he would know himself'. For everything a man could have 

exists in the sun - it is in the sun that all his desires are 

realised. And in learning to understand the sun a.s a complete 

cosmos he would discover the meaning and purpose of other entities 

above him - organic lire, the earth and the planetaey world. 

For these entities actually form pa.rt of the sun, just as the 

entities below us form part of our own bodies. 

The sun stands in a special relationship to ma.n. Man 

is the matter from which tha spiritual body of the sun is ma.de. 

And man's spiritual body is ma.de from the sun within him. For 

the sun has two different aspects for man - one manifest, in the 

world outside, the other unmani.fest, in the world within~-

6 ~"liverse 6 sun 6 man 

5 galaxy 5 earth 5 cell 

4 star cluster 4 organic life 4 molecule 

3 sun 3 man 3 atom 

2 earth 2 cell 2 electron 

I organic life I molecule I (charge on the electron) 

• man • atom • { photon) 

MANIFEST um.t!NIFEST 

film.• 
KAB. 

~ -
So the sun exists within us, as it does outside. And 

that is why to undorstand the sun would mean to know ourselves. 

Let us see if we can find the 'Wa.Y•••••• 



COSMOSES - The Living Universe 

1/1-7 Continuous chain of living beings in Universe on 
different scales with different time/size ratios. 

Earth's time considered - 24 hrs = a fraction of earth's 
second , a year = a moment = her breath during which organic 
life quickened at similar speed to air passing over our lungs. 
Breath of an entity as clue to its time value. Similarity of breathing 
for earth and electron. Functional relation of 30,000x between 
different entities interlocked as food , air and impressions and 
creative energy. These relationships constant among 6 cosmoses 
above and below any entity. 

1 /7-9 Consideration of common objective features of universe. 
Time as only a relation between things - likewise size so , ' in the 
real world time and space are relative - it is only the relation 
between things which is absolute.' 

Source and centre of universal energy seen' from 
outside' as being both from within stars and from within atoms . 
(viewpoint contrasted with energy elaboration in Ray of Creation) 

2/1-2 Living solar system considered , earth's role in 
development of organic life for universe , and organic life as 
medium for development of man as universal mind/consciousness. 

3/1-3 Scientific view of universe overlooks different time/size 
aspects of cosmic entities. 

Spiral diagram of whorls of 6 cosmoses existing within 
the one world of the 7th , the protocosmos. 

(main paper dated 1969) 
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In these days of space travel it is very interesting to 

remember what the system seys about the existence of life in 

other parts of the unive~se, and to compare the system teaching 

with current scientific and popular ideas on the same subject. 

According to the system, everything in the universe is alive 

everywhere in the universe there are living beings, built on the 

same pattern ~e ourselves. These living beings breathe and think 

and feel just as we do, and existing all around us and very near 

to us, they influenc~ us in many weys, . and have a nmch more profound 

eff ect on our lives than we ever supposed. 

Now the system maintains that these living beings are all -very 

much larger, or very much smaller than· we are - in other words, they 

exist on different scales. According to the system, man is jus~ 

one link in a continuous chain of beings - beings so vastly different 

in scale from himself that it is difficult, if not impossible for 

him to conceive what they are really like.. Science, on the other hand,, 

looks only for life on a similar scale to our own - it has not tumbled 

to t _he idea that life might exist on different scales. And that is 

perhaps why the universe looks so lifeless - so inorganic - to the 

scientist. 

But there is a further point which science has not _yet tumbled 'to, : 

although there are hints that she is moving in a similar direction. 

This is the idea. that~ changes with scale - that every separately 

existing entity in the universe has its own time, and that within broad 

limits th~ value of time depends on the size of the reference body. 

This idea is certainly not an easy one to grasp. We are so used to 

thinking of time - of.!!!!!: time - as a constant factor throughout the 

universe, that we cannot easily adapt our minds to a new way of 

thinking about it. And if we do begin to realise the implications 

of this idea, we find it alters our conception of the universe so 

completely that we oannot face the immensity of the change. We find 

ourselves confronted with a new universe - a universe which seems at 

first to be totally beyond our comprehension._ 
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Consider, for instance, those very wonderful photographs of 

the earth as seen from the moon, which were taken by the astronauts 

on the last American space flight. For the astronauts the earth 

was "home" - that place 1-rhere their friends and families lived, become 

so stra.~ge end so remote at that great distance. But what really 

!!! the earth? What is she like for herself? Is she really like 

those photographs? If so, how can we imagine bar to be a living 

being, a.s the system suggests? 

The e.nswer to all these questions depends on one simple thing - an 

understanding of the earth's~. Now when the astronauts took those 

photographs their camera had an exposure, say, of one hundredth part 

of a seeond. According to the system teaching, a period of this 

duration could not possibly exist for the earth. The shortest 

period which could have any meaning for the earth would be in the 

region of 24 hours. Even this would be only a flash - a fraction of 

a second in our time. A moment in the· existence of the earth would 

last for very much longer - probably for a year at least. 

So we are forced to the conclusion that the real earth is not at 

all as we supposed, and that we cannot hope to see her as she really' 

is, simply because we cannot see h~r f'or long enough at a time. On 

the other hand, although we cannot actu.e,lly see the whole of her 

physical shape, we can build for ourselves a very interesting picture 

of what she is like by studying her functions, particularly her breathing. 

There is a saying in the system that "time is breath". .And as breathing 

is connected especially with life, by studying how the earth breathes we 

can begin to see her as alive - as a living being just as we are. 

Now there is reason to suppose that the earth's breathing corresponds 

in time to her year - to the period of her orbit. Without going into 

all the calculations, let us assume for a moment that this is so, and 

consi.der _what it would imply. Regarded as a phenomenon on the scale 

of the whole biosphere, the year is a period of enormous significance. 

It is like a clock - a very accurate clock which sets the time for 

every living thing on earth. An enormous number of living beings 

actually live and die every year, in other words they a.re continually 

living and dying over the earth's surface by the passing of the seasons. 

In :fact as the earth inclines her axis towards the sun's rays, life 

actually passes across her surface and quickens it - it passes at a 

speed which ca.n be easily calculated - about the same speed as the air 

passing over our lungs. 
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Th.i.s phenomenon gives us a clue to what is mea_nt by ''breathing" 

on a cosmic scale. Breathing is connected. with the fluctuation of 

life; and it is ..,Ghe periodicity of this fluctuation which determines 

the value of time. When a being comes into the world it starts to 

breathe; when it eventually ceases to breathe, life ends and time 

exists no longer. But in between, the whole meaning of time - the 

value of each passing moment - is determined by the speed. ~.t which 

it breathes. And all the other functions which belong to it - eating, 

moving, thinking, feeling - all these are geared to the same clock, they 

are all related to the speed of its breath. 

Let us consider, for instance, an entity of a very different size 

the electron. According to some text books, the electron has an 

orbit within the atom, just as a planet such as the earth has an orbit 

within the solar system. According to others, this is only an 

approximation to the real state of a.f'fairs - an electron, they tell us, 

can only be considered to have a certain nrobable location in relation 

to the nucleus of the atom - the probability o:f existing within certain 

defined limits at a certain distance :from it. The possibility of actual. 

velocity and direction of movement is excluded. 

This conflict of viewpoint is very interesting. It shows us that 

we cannot possibly know what an electron really is, simply because it 

does not exist for long enough. In other words, the electron's time 

is too short for us to see it, in just the same wa4 as the earth's time 

is too long. And the strange thing is that electrons and planets are 

beings of the same order - it is only because of our vieiipoint that 

they look so different. They look so different because we cannot 

possibly know them in their own time. 

What would it mean to know a...11 electron or a planet in its own time? 

It would mean that we lrnew them as three dimensional beings, just as 

we know ourselves as three dimensional beings. Let us triJ for a moment 

to imagine what this 1-rould imply. In the first place we should be 

aware o:f their breathing - a.-id as far a.s one can judge there would be 

little difference between them in this respect, for in both cases 

"breathing" would be connected with their changing rel;:,,tionshi:p to a 

central focus - the atom, or sun to which they belong, 2nd from 1.1hich 

their energy is derived. Secondly, we should ~ind ouraelves in a 

strange world - a world in wh~ch man did not exist. 'For man belongs 

to a different pa.rt of the universe - a part which is·too far awa:y in 
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time for him. to possess any substance, although it is quite possible 

his influence would have great importance. And here it is interesting 

to realise that the greater the interval, or difference in time between 

two cosmoses, the more powerful - the more energetic - this influence 

will bee Particularly would this be true of the electron; for the 

nbreathingn of the electron - its orbit in the atom- has a duration 

which is on the average some thousand billion times shorter than ours. 

At this interval man's influence might well appear as a powerful sourcre 

of radiation, in much the same way as the starcy world is a 

powerful source of radiation for us. 

But why does there have to be this enormous difference in time 

between different entities? Is there an objective reason behind it, 

or is it a subjective phenomenon, dependent on man's viewpoint? We 

are told, for instanc~, that the breath of each cosmos is on the average 

some 30,.000 times longer in duration than that of the cosmos below it, and 

that this ratio of 30,000 timeg- is a consta.nt factor throughout the 

universe. What is the reason for this? 

A partial answer to this question canoe fou:nd in the :functional 

relation between different entities. If we study man's various funotions 

from this point of view we disc'over to our surprise that his digestive 

cycle - his feeding - is 30,000 times longer in duration than his 

breathing, and that his breathing in its turn is in the region of 

30,000 times longer in duration than his shortest impressions or nerve 

impulses. We notice, too,- that the timing of his digestive cycle 

corresponds approximately to the life period of cells, the timing o~ 

his breathing corresponds approximately to the life period of molecules, 

and the timing of his impressions or nerve impulses corresponds 

approximately to the life period of atoms. Moreover, the food he eats 

is aciually cellular in structure, the air he breathes is molecular, 

and his· -nerve impulses depend upon the presence of ions, and are 

electrical in character. 

All this brings us to the realisation that man's basic functions, 

axe closely interlocked in their timing with that of other cosmoses 

below him. Nor is it difficult to infer from this that his own 

lifetime is similarly interlocked with the functions of other cosmoses 

a,bove him. If we work out the details we begin to realise that this 

great chain of liviug beings throughout the universe has a closely 

interwoven pa-ctern of different times,- and that the econollzy' of the 
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•r1hole structure demands that this should be so. In order that 

a cosmos may eat, the cosmos one below it must live and die; in 

order that it may breathe, the cosmos two below it must live and 

die, and in order that it maJT think and feel and receive impressions 

-~he cosmos three below it must live a..nd die. Each cosmos in its 

turn is food for the cosmos immediately above it, is breath for the 

cosmos two above it,, and is impressions for the cosmos three above 

it. Nor need we assume that the relationship ends td th the third 

cosmos above or below. In man's case, for instance, the electron, 

although it mey be impossible for him to k..~ow anything abou~ its 

physical reality, plays an enormous part in his life by providing 

him 1-ri th electromagnetic vibrations of various kinds - ultra violet, 

light, heat, inf'ra red and radio waves and by supplying him with 

the electrical potential required by his nervous system and brain. 

Nor can we dismiss the possibility that cosmoses still further below 

him - gamma a.nd cosmic ra;r particles, for insta..~ce - pla_y a.n essential 

role in his development, although little is known of their function 

at the present time. 

It would seem fairly certain, therefore, that the difference in 

t ime between one cosmos and the na.~t - in fact the whole time structure 

of the universe - is an objective thing, and that it does not depend on 

man's vie-...rpoint. Finding ourselves, so to speak, in a particular 

place in this structure, it so happens that we obtain a a·ertain view 

of the universe above and below us; but to another cosmos, situated 

in another part of the universe, the view might be very different. 

Yet the relationship of one part to the next is always the same. Where, 

we might ask, does this vast structure begin, a.~d where does it end? 

Or does it continue infinitely beyond our view in both direo:tions? 

Nowt-he system teaching maintains that there are only seven 

cosmoses, or orders of worlds. And a lthough at first sight this

would appear to answer our question, we find on further examination 

that the seven cosmoses of which the system speaks do not include any 

of the smaller worlds below us. .AI'e these smaller worlds contained 
il) fact 

within the lowest of the seven cosmoses,an..d do they form/a further 

period, a mirror image, as it were, of the greater cosmoses above 

them? Can we take it that the Miorocosmos- the lowes-t of the 

seven great oosmoses - is a reflection' of the Macroo:oamos, that the 

world within us is a reflection of the world a.round and above us? 

Are cells, molecules, atoms, electrons and subatomic particles of 
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various kinds nothing more nor less than galaxies, star clusters, 

solar systems, planets and planetary satellites, seen as it were 

from a different viewpoint - from above instead of from below'? 

But here we have to tread carefully - we have to remember that 

'above' and 'below' are only above and below for us - for another 

cosmos they would be different. Consider the molecule, for instancre. 

For the molecule 'above' would consist of oells - they would be the 

nearest world for the molecule - then man, organic life, planets, 

suns and star clusters - and that would be all. Anything larger 

than a star cluster c-ould not exist for the molecule, simp'.cy' because 

a star cluster is the sixth cosmos above it, just as the 

'universe' (as we call it) is the sixth cosmos above us. So the 

star cluster ig· 'universe' for the molecule - and strangely enough 

molecules and star clusters are worlds of the same order, subject 

to the same laws and the same kinds of motion. 

But what is there below the molecule? Below the molecule there 

would be a f'urther period of si:x'. ·cosmoses - a.toms, electrons, protons, 

and three other worlds, two of which at least would be too small and 

too short in duration for us to know of their existence. As above, 

so below. The world above the molecule, the world outside it and 

aro'!llld it, is reflected in the world below it, the smaller world 

within it. And so too with man. Imagine the slcy' above us with 

all the planets and stars and galaxies as we see them on a dark night. 

And then imagine that we look below us and see the same planets and 

stars and galaxies reflected in a pool of water at our feet. Yet we 

never realise that they are the same planets, the arune stars and the 

same galaxies, for they look so small and so different reflected in 

the pool. 'When we look up at the worlds above us we feel the 

immensity of it all, and we know we are too small to exist. But we 

never realise that the same thing is true of' the worlds reflected in· 

the pool. In relation to them,too,we are too small to exist - we a.re 

too small to exist in the world of atoms and electrons - that is what 

seems so strange ••••••• 
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FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT OF 

THE LIVING UNIVERSE. 

We begin at this stage to realise that all our usual 

o:onceptions of the universe in whic:h we live are croloured 

by a single limited viewpoint - that of man, with his own 

particular sense of time and space. Change this sens-e of 

time and space and everything will be different. But not 

~ntirely - there must be certain features belonging to the 

universe in which we live which are common to all viewpoints 

whiah are objective and not relative - and it is these one 

would hope to discover. 

Now if each c-osmos has its own time - if •for eaoh 

cosmos the value of'.time ie unity - it is obvious-ly 0 out of the 

question, to impart any absolute value to time. In fact, time, 

is not an actual thing in the real world,, it is-· only a relation 

b-etween things. And as it is general.ly true that size follows-

the same pattern as time, increasing or decreasing in rough,ly0 

similar proportion, we arrive a.t the strange conclusion that siz·e· 

has no reality either. The vastness of outer space, and the 

infinite smallness of atoms and electro11a· - these are not absolute 

facts at all, they are simply a matter of viewpoint. For in the 

real world time and spaae are relative - it is only the relation1 

between things whioh is absolute. 

But whose viewpoint shall we take? Let ua suppose, for instance, 

that our own familiar viewpoint were to ahange, and we found ourselves 

looking at the universe· as it were r-rom above, from a, point outside it. 

What should we actually see? First, we should see galaxies, spiral 

nebulae, island universes and worlds of that order. These would 

no longer appear to us as points of light in an inf'inite space, 

thousands of light years '.aw~. They would be living beings, breathing 

and pulsating with energy, just as we a.re. And if we studied them 

more closely we should find them to be in constant motion, exchanging 

energy with each other, dividing or merging together, radiating 

inf'luences of various kinds. And then we should suddenly realise 

that these entities in outer space, when seen in their own time, 
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actually form the strua:tu.re of' living matter in the universe, in 

the same wa;y that cells form the structure of' living matter within 

us - the matter of which our own bodies are made., 

Looking more closely again, we should discover that these beings 

contain" the secret of life. For circulating through them. are stars 

o:lusters of stars held together by invisible bonds, and' individual 

stars which move with a ra.ndom,motion, like the molecules in the 

air we breathe. These stars aotually move with the same 

velocity as molecules, a.nd in doing so circulate energy throughout 

the galaxies, just as molecules circulate energy within the cells 

of our bodies,. 

Looking still further again, we should realise that the ultimate 

source of energy in the universe comes, not from outside it, but 

from even deeper within it - from within the structure of stars, 

just as it comes, too, from within the struO;ture of atoms, from 

the 'cloud' of electrons which surround them, and finally-from the 

nucleus itself~, 

And then we should remember that one of these stars i~ our own -

just one of' the hundred thousand million stars that radiate energy 

throughout the fabric-, of the whole universe. And we should see that 

our own position - our own earth which forms part of the 'cloud' 

of planets a.nd satellites surrounding the sun - lies between this 

sou.roe of energy and the universe outside it - that it forms as it 

were a screen through which the sun's, radiations pass, modifying 

them and adding to them in various wa;ys bef'ore they reach the

galaxies beyond. 

Organic lif'e and man form pa.rt of' this screen - the purpose of 

organic" life, perhaps, to add li:f'e and beauty to the sun's ra;rs, and 

the purpose of mankind - who knows - perhaps to add consciousness., 

• • • • • • • • • 

And so we have arrived at a new oonoeption of the universe. We 

have seen it from ouTside, as it were, as Copernicus saw the solar 

system. And in doing so we have brought it all muoh nearer. The 

crentre of' the uni verse, the source from which energy oomeer, is no 

longer out somewhere in the vastness of space, it is-within the 

sun" itself - within all suna, just as it exists, too, within the 

atom - within all atoms. Energy is radiating outwards constantly 

from the centre of stars 9 translated into different forms by the 
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planets and satellites surrounding them, and passing beyond into 

the star a:-lusters and' ga.la.xies and the universe as a whole. The. 

idea that energy is o:oming towards us from the galaxies, towards 

the sun and towards the earth,. mey be per£eotly true :from certain 

viewpoints·, but it is only a limited conception. ff Leaving this 

o:onoeption behind, one is able to approaoh the meaning · of the 

u.nivers e in a new light. One is able to see - as· certain, soientists 

and astronomers are beginning to realise todey - that the origim of 

the very large worlds above us is in some WaJ' linked with the very 

small worlds below us, and that the extra.ordinary divergence which 

appears to exist between them is not a real thing at all. 

** It is, of course, the conception of the Rey of Creation - that 

of a particular r~ of energy whioh pa.ssea in our direo1;ion from 

outer space. The m:iotrine o:f Cosmoses is concerned, not with one r~ 

o:f energy-, but ill. r~s; not with one sun, one earth, . one ga.la.::ey-, 

but witl: _ill suns, . ill ea.rths-, ,ill galaxies; and that is where the 

difference lies-. 
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The world studied by astronom;:r - the world of stars and 
5£!,la:rles - is a world so vast, so still, so far away that we 
cannot hope to grasp its real meanina-. The world studied by 
the physicists - the world of atoms and electrons - is a world 
just as remote, just as far away on the other side of space. 
In between these two extremes is another world much nearer to 
us - the universe of living creatures under the sun's influence. 
The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system, 
the smallest elements that belon~ to it are living creatures like 
ourselves. Man, or86,IliC life, the earth and the other planets -
these are the elements of which it consists. All these elements 
taken together make a single whole - a single being, with its own 

life, its own breath and its own intelli5enee. 
How can we conceive what this being is like - this living 

universe o:f which we :form part? We have to admit it, the whole 
is beyond our comprehension - and the reason is simply a matter of 
time. The time scale of this world is so great that we cannot 
;ibly see it a.s one whole. A single moment, a single breath 
for a world of such vast dimensions could last, perhaps, for twenty 
or thir-cy- thousand years. .During this period -the celestial bodies 
known to us - the earth, the planets, the solar system itself, and 
even the stars of the milky way - move through enormous distances. 
We cannot possibly conceive what the total effect of all this 
:movement is like - we cannot possibly know what even a single moment 
in the life of this being really' is. 

But as a sin1Ile cell within the human organism, which can be 
studied in relation to the bo~ to which it belon4P3, so can we take 
the earth, and study it separate]J in relation to the universe of 
whioh it forms part. - .And just as each cell within the human body 
is part of the living structure of the organism as a whole, so the 
earth too, is part of the livinff structure of a greater bod7 - the 
body of. that great being of which we all form part. The earth is 
alive, it breathes and it takes in impressions from its surroundings. 
And its purpose, its :function in relation to the whole is to serve as 
a physical basis, a 5J;ound, for the growth and development of 
organic life. 

Organic life on earth, ordinari]J considered to be confined to 
the earth's surface, has an influence which extends throughout the 
whole universe. Like the molecular basis of life within the cell, 
which holds the key, not only to the life principle within the whole 
body, but also to the essential characteristics of the living 
creature to which it belongs - in the same way it is organic life 
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on earth which provides the life principle within the whole 
universe, and at the same time determines the VeI7 nature - the soul -
of the living universe itself. Nor is this nature far away or 
difficult to find - it is here, in the life around us, in everything 
we see - everything has its own life, its own nature, and yet it 
forms part of the one life, the one great nature of the living 
1.miverse to which we belong. 

And Just as the earth is designed to serve as a vehicle for the 
growth and development of organic life, so organic life in its turn 
is designed as a mediU!l for the growth and development of man. 
Man is quite distinct from organic life - his function is quite 
different. Alone among all creatures in organic life he is able 
to see the living universe reflected in himself', and to know the 
:purpose for whioh it was created. Taken on this enormous scale, he 
is the mind, the consciousness or the living universe. And just 
as the mind of individual ffiPn is able to reflect the spirit that 
lies deep withi11 it, so mankind, through his tradition, is able to 
reflect the s:piri t of ·the universe. He reflects it in his inner 
knowledge, in his a.rt, his religion, his soie..'f'J.ce and :philosophy; but 
above all he reflects it in his own spirit - in that which he is 
in himself'. 
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How it will be clear from wha~ ha~ been said in the previous 

chapters that man's ordinary logical mind is not able t-o 

comprehend the cosmoses above and. below him, for· its frequency 

is not geared high enough to do so. On the other hand this 

mind can be trained to thin .. 'lc d.ifferently, and at least to realise, 

what it cannot see. And: one of' the first things, it realis:es is 

that the modern scientific view of the nature of: the universe is 

defective. 

Why is· it defec_tive? Simply because it· does· not take into 

account'- the fact that time c-hanges with magnitude, and that every

separately existing entity in the universe has its own time. This· 

means:that when we look at very large magnitudes we cannot see 

them for- long enough to know what they are like, and when we. look 

at very small magnitudes· we cannot see them for a short enough time. to 

kn-ow what they are like. In t-he first case we only sea a· fragment, 

of: their, existence, in' the second case we only s-ee the trace- lef:t 

by their· recurrenee. .And neither view is able to tell us muc-11-

about their real form or function. 

If we take- all this int-o account as best we: can, and try to 

se:e- whai; is objective about the tablec of different· entities:, we: 

come to the c:oncdusion that certain entities are world's: 0£:· the 

same ord:el!' - they are, so to spea..'I(, the same thing· repeated. on a 

d.if"fenent- scale. The most obvious example is the a;t.om, which a-s· 

Niel's Bohr originally discovered, has: a marked similarity to the 

sun - the solar system. The idea- has, sincre been largely disa:ounted:, 

but even in later t-heories, in which the· atom is, c:onaidered' to- 'he:

surround.ed by an eleoo;ron c-.loud:, i;he form of whicll depends· orr 

statistical t-heory, the prinC'ipl'e still applies. In fact it only 

supports· the view already expressed:, that we are looking-at the 

sam~ phenomenon, but with a different time. 

Uow the atom is at a distanc-e of seven c,osmoses away from the:· 

sun, in ou:l' table or different entities·. And if it could be 

shown that otber- cosmoses- at the same distance from each other

are worlds of the sa.mec ord.er-, this would show us something 

definite and reaLabout their nature - something whic,h is not 
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dependent on man's viewpoint. Obviously, electrons, and: planets 

a.re worlds of the same order, and molec:ules- c-ould reaaonably bEf

compared with star crlusterB", for they 1:tot-h e:onsist of· atoms·, or

starsf held t"ogether by invisi.ble ·o-onds-. Galaxies· might·,. by a; 

s:trete-h or·· the imagination he c:omparerl: with cells, lmt her& t-he, 

analogy- is not so· clear-.. It is when we· oome to man that we, find 

ourselves· on firmer ground. !,Tan is a; re,fle:otion of the= universe• -

he is himself a. universe: irr miniature, a mic-rooosm - and' he cronta1.ns 

within liiin everything that the uni versa c-ontains. 

But here we havec to tread warily,, for we, have introduced: a 

man-made- conc:e:pt already. To man, as a cosmos, there is a wo:rlct 

above: or outside him, and a world below,. or within ltim.. But the 

same t'hing applies to every ot.her· c:osmoa· - ea-eh- has a wor-ld above andJ 

a- worid bel.ow. And: what is· more, the size of the universe itsali· 

depends on., the S:iz-e of'• the e1'smos - the larger the cosmos,,; the l.al:"ge-r 

its, uni verse-, and t'he small,er the aosmos=, t'he smaller its uni verse,., 

for· everything is relative to the obs~rver-. 

All t ·hes:e different id:eas can be expr-essed much better in a 

d1agram-i. If· we take a; circle, and di vd.d:e it by six ra.nial. lines,,. 

so that t-he angular distane-e between each represents, a diff:erenc:e 

in t1.me of .. 30,000; and if we take, th~ rad'ial dimension to- repres:anrtr 

changes in magnitude, we can trace a spiral of.' increasing· time and 

magnitude,, moving f'rom one rad.ial line· to the next·.. Wherever the 

spiral crosses one oft'he radial lines· is a; different ~osmos; and 

each c-omplet& whorl of the spiral is a; oomplete, period of: s:e:ven 

c:osmos-es-. It follows that worlds of' the same· order- will fall. a:U.ong· 

the same, radial lines-.•·•. 

This diagram can help us t-:o unders-tand many things about: the• 

doctrine of' c_-osmoses·, and it· c_an help us· 'to seB"· t-he:· uni vers:a in· a 

new light., It cran show us how every e:osmos, - every, point in the:o 

spiral - is itself' the all, the universe for the cosmoses, below it-,. 

and at the same time: is· me starting point,. the atom, for the, 

crosmoses above it. And it can show us· how the meaning of each 

c-osmos, will c.hange, acc:ording to whiGh point is, taken:. It cart 

show us:, t-oo, that the upper- and' lower limit's, of:· t-he uni vers:e0 are 

nnt determined or- f'init:e· - the universe c:an expand or e-ont:r.a~ 

according to the size and: the. time of' the observer-. And: yet it 

is one world, and running through this one world are six essentially, 

d.ifferent fac:ets- - six cosmoses, built in t-he image- and likeness of· 
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the seventh, the prot:oc:osmos,; ye:t each maintaining a seya.rate 

ideniri ty of" its: own. For_ like t-he not:es· of· a. musical_ S{ffl.le, 

these six cmsmoses· are- not ident±ca-r, not" int,erahangeable. Each 

has i'ts- own nature-, its, own mea;n:ing and purpose in relation to 

the whole. 
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Cosmoses - 70s Conversations 

The Relation Between Things 

1 /1-4 ' .. the whole of space is filled .. with being.' 
Larger and smaller entities of same pattern but with own time, 
based on their breath , and separated by time/size 'infinity' 
difference of 30,000. 

7 Cosmoses ,seen from man's viewpoint as - (above) 
man,organic life,earth,solar system,milky way,galaxies and the 
universe or All and - (below) man, cells,molecules,atoms, 
electrons,photon ,nothing or All. 

1 /5-7 Equiangular spiral graph ( Fig 1) showing time/size 
and , with each whorl , a completed periodic cycle of cosmoses/ 
worlds. Cosmoses of same order shown along same radial 
lines in graph independent of man's position. 

1/7-9 Each cosmos with its own universe or All (where its 
functional possibilities can be fulfilled) shown in larger spiral 
diagram ( Fig 2 ). 

1/10-12 Man's functional purpose considered (in Fig 2) :-
As growing point of guidance for organic life; as potentially 
maturing individual seed for special cosmic influences to reach 
the earth; as eternal spirit for and from the sun. 
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THE RELATION BE'I\'ffiEN THINGS. 

How would you study the relation between things - is there 

a special way? 

- Yes, the doctrine of cosmoses is the way. 

- Then how does one begin? 

One begins with certain basic ideas - certain principles, on 

which the whole thing dependso 

Then what are these principles - how can they b:e expressed? 

According to the first of these principles, everything in the 

universe is alivee The universe consists of living b:eings, built 

on the same pattern as ourselves. 

But where do these living beings exist? 

They are around us and within us, but they exist on very differEmt 

scales o They are either so much bigger, or else so much smaller 

than ourselves that we are unable to comprehend them. 

- And can they actually be seen? 

Yes 9 certainly. The smaller ones are within us, bui we in turn 

are within the larger beings - they are every-\7here around us. 

And they in turn are within larger beings still? 

Yesj the whole of space is filled in this way with being. There 

is nowhere any part of the universe that is empty. 

- -Jru.t why should these different beings be so difficult to comprehend? 

- It is because their time is so different - that is the next 

principle. Each of these different beings has its own time~ 

- What do you mean, it has its own time? 

- Time is breath. Each of these different beings has its own breath. 

You mean it breathes at a different rate than we do? 

Yes 7 but do you see the significance of this? 

I suppose it would live at a different speed - its whole metabolic 

rate would be differento 



Tell me, do living beings exist in other parts of the universe? 

Most certainly they do. 

Then where do these living beings exist, and what are they like? 

They are everywhere - around us and within us. 

You mean they exert their influence on us, yet cannot be seen? 

Most certainly they exert their influence on us, but they are 

as real and tangible as we are. 

Then what are they actually like? 

There are many different orders of beings in the universe. Cells, 

molecules, atoms, galaxies,suns and planets - these are all orders 

of beings, built on the same pattern as ourselves. 

But surely a galaxy is not a living being? 

It certainly is, but you cannot see it. You cannot see it because 

of its time. 

How do you mean, because of its time? 

Time is breath. Each of these living beings has its own breath. 

You mean a gala~ breathes? 

Yes, and a cell too. :But the time of a cell's breath is much 

nearer to our own. The breath of a galaxy lasts for thousands of 

millions of years. Tb.at is why you cannot see it is alive. 

You mean it seems to be frozen, yet it really lives and moves? 

Yes, it is really a living being just as we are. The whole of space 

is filled in this way with being. There is nowhere any part of the 

universe that is empty of life. It is a living universe. 
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- Yes, that is right. Not only all its functions, but everythin« 

in its experience would be different. They would be based on 

the time of its breath, just as our functions and our experience 

are based on the time of our breath. 

- But what is the actual difference between one of these beings 

and the next? 

- The difference is zero to infinity - that is the next principle. 

I dent understand what this means. 

The larger being is infinite in relation to the smaller bein&, 

the smaller does not exist in relation to the larger being - that 

is what is meant. But there are different kinds of infinity. 

- You mean this is not the mathematical kind? 

- No, it means quite simply that everything is what it is only 

within certain limits of size and time. Extend these limits 

beyond a certain point and a thing will change - it will become 

something different. 

- And that is what you mean by infinity - the point where things 

change into something else? 

- Yes, this point has an absolute value - within broad liillits it 

can be determined. 

- Then what is this absolute value? 

The value is 30,000 times - approximately. 

- Then how many of these different beings are there in the universe? 

That is the next principle - the number of different beings is 

limited - it is limited to seven .. 

:But how can there only be seven? 

- It is like a period of dimensions - but not exactly. 

- You mean there are seven different beings in each period? 

- Yes, there are only seven cosmoses. After the seventh they 

are only repeated - repeated in the next period, so to speak, or 

on a different scale. 
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- I dont really understand why we cannot see that these different 

beings are alive? 

- It is because we study and examine them only as if they existed 

in our time - in the same time as our own. We look at the whole 

universe in this way. That is why it appears to be so dull and 

mechanical. 

Can you give an example of what you mean? 

Well, think for a moment about nature, for instance. Nature's 

breath is 24 hours. This means that a whole day and night is only 

a moment in her existence. The light of the sun in the daytime is 

her breathing in, the darkness of night is her breathing out. As 

the earth rotates on its axis the moments go by, from one year's end 

to the next. 

And all her other experiences correspond? 

Yes, her moods, for instance, may last for several weeks, even 

perhaps for months. And her sleeping and waking is the year - the 

cycle of summer and winter. This cycle in its turn is the breathing 
~ in 

of the earth, for;¥he earth breathes/ the springtime passes across 

her surface, bringing with it new life and energy to plants and 

living creatures. 

And th~ earth, too, has her cycle of sleeping and waking? 

Yes, the earth, too, has a day and night, but it is very long. It 

corresponds to the lifetime of nature. 

Then all these different cycles are interconnected? 

Yes, these cosmic times are like a great chain - a chain of being, 

stretching from one end of the universe to the other. 

to it all is breath - the time of each being's breath. 

:But the key 
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- You said there are only seven cosmoses - how far is it possible 

to describe what they are like? 

- Well, we could begin with man. Man's breath is about 3 seconds. 

Then if you multiply 3 seconds by 30,000 you get the next cosmos? 

Yes, you will find it is 24 hours, almost exactly. Organic life 

breathes every 24 hours. 

And would the next cosmos be the eGrth? 

Yes, or a typical planete The breath of the earth is a year - ite 

orbital time - but some of the planets are much longer. 

And what would the next cosmos be? 

The next cosmos is .the solar system. 

million years. 

And after this? 

Its breath 1s some two 

The milky way, perhaps, or clusters of stars within it. 

- And above that? 

Island universes, spiral nebuiae, and worlds of that order. 

- And is there anythinff larger? 

Yes, the universe - the All. 

So the universe is the greatest of all cosmoses, and the smallest 

cosmos is man? 

- We do not know what is c;reatest. But below man these seven 

cosmoses are repeated - they are reflected, as it were, in a 

lower period ·of dimensions. 

- ~Then man is a reflection of the universe? 

- Yes, he is a universe in himself - a microcosm 

macrocosm is reflected. 

in which the 

- And within this microcosm are even smaller cosmoses? 

- Yes 1 within manvs body are cells~ 

- And cells are the second cosmos in the lower period - they 

correspond to galaxies and spiral nebulae? 

- Yes, who knows, they may well be worlds of a similar kindj but 

it is very difficult to tell. Galaxies are a very long way off. 



- And the next cosmos in the lower period - would this be the 

molecule? 

- Yes, molecules and clusters of stars - they are worlds of the 

same order. They consist of atoms, held together by invisible 

bonds. 

- And atoms correspond to stars? 

- Yes, atoms are solar systems - there is much that they have 

in common. 

- And electrons are planets? 

Yes, surely. If you take time into account they are the sameo 

But what comes next - what is there below the electron? 

T.l:iere are many smaller particles which science has discovered •• c 

Yes, but what corresponds to organic life? 

It is difficult to say. Could it perhaps be the photon? 

And below that again? 

Below that perhaps there is nothing - nothing, that is, from 

man's point of view, but to some other cosmos, the All ••••• 

- I would agree with you that certain aspects of these two periods 

seem to correspond, but if they are worlds of the same order in 

each period, why are these worlds so enormously different in scale? 

- We have to take man's ·viewpoint into account. He cannot see each 

cosmos as it really is. In one direction he sees things magnified, 

as if through a telescope, in the other direction he sees things 

reduced, as if through a microscope. 
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- And really it is not like that at all? 

- It is said that each cosmos is three dimensional for itself. 

- Then how~ we learn how to see each cosmos in this way? 

- There is a beauti:fu.1 mathematical figure-- the equiangular spiral -

which expresses all this very clearly. 

- You mea.n some sort of graph? 

- Yes, a graph on polar co-ordinates. It happens to be the wq 

in which certain shells and primitive creatures groo. 

Then what do the co-ordinates- mean? 

- The angular co-ordinate (movement round the eircle) is time - the 

time of each cosmos, its breath. The radial co-ordinate, 

(movement outwards from the centre) is magnitude - the size of 

eaoh -0osmos, its linear dimensions. 

- And what does the circle itself imply-? 

- Ea.oh whorl, ea.eh revolution of the spiral is a period - a completed 
cycle of worlds. 
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And the period is repeated in each whorl? 

Yes, you will find in consequence of this that cosmoses of 

the same order lie along the same radius. They correspond in the 

way we have been describing. 

- But how does man's viewpoint come into it? 

- That is the interesting thing. The relation of cosmoses shown 

on this diagram is independent of man's viewpoint. Whatever the 

position of the observer this relation would remain the same. But 

the diagram also show's man's position - it shows why he sees things 

as he does. 

How do you mean? 

Man is only able to see along the spiral. He is like a 

caterpillar walking along a branch. If he walks one way things 

become smaller and smaller, if he walks the other way things become 

larger and larger. 

And every step he takes is a new dimension? 

Yes, every step of 60 degrees round the circle brings him into 

a different world - a world which is so utterly different from his 

own that the meaning of everything has changed - simply because 

time itself has changed. 

- Then are these different worlds on a much higher level than our own? 

No, no, it is not a question of level. One cosmos is not on a 

higher level than another. It is more a question of completeness. 

- You mean, the higher a cosmos is in the period of dimensions, the 

more complete it will be? 

- Yes, it contains the lower cosmoses within it, so it is naturally 

more complete. 

And the highest cosmos in the period contains them all? 

Yes, it contains all the cosmoses in the period below it, and is 

itself the growing point of a greater period above it. 
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- And this growing point is man 

above him? 

in his relation to the period 

- Yes, but this is only from man's point of view - from his position 

in the universe. To another cosmos, in a different position, the 

period would be different. 

To the sun, for instance? 

The sun, the solar system, contains everything in the period below 

it (from atom to sun), and is itself the growing point of a greater 

period above it. But we do not Y.llOW where this greater period ends 

as you can see from the spiral, it r eaches beyond the limits of 

our universe. 

- But tell me, if each of the seven cosmoses has a greater period 

above it, would this not mean that each has its own universe? 

Each in fact does have its own universe. 

Then what do you mean by "universe"? 

- Universe simply means the All for a given cosmos. For man, as you 

know, the universe has certain limits, but each cosmos has a different 

All - it depends on its size and its position. (see Fig 2 , page l/8 ) 

So the universe we know is only relative to man? 

Yes, it contains everything connected with his possibilities - with 

his function in each of the worlds above him. 

- And another universe would contain all the possibilities of 

another cosmos? 

- Yes, consider the molecule, for instance. All the possibilities 

of the molecule all its different functions - are contained in the 

period above it. This period extends to the size of a star cluster, 

but nothing beyond that exists. 

So the star cluster is 11.A.ll" for the molecule? 

Yes, and its functions are different in each of the worlds below. 

- The molecule certainly has definite functions in relation to the cell. 

Yes, and others in relation to man, to organic life, to the e~rth, to 

the planetary atmospheres and so on. Each of these functions is 

quite different. 
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- And if you added all these functions together you would know 

what the molecule is for? 

- Yes, and the same thing is true about man. Man ha s certain 

functions in relation to organic life, others in relation to the 

earth and the planets, others in relation to the sun, still other s 

in relation to the stars and the galaxies. And all these functions 

are fulfilled and completed in the All - the universe above him 

which he cannot comprehend, because its time is so vastly different 

from his own. 
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- Then what is man's purpose, his function, in relation to 

the different worlds above him? 

He has many differen t functions. 

But in rela tion to organic life, for instance? 

Man is the growing point of organic life. 

:But what does this really mean? 

Be is the point from which everything in organic life grows 

and develops. If you look at the spiral you will see - as the 

cell is to man, so man is to organic life. 

- I can see this is true about the cell - that it contains the 

pattern from which man develops. But how can it apply to man? 

- Each individual man contains within him a sample of everything 

that exists in organic life. He contains the pattern on which 

organic life is ba sed, in the same way that the cell contains the 

pattern on which man is based. 

But surely organic life does not really grow and develop from man? 

Why not? Man's most obvious purpose is the development of 

organic life. 

You mean his function is to guide and control it? 

- Yes, to help it to realise the possibilities it contains. 

And in this sense organic life includes humanity? 

Yes, humanity is part of organic life - a very important part. It 

is like ~he mind, the intelligence of organic life. Without it the 

rest of organic life - the animal and plant kingdoms - would be 

helpless. They would ~et out of control and run to seed. 

- And when there is so much discord in the world - when humanity is 

always at wa r - the rest of organic life has to suffer? 

- Yes, it has to suffer, just as our bodies suffer when the mind 

is not at peace. 
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- And the next world above him - what is man's function in relation 

to that? 

You mean the earth and the planets? 

Yes - has .he a different function on this scale is it different 

from his function in relation to organic life? 

For the earth and the planetary world man is like a seed. 

How do you mean, he is like a seed? 

He is like a seed planted in the earth. Each individual man 

is placed on this earth in a certain environment. At the same 

time he is endowed with certain qualities by the action of the 

planets. If the environment is right, and if the seed is watered 

and manured, it will grow and develop, and sooner or later it will 

flower and bear fruit. But no-one can say when this will happen -

it may be one lifetime, or it may be the next. 

But what function has he - what is the seed really for? 

If it flowers and bears fruit it enables certain influences to 

reach the earth - influences which the earth could not receive in 

any other way. 

- Vlhat kind of influences do you mean? 

Influences from the sun and from other worlds beyond. But each 

individual roan is different, and so the number of different influences 

is infinite - one cannot say they are precisely of this kind or that. 

But why does the earth need these influences? 

They are food for the earth - food of a certain kind. If these 

influences were lacking the soul of the earth would suffer - it 

would be unable to develop and grow. 

- And these influences are different from those which come to the 

earth through organic life? 

- Yes, organic life is concerned with the development of species, but 

these influences are concerned with individual man - with the growth 

and development of individuality. 
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And has man also a purpose in relation to the sun? 

Yes, he has a certain function in relation to the solar system, 

on the scale of the solar system as a whole. 

- Then how does this differ from his function in relation to 

organic life and the earth? 

- Man's function on the scale of organic life is connected with 

his external activities, his physical achievements and so on. 

Man's function on the scale of the earth is connected with his 

inner life, his individuality, his 111'1
• But man's function on 

the scale of the solar system is connected with neither of these, 

it is connected with his spirit. 

- What do you mean by his spirit? 

I mean that part of man which is alway~ there, which never disappears. 

You mean it survives death? 

Yes, it is always present, whether a person is alive or dead. Life 

comes and goes, but the spirit remains. 

I find this difficult to understand •••• 

Once a man has been created he exists. Birth and death are only 

a feature of this existence, like night and day. 

Then where does the spirit live has it a certain place? 

It is like the sun shining within us - one cannot say it has a 

certain place. 

And what function has it? 

Like the light of the sun it brings consciousness 

and bliss. 

consciousness 



COSMOSES - 80s Conversations 

1 /1 Ways of knowing - through reason , & senses , with 
positive emotion a more direct approach. But Memory on 
universal level the real basis , 'all knowledge is really 
remembering'. 

1 /2 3 basic categories of knowledge - to do with the origin 
of things , the nature of things , and the relation between things. 

1 /3 3 categories the concern of religion , art , and science 
respectively which, if taken together, lead to truth. 

1 /4-5 3 categories related to circular diagram ( of 1 /5). 
1 /6-7 1 O cosmoses - cosmic entities : atom / molecule I cell I man I 

nature I planet (our earth+ moon) I solar system/ star cluster I 
galaxy I universe , each with spatial relation of some 30,000x . 

1 /7-8 Cosmic entities likewise linked by lifetime , day & night . 
breathing and impressions energy exchanges. 

1/9-10 Possibility of cognition of all levels in diagram through 
expansion of consciousness. 

1 /11-12 Different levels in diagram related to velocity constants with 
limiting velocity of light at centre.* 

1 /13-14 Centre as 'inner glory' which is also universal. Resonances 
at points 3 , 6 & 9 in diagram - correspondence with meditation 
experience . 

1/15-16 'Complete' worlds at points 3 ,6 & 9 seen as universes on 
different scale. 

1 /17-18 Diagram points 1,2,4,5, 7 & 9 considered in connection with 
triads of creation and circulation of living matter in the universe. 

1 /19-20 Creation of universe and life within it further considered. 
1 /21-22 6 processes in universe reviewed - creation , regeneration , 

conception , specialisation , instinctive memory, purification. 
Parable of tares to illustrate regeneration I purification link. 

These papers are from Vol 111 , 'The Kingdom of Heaven'. 
*( see Appendix Volume for velocity grid & table ) 
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I clont think I really und.erstand what knowledge is? 

Take it in a very simple way - how do you know things? 

I would say there are different ways of knowing things. Certain things 

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows through 

the senses - through shape and colour, touch, taste,, hearing and so on. 

· - Yes,, but there is- a bigger field: of knowledge than e-ither of: thes-e -

there is the field of pure emotion. 

What do you mean by 'pure emotion'. 

I ·mean positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss. 

I had never thought of that as knowledge. 

It is a very important way of knowing things. One can learn more in a. 

few moments of ecstasy than one can in a lifetime of logical thought. 

I begin to see· what you mean - it is a higher form of cognition. 

Yes, but there is a still higher form. 

And what would that be? 

The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal. It is this 

level whic.h gives the feeling of expansion you describe. 

You mean it is beyond man's personal existence? 

Yes and no. It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth 

and death, and in this sense it is beyond .our- pars-0nal €ristence-. But 

it is much more ourselves than we a.re, if you see what I mean. 

Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level? 

Memory. 

I dent quite understand. 

If memory was clear enough, one would know everything - one would know 

both the past and the future ·. 

You mean all knowledge is really remembering-? 

Yes-, it would certainly seem to be s·o. 
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Tell me, a.re there different approaches to knowledge-? 

Yes, there are. There are three- very broad categories o:f knowledge, 

which have existed since the beginning of time. The first is· concerned 

with the origin of things - with the way t-hings are created and c·ome into 

being. This approach is connected with levels- - with t-he fact t-.ha1; 

everything c'Omes in its origin from a higher sourco, and moves from 

higher to lower. levels, as it becomes mani:f.est .. 

- Then does the'· higher s:ource• - the origin of things - contain both good 

and evil? 

- No, no. It is above the level o:f evil. In i t-s origin evecyi;hing 

is- gpocI. 

Then t~ll me more - tell me what tbe second approach is about? 

The s:eaond approach is c-oncerned with -the nature-- of things, - with t.hat 

whia.h they are:- in themselves. 

But what doe-a the natu.:r,-e of' things d-epend on? 

It dependH on the arrangement of the alements-- of. which they consist. -

Then does everything cronsis-t, basi.-c.ally, of t-he same , e-J..emen:ts? 

- Yes,, fundamentally everythi-ng depentl-s on the C'Oming together- of'_ three

elements,. 

- I would like to know more about this·. But tell mo, first, what the 

third kind of knowledge is all abou~? 

- The third category is c,oncserned with the relation between things_· - with 

their. meaning and purpose in relation to each other, an.a.· t :o tne laxger 

whole- to which they belong. 

Then what does thi-s r.elat iorurhip d.epend on? 

It depends on t'heir rela'tive dimens-1.-on. 

within certain dimensional limits. 

You mean dimensi-ons- of' time-? 

Everything is what it is·, only 

Yes·, time and si.ze:.,, Everything has its own t ·ime, and everything ha:S: 

a . dimens-ipnal relation to everything:: ·else. It is- thie which 

determines its meaning and purpose in the scheme of thingec. The 

universe, from t 'his- point of view, is- a period of' dimensions •••• 
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- You said that the f'irst category o:f knowledge is t -he concern of" 

religion, and the second category is the cx:mc-ern of a.rt. Wha.-t is the 

third category e;onc~rned with? 

- It is the ~oncern of science. Soienc-e, art a.nd religion a.re the three 

ways to knowledge. When they c::ome together, man discovers, trut-h. 

- Then are they usually separate? 

- Yea, they are usually in oonflici; with ea-eh ether - and. So t.he truth 

is forgotten. 

- But what is: the third. category all about? How does it dif.fer from 

the other iiwo? 

- The third c:a-tegpry is the beg:inning and end of all knowledge. It is- a 

wa:s of approaching the objee-tive. meaning of the wor.ld - of und-er~andi.-ng 

the· wor.ld as· it- nea;lly i -s~, independ:ent:ly of man's· vielfJ)oint. 

But how can this be done-? 

In wo ways, - outwardly and inwardly. Inwardly it. is porurlble t ·o f'ind 

it tnr:ough the· medi ta-tion, but- one has no ~ of expr:essing what one has 

~ound. If ouward'l.y the r:ig}:rt· framework of· knowledge ia a.vatilab1e, -then 

ima:t whic.h one :f'iruis inwardly can be> expressed:., 

- But what kind of" framework do Y()U mean? 

A framework int·o which all knowle-dge can be put - a symbol, i:f y:ou like 

to call it -t-.ha;t .. 

- You mean it would ina.lude. evecy-t-hing? 

- Yes., it would ina.lud-e all t.h.r-ee- categ_otl-es-. of· knowledge.. You may not 

reali-se i:t., but t·here· is- virtually no pl'ace in t.he·, w-or.ld where all -three 

ca;teg~ries can be- found toge,ther. 
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- You spoke of a framework into which all knowledge can be put. 

kind of framework had you in mind? 

What 

- Imagine a crircrle, and within the circle a number of concentric rings, 

with a point in the centre. This is a symbol of the first cai;egory 

of knowledge. ( see l/ 4-a) 

- You mean, the nearer one is to the centre, the higher the level? 

- Yes, and' at tbe centre i t-.self is- the origin of things· - the source 

from which everything comes. 

And what do the radial lines ref er to? 

They are a symbol of the second category of knowledge·. 

You mean, the coming together of thre~- eclements?· 

Yes, and you will se·ec that the ne-arer the centre- one is, the ne--arer these 

three elements are to each other, and' at the centre . it.self they are one. 

- Then d-0es · tbe creation of evecyt'hing depend on the e~ming togethe~ of 

these three elements? Is that how the universe was- created'? 

Yes, but it is not the only-universe. 

Then where are the otherB? 

Each :point on the circumf'erence of the c:ircle is· a. universe - a world. 

Each of these worlds is built on the same pattern as the greatest, which 

contains all t'he others within it-. That is where:- th& third category of 

knowledge- begins. 

You mean, each point c:ontains the s-ame princ:iples as the whole diagram? 

Yes, the same- levels:, the s:ame interplay o:f thre:e elements, the e-ame 

worlds-••• 

- Then what is the dif£~renc£ be~ween them? 

- They each rust in their own space and their· own time·. 

- Then where- do they eri-rl? 

- Tha-t is the whole point - there is only one world. 

t.he-se t-en dif'£.:erent worlds wit-hin it. 

You mean they interpenetrate each other-? 

And, yet it: c-ont ains 

Yes, they are present everywhere-, on every level and on eve:ry scale. 
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- You said tha-t each point on the circumference of the circle is a dif_feren-t 

world, or entity, and that each of'. theae entitie:s exists in its own space 

and it·s own time. Could you d-escribe what they are? 

- Actually there· a.re ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us·t 

and the~r spatial relation to eaoh other - their- relative size· - is in 

constant proportion. At point o, at the top of the diagram, is the 

atomic nucleus, which on this scale is about the smallea-t cromplete 

entity known •. 

And what is the next? 
- At point I is · the molecule. A wa:ter· molecule, for instance, is some 

30,000 times· larger than the nucleus of the atom. 

~ And what comes next in aize? 

A typical cell - the germ o-ell for· instance - which is some 30,000 times 

larger than the molecru.le. 

That would be at point 2. Then what i-s point 3? 
Point 3 i -s a· man - roughly a metr.e in si-ze ••• 

And point 41 

Point 4 is interesi;ing - it is- a uni~ of nature, some 30 kilometres in 

diameter-. One can think o::t:· it as an ec-ological system, if. you like •. 

- And point 5? 
- Point 5 is- a plane-t, an earth. Our own earth is smaller than average, 

but if you include the moon's orbit, its di.ame-ter is about this size. 

And what about point 6? 
- Point 6 is the solar system. You will se-e that man is midway in size 

between the solar system and the atomic nucleus. 

- And point 7? 
- Point 1 is- a typio.a,l star aJ.uster - a grouping of s-tars in the·· Milky Way. 

And point 8? 

Point 8 i~ a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself. 

And S"O what is point 9? 
Point 9 is the one un:iverse - the All. - . which a:on'tains all t.he others 

within it. 
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- I find it very strange that the world in whic-h we live should contain 

all these entitieg of such enormously di~ferent sizer . 

- Yes, and t:ime too. But it is only because of their different times that 

these entities can e:x:ist together. They a.re all connected together in a 

great chain, from one· end of the universe t-o the ot-heT. 

- Can you explain what you mean? 

- Yes, each ent:ity has four periodi-c times· - its li:ftei;ime, its day and night, 

its breathing, and' its time of_ receiving impressions. Thee-e four period-i-c 

times intere-onned with each other throughout· the universe. 

- Then would tha.t be t-b.e wa:y in whi<m energy pa.s"Ses :Er-om one entity to the 

nerl? 

.: Yes, take man, for instance. Man feeds on cre11s, he breathes' mole<rules, 

and he re·c:-eives, impressions from a-toms and elee'trons.. The· lifetime· of each 

entity crorre-sponds· t:o the periodic time- of each f.une.:tion. , It is a.-11-

bea.utifully timed so that energy can be exc-hanged., 

- Anti i.s the , same t ;hing · t-1-ue, of the entities- above him? 

- Yes, man is hima:elf food f..or organic: life·, breath for- the planets,, and 

irnpre-ssions for the sun. But· there is, one other- thing I forgot to mention. 

An.ff wha-t is that? 

Energy is exchanged in both direc:tions. If man protld.es f·ood f 'or 

organic. lif.e,. organic life als--0 provides him with food. , If man gives life 

to the earth,- it is the earth whi-ch provides, him with the a-ir· he breathes. 

And if man provides· impress-ions -for- the sun, it is, the sun which pr.ovides the 

light on which his impressions, depend. Ana: if his spirit is unit:ed· with 

the --worlds above t.he sun, it is :f.rom these worlds that he himself is filled · 

wi.th the..: spirit. As above·, s ·o below. 
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- Tell me, to what extent is it possible for man to bec-ome aware of these 

different- wo:r-ld 's above· ana below h:im'? 

It depend a- on the level of his e'Onsci.ousness. 

You mean, if' hie conscriousne:ss expands·? 

Yes, change in level always- involves an expansion, both into larger world~ 

above u~, and into smaller worlds below us. That is what happens when tou 

are doing t'he meditation, 

Is that cronnec:ted with the cronc-entric circles in the diagram? 

Yes, the nearer one is t-o the c-entre the more oft-he universe one is able 

to know, and if one could reach the centre it.self one - would be· aware· of 

the whole universe together. 

Is tha--t what cronsaiousneas means - knowing things together.? 

Yes·, the point we tend to overlook is that when we do the meditation 

diff:er-ent kinds of' eonsci.ousness are brought together. The cr.onsciousnel3s 

of the intellectual mind is merge.d int·o that of the instinctive, the 

ins:tinc:tive merges: into the emo_ti.onal, _and the emoti.onal into the t:ranscendem. 

Then do these minds correspond to dif-:ferent- entit'ies. in the diagram? 

Yes, the in~llectual mind is C'Onaerned with man's world, the instinctive 

with na:-tur.-e and t 'he c.ell, the emoti.onal with the planetary world and the 

molecule, and the universal or cosmic mind with the sun and iihe atomic. nucleus. 

And is· there a· higher level than this? 

Yes, at the centre its-elf· is the world above t-he sun - the world of stars 

and· galaxies. This is the level of the spirit - of -the s-ource- f..rom whic-h 

eva-ything comes. 
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- Then is every entity able to see the worlds above and below it in the 

same wey that we can? 

- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its own 

three dimensional world. It can only see the worlds above and below 

it in higher dimensions. 

Then has it -the same consciousness as wee have? 

That we do not know. One can only know consciousness· :for oneself·. 

You mean one can s-tudy functi-ons in other worlds·, but one cannot study 

their conaei.ousness1 

- Yes, as you may have realis-ed, there are- two d'if'.f'erent. approaches to the 

symbol we have been d.iseumring. The one appr.oacll is wit.bin us:, the other 

is in the world outside.. Wii;hin us, we can disc:over ffifferent levels of 

consc:iousness, outside us, we can study functions. 

in the d'iagram. 

Both approaches exisii 

Then wha.t is the real significance of these four c-ircles in the diagram? 

They refer t-o different velocities. 

Then does each of thes:e :four funclions have a characteristic veloc:ity? 

Yes, the velocity will always- be the same,, whatever the scale·. The nea.Ter 

one is to the ce11tre, the higher the veloc,ity •. 

- Then what is t:he velocity at the centre itself? 

- The velocity of' light - there- is no higher ve-loc::i ty than this .. 

- And if one is looking inwards, whai; do the circ.1es re-fer i;o? 

They refer. to levels of: consciousne-ss. 

And in that cas~, what is there at the a~ntre? 

The same light - the light of c:onsa:iousness itself. 
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Tell me-, what is there a-t the centre of· ithe, circle-? 

It has been described as .the: 'inner glory• ·. 

The-n does one f'ael this inner gl.01!7, the nearer one is: t-o the 08ntrer-? 

Yes,. one doe.11. Bui;: it real.l.y: exi-sts: everywhere. 

You mea:n, in the world around us:? 

Yes,, in every en-t.i:t:y, on every scale-.· 

- Then are thaise. entiti.-es built. on the &ame pat'te-rn, or is: 

. eeoh · of them dttrerem? 

- Think o-r the lllUS:ic.al scale. Each not·e is much like· SD3'. other, but. when 

they are put' together -t:o form an octave, aach has, a spee.i.al me.ani-ng:• 

You mean, i-n relati-on to the tonic? 

Yei:t, and to other notes in the ootave·. It ia just the same· thing· with 

these. di-fftsrent entl.t ies in tha uni vars.•• 

Thon how can we disc-over what their- nelation is?~ 

Well:, the univer.B'e', s-o we are t-old, ·1iaa. a tweefold origin, so natur.aJ.lq

this t~e-e-fold na1:ure shows., i t .s-el.f'"' on di-ffer.ent. lave1s. 

- You· me.an, at points 3, 6 and 9 in tte diagram? 

- Yes--, these are. t'.he places, where a. re.:s.-ona.nce occurs., j~ aa it' does, in 

the. musical e:cale. 

- What d.o you mean by- a res~nanca'? 

- A place: where vibrations on one scale s-ri up o~rxespondi.ng vibrrli-ons: on 

anotheD - like the octave-, the f'if'th and the, major third. 

'l'h.en what ki-nd of vibrations would they be, in i;b.ia a:ase-? 

It depends:' on t-he level. At tile. peri.me-ter o-r · -the c.irc.le: they would be 
-

physical vibrations of one:kind or another, but: nearer "the: centre they would 

bo- very subtle vibrations, like thos.e produced by- file man-tra. 

- Then is tha't lrimilar to what happens, when oner is doing 1;he medi-trlion'l' 

- 'Very probably. There a.re- places:- in the organism where the vibrations 

of the man:tra- produce a re-.s·onan.ce - it- sei,ms- to be the srune thing .. 
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- Then what is the na:ture of these places in the universe where a 

resonano:e - oo"Cnrs'? 

- They are complete. in thems:elves- - in f'a;ot, t-'hey are the· only complete,, 

world1:r known to us·. 

What do you me.an by 'complete,t ? 

They contain all the laws and principle.a belonging to 'th& uni-vers:e - t:hey 

are ea.ah the: same· as. the univer..s.e · it.a-elf, but. on a di.fierent: s:eale. 

- You mean man is a universe-? 

- Yea, he: has tha· same pos'S-d..bili ties-., iilie sam& lawa and pr.inc:iplea. 

- And tile: same tJiing appli-es: to the • solar eys--tam? 

- Yes:~ the: &olar system i-s a c-.omplete world.. 

- Then what is tb.& purpose o:f t-he, ot-.her entities:? 

- Between them they :form 'the substance- of theao. t ·hreec wor-ld'S. · But t-b.&ir 

fune~ion changea - if. you look at the diagram r · ½hink you will. sae what 

I me.:an·. 

- You mean, planets f'or instance are one thing f:or the mm, another :for man? 

- Yes-, ~or- man ttr.ne begins- wit:h the plane-ta - t-.hey d:eteI!mi:'lm hisc t :ime - t-he 

repetition o:f t-he seasons, t ·he days: and the· years· o~ his life. But f01" 

the eun: t.he:,y mean aomething difier.ent - they are thee a-truct.ure of the' 

s:olar sys~em and determine i t'a: nature, jua-t as e.le.ct:r.ons determine -the 

nature o~ tha a~om. 

I wonder what the nature 01! the e:olar syErtem re.ally is-? 

Man' a view o:f the solar sys-tem belongs t'o the ai.xth d-i.mens:i-on, just a:s: 

it. doe-a of. ~.ha, a~om. But. we picrlune t.heae· wor.ldsc t:o our~lvea a:s if they 

were: -1:~e-dimeusi-onal, whie.h of c-our.se is- impost!'i,ble-.. 

- So our vi-ew of iJl.e uni ve~ is dim orl eli'? 

- Yes: it. is. Bu-t:- t.hia :f':ac.t explains certain t'h.ings about -t-he univer.se:· 

whic:h are not understood. 

- What kind of' things do you mean? 

- Wel1, the enermoua- variation in ti.me and magnitud-e -throughout 'thef 

universe.. 

vie:wpoi.n:t. 

This is an i -llus-i -on - ii; is due · t-o our threec dimemdona:1. 
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- I am no't. very e.le.ar about t-he :function. of theae six point's in -t-he 

d"iagram - I me:an:. pointer I and 2, 4 and 5 al1d 7 and 8. 
_ Well, the molecule is the unit of pbyrical matte-r, or: so my: di<:l!tionary 

says. It i-s the smalleld particle to c.ontain all the properties of t:he 

matter to which it belongs:·. 

Th.en would -t-he cell be the. unit" of· living matter? 

- I would think s-o, by vhe same. def'initton •. 

Then how is physical matter c-onvert-ed· into living matter?· 

That is, where point 4 c:omesc in.. Plants; in the bic,sphere, are· able 

to c:.-onv~t phys-i.oal ma.ttcer into living matter-, 1:zy' pliotoeyntheais-. 

- Then points I, 4 and 2 are the c:oming together- of iihree e.lementsr.? 

- Yes-., they are a "b:ti.ad. - a spe:aia.l me.chani-sm for manu:Caoturi:ng lif:e. 

- Then how d.oe:a life o:ir.cnlate in the universe, or. is it: c_onfined to 

the- b:ios:phere~ 

- According to the diagram it passes along-the linEI' 2 -8, and circ.ulatea 

a:mong t..he stars and galaxieB.-. 

- But what does· that actually mean? 

- It is a:omething we dont know, although recently acienti~s have baen. 

dd.s-ID1.Bsing it;-.. After.- al1,, it happens-- in t"he human body - it is: going 

on all the ti.me through the. circn.l.ation of' oxygen in: the blood:s:tream, s-0 

why should· i:f;·- not happen in tne universe'?· 

- Then ia the tri-ad 8 - 5' - T on the left hand sid'e similar to points 

I, 4 and 2 on "the right?. 

- No, -t-he triad 8 - 5 - 7 is conoernecl with creati-on - wit-h t'he ereatinn 

o£ mattBr in t-he universe.. 

- So the matter of the univer.se is: areated on 'the lef''t hand ad.de, and by 

the, t.ri-ad en the right hand s.id'e this matter i-& made aJ.ive.,? 

- Yes·, that 'a :cight. That is tha' out.-e-r ci.rcnlation in the diagram. 

Further in, there are higher cironla:tions: - the circula:ti-on of: nervous 

enengy, for ins.tanoe, of mind and. of o.onsci-ousnes--s:. 

- Then if we are looking inwards-, would. the·· same oi.rcula'tion apply- t:o. 

the medi:ita.tion? 

- Yes it would .• , That is_ what we hope to disoover.-. 
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- Tell me, how does. the process 0£ creation take place? 

- As I said, it is the coming together. o!' three elements. The first, 

point. 8, is active, the see.ond., point 5 is :passive, and "the t-.hird, point. 7, 
isneutral er balancing. 

- Then what is it th.a:t actually happens? 

- Active matter in the gala.ocy i -s caught:- in -the g:ravi'tational influene2 

of s:tars., and condenses: t'l) for.m planetar.r orbits. 

thus: formed group togeth~ t ·o f':o:rm sta:r clusters. 

The s-ola.r sysi:ems 

And doeB: -the same 'thing apply- on a mi orosc.opic soa:le-'? 

- Yes, f:r-ea electrons a.re c:~t. i-n t-he- mqgneti-c :fi-e-la of: rloms-, and 

bee.ome orbiting electrons. 'rhe atoms thus formed g_roup together t--o-

f'orm. m.-ole.cules .• A-s above, so below. 

- ~hen how does t-his proce-ss · of'. crea.ti-on di:ff"er :fr.om that on t-he r.ight 

hand &i&e - the- tri-ad I - 4 - 2? 

- The triad I - 4 - 2 has a- diff.er.ent- order of action.. 

- How- do you me-au?· 

..;. 'I'he pass-ive principle cromes: :fir.at~ at poin:t.. I, t.he active principle 

second, at point 4~ and U!.e neutra1 pni-nciple third, at point 2. 

- You mean, water and inorgaui-c elem~nts at point I are taken up int:e the 

leaves o~ plants at point 4-, and become li.ving matter at point: 2? 

- Yes., i -n general princi.-ple.. Actua:11.y-, oxygen is re-l.e-as:ed from its 

bondage wH . .h wa:ter, and e-sc:apes into i.he. earth's aetmolSJ)her-8 a1. point z, 
where it.. be:comefl'. avai-la.ble t:o oells as lif'e energy. It is-, a complex: 

pr:oces:s whic:h even now is no-t c:omplete]4y uncler~ood. 

- So it is ~he order in which these thre~ principles follow each other 

that d'etermineB t-he· kind of' prooeas·. 

- Yes-, t.ha-t's, right:-. 

to each cdrculation. 

You w:ill find there are e-i.r di-ff'.erent- kinds-: - two, 
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- You aay there are- only eix different processes in the universe - do you 

really mean there are only six? 

- Yea, essentially -there,• are. only au:_ - that is the erlraordinary t-hing. I-t

is aomething one had never reali£ed. 

Then what are these a-ix. proee-s-ses - how can one get vo know them? 

Well, there are. the tTia.ds- of crea'tion and regeneration - the tri-ad.S' 

8 - 5 - 7 and I - 4 - 2, whic-h we have already di-sc:ussed. 

Then wha't othera a:re there? 

- There are me:t'riads 7 ... I - 8 and 5 - 2 - 4• The triad 7 - I - S· is 

the triad of: a'Onc:eption._ With every gr-eat work of art, c-onception c:omes 

first. The pr_oces:s of_ creation f _ollows·· af'terwards-. 

- Then what is ~he triad 5 - 2 - 4? 
- It ia: cronnecrted wi tt speeia.li-sation - with the evolut-ion of species in 

organic life,. 

- That is interesting_ - how does- it work?: 

- Pl,obab.ly i::hrough the inf'luene-e of t-he: planets on the heniditary . mec:hani-sm 

in t:he oell. This would bring abou~ muta-tiona at point 4. 
So what is the triad 4 - 7 - 5? 
It is: o:onnee-ted with instinct - with the instinc.'tive- behaviour of_ differe-n.t: 

species-. You s ·ee,, point:: 7 is c.onnec:-te.d with memory - instinctive memory. 

Animals remember.- how te do things., - it is: veey strange,. 

- So w-e c:ome: onc:e·- again to the triad I - 4 - 2? 

- Yes., the triad I - 4 - 2 is conc:erned- with s-eparating f'ine matter from 

coarse. 'We spoke about photosynthes-i.s., if' you remember. But it applies 

to a:n:y process which involves:. separation ar purification. The parable of 

the tares and the whea.t in the New Testament is- a beautiful description cf 

this triad. But it also includes the triad 2 - 8 - I. 

So what is: the triad 2 - 8 - I? 

When fine matter is separated from coarse. the coarse matter has to be 

disposed of. You remember what was said - Gather- y~- together first t:he tares 

anti bind t-.hem in bundles- t ·o burn them; but gather the wheat into my barn. 

I believe you said the triad. L - 4 - 2 is· c:onne-atad: wi:i;h the meditati-on? 

Yes, it is all deseribed in Christ•~ parable. The mantra separateB the 

wheat fnom the tares. But during the d83' they both have to grow together._ 

Who hath ears- ~o hear, let him hear ••••• 



COSMOSES - 1982 Conversations 

1 /1-4 6 worlds in outer , 6 worlds in inner spiral diagram 
as mirror image , each with time/size correspondence of 
30,000x, but the same worlds. 

1 /5-8 Each world an integration of worlds below it , with the 
universe the 'integration of all things' . Possibility of knowing 
every world within and without and therefore the universe -
existing ' in a very little space '- through meditation. 

1/9-14 Relation of different worlds dependent on ratio of their 
energy exchange , and these functional velocities seen as 
constants , with light as the limiting velocity on every scale . * 
lnstantaneity of light= area of extent of consciousness and 
depends on size of entity. Distortion of observer's viewpoint 
beyond area of light's instantaneity , but possibility of 
experiencing real world through expansion of consciousness. 
('As we go inwards our consciousness expands') 

1 /15-18 'The size of the universe depends on the size of the 
reference body' , with each larger or smaller world containing 
the pattern of the whole universe within it. Individual man's 
pattern discoverable. 

1 /19-22 Possibility of experiencing and enjoying the natural and 
potent influence of the causal level within where everything 
is one, and 'now'. 

These papers are from Val VI ,' Time & Space'. 
*(see Appendix Volume for velocity grid & table) 
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- Tell me, h0w many di:tr:ferent c:osmoses are there, and what is their- relation 

to each other? 

- The diagram will help to make this c.lear. You will s..e-e.' that the crosmos:ecs 

above us are 0 arranged in "tthe outer spiral, and' tfue. cr:osmoires below ua in t'he 

inner spiral. 

And man - individual man - is midway be'l;ween the t'.Wo?-

Yea, f~om man's: point o~ view that ia how things loo~. He containS: 

certain o.osmoseB· within him, and he is under the inf'luenc:.'e of a.artain 

c.osmoses a.hove- him. But really they are the samec worlds. .. 

How do you me.an, they are the sama worlds!' 

Imagine_ you are looking upwards on a s:tarry nig-ht, and t-he great vault· of 

heave11 ia above y.ou.. Then if you look downwards- at a pooj_ of wateT, the 

same vault of heaven is: reflected in the . pool •••••. 

- I think I s:eEr what you me:an - the inner and the out·er are· tha same - one 

is ac reflection of' the other. 

- Yes:, t -hey are worlds of' the samec ord:er - elee::trons, and plane,ts, atomB-

and: solar systems, mole~ule:s and" s:ta:r clusterS::. and S-O on. But there ia 

more t'o it than that - the inner spiral is:- a mirror- image of the outer 

spiral. You know wha-t a mirro:rr image- iSc - everything is the other way 

round·. This explains a great many things - it explains how the medita-tion 

works, for instance. 

How db you mean? 

Well, imagine you are a1: the point marked 'individual man'. When you 

d!o th,e meditation y:ou go inwards - antic:lockwise: - towards:- tfue smalle:r and 

smaller worlds within you, and if you go dreep enough you reach the centne: 

the- s-ource of' light.. When you go outwards- dimin.g the dtzy you go in tihe 

other direcrlion - rrlockwise - along the outer spiral. And the further you 

go the nearer you get to the light - the same light whia:h erista· in the 

wor-J.ns-· wit-hin you. 

- But how cran it be the s:ame light? 

- rrha one isc a mirror- image: of· the other.-. As it s-ays, in the' Gospel 

according to Thomas, ''The- kingdom or· heaven is witlhin you and it is 

wi thou-v you". For the light exists; , both in the very large- world;a:, 

and in the very small~ 
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- What is the real nature of the worl~ in which we liv~? 

- There is not one world, there are many. 

You me:an there are many worlds- ground use? 

- Yes,, and wiithin us: itoo.. Man is one of a- number of worlds , built: on tihe 

same pattern as h e is .. 

Then are these· d1if.ferent worlds aliv~ 

Yesc, they are bonn-, live and die jus.1; aa we do, but their- in.me i5' 

diff eren-t, f"rom otlT'l:f',.. 

How d·o y .ou mean, their· t:im-e is cfiffarenW 

Each of them has, its · own ti.11tEP, a time which c-orrespond$ to i ta size=·., Ea;cli 

ia infinitely larger tihan the world below it'-, andJ in:fini't,el-y sma:llJev ifuan: 

the world above it .. 

What do you mean by 'inf:initely larger and~ small1er'?' 

I mean approrlmately· 30,000 times • . 

Then how ma.-rzy worlds are there?:' 

As you see from the diagram, there are si:x: worlds· in the outm:> s:pira-1. and 

si.r worlds in the inner spiral. Each of these wo:rrld:s is., crontained, one 

within the other·, and above them all is the Uni verse=, which c-ont'ains· a:11 

ot:her w-oF-lds- wii;;hin it. 

And man - individ'ua1 man - is midway betwaeA the t:wo?,-

Yea, from man's point of!: view t'hat is: how things· are-. He crontains· certad.n 

world:$ within him, and he is:: u.nd'er t'he influencre of certaiin worlds abovec him. 

But, put another wo:rrld in the0 position of ind'ividm.ail. man, and you will :ree 

that the natwre of things has c::h.anged. For· the· s:ola.r sys.-tem, for inS:"tance, 

the e-a:rth, organic:: li:f.e and man are within i it - they fb:mn part of its-. 

sttbsta.rm~, just as= eellsy mole-eules= and' atoms ferm part of our subfrlanc&.. 

- 'rhen wha:t is the difference between the worlds., in tha inner spiral and ithe: 

worlds in the outer spiral?:· 

- There is- no difference- - they are the as:ame. 
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Then what is the re:al me:aning of the inner and out:er spirals,?' 

It is a quesi;ion of integration. The worlds in the inner spiral 

are within u.s - they are: integrated into one whole, the whole we call 

'man'. Each separate· c:all, for instance, may have i t-s· own individual 

life, but man e:x:periencres t'he effec:t of tfues:e scepara;te lives put t ,.ogether 

into one expar.i.ancre, not· e:ach life · separately. And; "bheo same: wi. th 

molecru.les:.., a?l;oms:-· and even smaller entities. 

- But in the outer spinal it· is different:'? 

- Yes, consid:er the earth, for instance. If we ask ours-elve:s. the 

quee:tiorr, 1wha-t is the ~th1 s: mind'?' we have t:o admit, we:c d:o not :rre:a-lly 

know. We erpe:c;t tio f1nd scome s:eparate organ of.: t'hought:- be:longillg' to t ihe 

earth~ But what we: cannot a~ is that ~ are. the earth• a mi'nrh 

Each of us has his own thoug,n.tm ·- .i:'11.~ -we- Jen.ow • . · But: the a:arth•s: miri:d is: 

that of. all men·• s though'lt$-, futegrat-ad into one whole. · 

- And- would~ the same: thing be true · of other flmciions be.longing to 

t h e: e:arth? 

- Yes,. organic:' lifi9, for instance, is: the· invegration of all living things

in the~ biosphere. 

- And this ini;egration contains s-omething ' more: tnan ti:he summatiqn: of" alr 

liv-ing things? ' 

... Yes, it is the very ess-~mce or· life i t:self· - some-thing we· cannot. cronc:eive. 

ri'hen is- each worrld an integration of that whic-h eriatsc in the- worltls, 

be=low it? 

- Yes, that is S:O. And tha univera-e isc the integra1;ion of alL things,, for: 

it aantaina every world within it .• 
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... In view of what you s~ about integration, how is it posmlble ever ito. 

know· the worlds: above us-- as: tfu.ey r-eally a:.ref 

- It is a quesi;ion of the level or integration. If man were f:ully aware 

of the inner spir:cd, he would"·, theoretically, be in tfrle S'alile position aa 

the universe.'. 

You mean he would know every world within him? 

Yes.,, thai; ia tlhe· positi.on t'he: universe is in - the universe· knows eve:ny 

world cronta:ined wJiin it - every world in the outer s:piral. 

And they are· the same· wor-J.ds as thos-e in -the inner. apiral? 

Yesy the s:ame worlds. 

'fhen why db they se:am ffO d'iff.erenif.r· 

- Becaus:e we can only see them from below. 

above we should understand. 

If we c:ould know them f~om 

Then how can we learn to know· them :from above!! 

- Through the med'i t~ion. If we follow the• mantra- it will take us-: through 

each of these worlds till we-r-e-ach the hig:hesi;, where , everyifuing· in US: is 

integrated into one: whole. On this level there, ia- no ffiftference be:twaen 

inner and' outer-. We are, in f ·act, t'he univerae: ... 

- So the- unive-rse is- not Ito f'ar away? 

- Ho, i~ is very near. 

in a very little space:.. 

And. al though it s:eema t:o us: ao vaa-t, it erists:: 
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- About these different worlds you were describing, are they on different 

levels - I mean, is one world higher in level than another? 

- No, it is not like that. Each world is complete in itself - it contains 

all levels within it. 

- But surely, higher levels of energy seem to belong to the very large and the 

very small worlds, like galaxies and electrons, for instance. Do these worlds 

also contain lower levels but we cannot see them? 

- Yes, each world if it is complete contains every level. But each world has a 

certain relation to the worlds above and below it, and it is this on which levels 

depend. It is a law, a cosmic principle. 

What kind of law do you mean? 

- The greater the ratio between one world and another, the higher the level of 

energy exchanged. 

- You mean, for instance, that molecules provide man with higher energy than cells, 

atoms than molecules, electrons than atoms, and so on? 

- Yes, and the converse also is true - man himself provides higher levels of energy 

to successive worlds above him. But for another world it would be different. 

You mean the relationships would change? 

Yes, it is all a question of ratios 

You mean it is rather like velocity 
the ratio between one world and another. 

isnt velocity a ra31,tio? 

Yes, every function has its own characteristic velocity. 

You mean corresponding functions, in corresponding worlds, have the same velocity? 

Yes, the same actual velocity - it would seem to be so, for velocity is 

independent of size. In fact, velocity may well be the only constant thing 

in the universe. 
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- 'Tuey say that the highest velocity known to man is the velocity of light. 

Would this velocity be the same for other worlds? 

- If our theory is correct, light is a limiting velocity on every scale throughout 

the universe. But light is only instantaneous within certain limits, and it 

is this which determines the area over which consciousness extends. The larger 

the world, the more these limits expand. But the velocity of light remains 

the same. 

- You mean, for instance, that the earth's consciousness extends over a wider 

area than that of man, the sun's consciousness over a wider area than the earth? 

- Yes, and the same with the light which illumines it. For man, light is only 

instantaneous over quite a small area - about 30 kilometres. But for the earth 

it includes the whole solar system, and for the sun it extends to the nearest 

stars. As the world is larger, so its consciousness expands. 

I dont quite see why this is? 

Because time changes with size. As the world is larger, so its time becomes 

larger. An instant for the sun, for ipstance, is some 80 to I0O years, and 

during this period light travels to the nearest stars. 

And the opposite would be true for the smaller worlds below us? 

Yes, for the atom an instant is very small indeed. During this period light 

would only travel about a thousandth of a millimeter a micron, as it is called. 

But this area includes within it everything that the sun's area contains. 

You mean it contains the same planets, the same stars? 

Yea, if we could reach it we should know what the sunts consciousness is like. 

But how can. this be? 

They are · worlds o:f the same: order. 

You mean the one is a mirror image of the other? 

Yes, a mirror image a reflection in the pool. 
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- You were saying that each world has a certain area over which its 

consciousness extends? 

Yes, the area over which light is instantaneous for it. 

But what happens beyond this area? 

Things become distorted. The further away they are, the more distorted 

they become. 

Then is our view of the universe unreal? 

Yes, strictly speaking any part of the universe which cannot be seen 

instantaneously is unreal. Over large distances it gets very unreal indeed. 

But why is it unreal? 

Because we cannot see the universe as it is now - we only see it as it was. 

As worlds get further and further away from us they go into the past. 

sense the universe has a certain curvature. 

You mean, because light takes a certain time to reach us? 

In this 

Yes, when we look up into the sky at night we see things as they were many 

thousands, or even millions of yea~s ago. 

So what is the answer - how can we discover the real world? 

The answer lies within the human mind. The human mind is an extraordinary 

instrument in its deeper areas the meaning of time changes. 

How does it change? 

It expands. As we go inwards our consciousness expands, in just the same 

way as the consciousness of different worlds expands. The further we go 

around the inner spiral, the greater the expansion in the outer spiral. 

And in this way we can know and experience the real world? 

Yes, there is no need for telescopes - we can see the world as it really is. 
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I dont really understand this question of larger or smaller? 

It is really very simple there is no such thing as absolute size. The 

size of the universe depends on the size of the reference body. 

- You mean for another world than our own the size of the universe would 

be different? 

Yes, the universe expands or contracts - it has no absolute size. 

But surely a very small world like the electron cannot be aware of the whole 

universe? 

- That is how it seems to us~ but for the electron the universe is proportionate 

to its size, just as our universe is proportionate to our size. 

And yet it is the same universe? 

Yes, there ia only one universe. Each world is seeing it from a different 

aspect, a different angle. At the same time, each world c,:mtains the whole 
uniwerse within, it. 

How do you mean? 

Each world has an outer and an inner ~piral. The outer spiral is the visible 

universe - a universe in Which objects appear to be separate and unrelated; 

the inner spiral is the internal universe - a universe in which everything is one, 

everything is integrated into one whole. 

So every part of the universe contains the whole? 

Yes, each world,. from the largest to the smallest, contains the pattern of the 

whole universe, just as each cell in the human body contains the pattern or code 

on which man's existence is based. 

- So that would perhaps explain the underlying unity of purpose in all the 

diverse phemomena we see around us? 

- Yes, it would explain many things - many mysterious things we cannot see 

outwardly, but sometimes begin to understand from within. 
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- If the outer world is so difficult to understand, would it not be better 

to turn our attention inward? 

- No, both are necessary - that is the real purpose of this method of meditation -

to unite the inner and the outer. 

- It seems as if man has always tended to swing from one extreme to the other? 

Yes, but here, in front of our eyes, is the answer. Every entity in the 

univ~rse contains the pattern of the universe within it. If we could see 

this pattern unfolding we should understand the real meaning of life. 

And would the same thing be true of ourselves? 

Yes, each of us has a pattern within him which has to unfold naturally. There 

is nothing we have to do - only to avoid standing in the way. 

And I suppose, to discover what that pattern is? 

Yes, man is like a seed sown in the garden. If it were not for the label on 

the seed packet, no-one• could tell what the seed contains. But leave it alone 

and it will grow into a plant and eventually flower. How does it all happen? 

Who guides it and shapes it into a certain form and colour? By whose will 

does it grow to a certain size? 

You mean this is all determined by the pattern within the seed? 

Yes, but where does the pattern come from? Who determined it? 

- I would think it was determined by the Great Laboratory of Nature. 

- Yes, man also has a great laboratory within himself - it is this we have to find. 

When the inner and the outer worlds become one, our highest aim is achieved. 
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our 

highest aim is achieved? 

- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe. 

It is something we never understood before. 

- How do you see it practically? 

Well, think about the meditation. By going inwards during meditation it is 

possible to reach the causal level - the place where everything is one. During 

the day this will influence all our actions. 

But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two? 

- In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist 

together. In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence is 

already known. 

And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose? 

Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal. 

But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal? 

Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up. 

Then what is it we have to do during the day? 

Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full. 

- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help? 

No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy. Try to understand how 

this method works. Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent. A 

little of it can have a very big effect. 

- You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget? 

- Yes, like being in love. When you are in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love. 

- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally. 
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and 
the outer worlds? 

- Yes, the connection is memory. There are different kinds 
of memory. On the physical level there is short term memory only -
We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past. 
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can 
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago. But 
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because 
everything is I now 1 • There is no. such thing as the past and 
the future. 

You mean the whole of our life is 1 nowt ? 

- Yes, it is all there at once. 

People often talk about living in the t now r - do you think 
that is what they mean? 

- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean. 
is not something within our direct control. 

- You mean it comes naturally? 

What I mean 

- Yes, as a result of the meditation. But of course all three 
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously. 



COSMOSES - More Formulations 

1 /1-8 7 Cosmoses with 22 Accumulators shown in enneagrams. 
Our world (Microcosmos) only one seen by us 3 dimensionally, 
others seen in higher or lower dimensions. Nature's and then 
Earth's own periodic functional times considered. 

2/1-4 Times of larger cosmic entities compared and then size , 
in diameters , as basis for understanding Cosmoses 3 
dimensionally - 'size of the world , for any being ,depends on 
its own size' ( also longer P.D.Ouspensky "reference body" 
quotation). All worlds seen as different aspects of same 3 
dimensional space. 
Functional times of cosmic entities - lifetimes , day & night , 
breath ,and impressions interlinked. Energy circulation via 
Accumulators indicated in enneagram. 

3/1-5 Time as breath in larger entities considered. Then size table 
in ratio of 30,000x from Atomic Nucleus to Universe. Gradations 
of matter shown as relative to entity size. Food , breath and 
impressions viewed as linking three-strand cable of cosmic 
energy exchange. 

4/1-5 Earth as a living being shown in single spiral diagram 
from conception , formation , evolution of life forms, man + 
cortex and suggested future growth of intelligence (Vernadsky's 
noosphere) plus further enlightened understanding possibility. 

5/1-8 Conversations on Earth as a complete Cosmos with lifetime 
in double spiral diagram. Importance of man's cerebral cortex 
with possibility of conscious memory and development of 
higher centres. Fechner's description of the Earth's 
"sensibilities ... of which our senses are too coarse to take any 
note." 

6/1-2 Man's lifetime contrasted with faster living rate of Cells ,with 
the 10 lunar months of pregnancy comparable to an ice age. 
Molecular time comparisons even more striking , with time of 
pregnancy comparable to evolutionary time of species. 

The Papers in 4/1-5 are from Vol Ill , 'Know Thyself' , and 
those in 5/1-8 are from Vol VI ,'Time & Space'. 
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(see 1/1 & l/3) 

You will see from the diagram/that there are two different 

things - there a.re the seven points round the eireumf erenoe of the, 

ocircle,, which we have oalled worlds; er cosmoses, and there are the; 

twenty two points of interseo,tion along the three sides of' the; 

triangle. These twenty two points are the entities belonging to 

ea.eh o,osmos· - the acdumulators in which their energy is stcred. 

Clearly,, ea.ck of the s:even. cosmoses i& a different aspect, a 

different principle belonging· to the whole, and will therefore 

contain certain entities whiah properly belong to it. The 

mi~oo:osmos,, the p~sioal prinotple, consists of mole<ntles,. The 

moleenle, i• the smallest unit of peysioal matter whicrh contains: all 

the charaoteristios of matter of that kind. In th.e same, wq the 

tri tocosmos, the life principle, aonsists, of eel la,. The eell or 

seed: is the smallest unit of living matter - it o-on.imtns· all the 
oharacteriatics of ea-eh speoies. · And ea.eh spec:ielf itself is· the 

smallest unit- i:>f organic life on earth, of the whole biosphere, the 

mes'C>eosmoa. Every kind of animal and plant in the biosphere is· 

an experiment of the mesoe:osmos, whiei, is like a great labcratory, 

the object of which is to perfec,t all the funotions necessary for 

the production of man. For man crontains all the oharaoteris-tics of 

d;ifferent animals-, whio-h is what the story of Noah is: all about •. 

So man is really the smallest unit of the mesoccsmoa, and in the 

system he is referred to as the growingepoint of erganio life on earth. 

The 111esoc-osm9s, incidentally, is the whole living earth - it ia ver,

muoh larger than the tritoc.osmos, which is on the seal& of a oomplete 

and self contained eaelogiaal system. It is interesting to think 

what would be needed if one set out to create an eaological system -

very different from creating a ccmplete biosphere! 

That, very briefly, is the· right J\and side of the diagram - points 

I, 2 a.ad 4, and the accumulators aonnected with them. But the left 

hand aide is of a very different kind. '!'he smallest unit of the 

deuterooosmoa, the solar system, is a planet. A planet contains all 

the characteristics necessary ~or evolving into a complete eolar 

system"- not all planets, perhaps, but from the photographs we have 

seen,,Jupi ter certainly seems well on the way towards doing; so. Planets 

are mysterious things - nobcdy seems to kn.ow what they are for, yet 

they each have very definite ahara.eteristie-s of their ewn, aa, if they 
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formed part of some great plan which we know very little about. 

And then, on the left halld side of the triangle, are the great 

worlds "beyond. tl\e solar system· - the macrocosmos, which consists of 

stars and star clusters, and the hagiocosmos which consists of galaxies 

and nebulae. One is tempted to compare stars and star cluster& with 

atoe and molecules, for they seem to be worlds of the same order. But 

ia this really so, or is, it a phenomen'Cln which is due to man' a, _ 

viewpoint? Ve have to remember that each cosmos is three dimensional 

for itself. - Attd if we e~uld se~ other ~smoa~~ than our own: a.a three 

dimensional we should see them u , they really. are, · indepenclently of' ou 

viewpoint. 

b.e· like,? 

And then, what would the macroeosmos and. the hagiocosmos 

lf,ot points- of lig}lt in the heavenly firmament - worlds, 

which the sc-ientists assure us existed so long· ago iihat the view we 

can get of them is only a dim memory of what they really ar•• Would 

they perhaps· be nothing more nor less tllan past and future, existences' 

of our own world? The idea sounds rather faataatic, but if each 

aosmos is bort1, lives and dies, · where: does it go when it dies·? In 

the fifth dimension it does not disappear, it exists alW.l\)"a, in eternity. 

Thie would be the macrooosmos - the five dimeneional aspect ef the 

universe. And the hagiocosmos would be its six dimensional aspee-t·-

the, other possibilities b:elongimg to the univers-e - possibilities which 

have not yet been realised. 
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The fact that each. ocsmos ia three dimensional for itself 1Ha.na 

that our own world, the miorocosmo•, is the only one which exists for 

u.- tllree dimensionally. Other we>rld• we oannot see three dimensiona.lJ.T -

we see them in lower or higher dimensions, aeeerdimg to their magnitude. 

We see the worlds larger than our oWJ\ as- aurfao-ea, line• er points, we 

see tbe worlds smaller than our own alt phenomena of the fourth, fifth 

and sixth dimensiou. In one direction there i1t space and no time, 

in the ether direcr.tion there is time and no spaoe. ]Ner;ything 1111 

rolative - it is purely a matter of viewpoint. 

If we could see other world• as tl\ree dimensional we should knew them 

as they really are, independently- of eur viewpcint. That would be the 

roal world - that would be their real plaoe in the scheme of th~•• But 

hew oa». we see tlt.em as they really are? Not, of com-a-e, in the form 

presented by soienoe, for theffe forms depend. oa our viewpoint as much as, 

uy other. Strangely enough it is poet17, art ad IIU■ ie: which oan 

'bring us a gr•at deal hearer to an un;derstmidihg of _ t}w lit>C't;rin.tt 

of eesmes.es.- Sometime• we oah ge1: e~~n closer just by' lookil:ag 
__.--. ,,•, ' · • 

arouml ,.. • l3\tt we 1lave te s'tlilq the id.ea, and a. good w,q of doing 

tkia is to work out what the funetio:u of each cosmos actually·· are·. This 

can be done b;y calculating their relative time■-. their . life~ime, their 

da,y and: night, .which corresponds to their digestive cycle, their breath 

and their shortest impression or nerve impulse. 

Consider, for in.stance, the oosmoa neareat to our own - the tritooesmoa 

or world of n.ature·. Nature's dq and :n.ight ia a :,ear. Every year 

millions of amall plants and animals live and die, and their bodies are 

decomposed and form, with the kumus preduced b,- falling leaves from the 

trees, the chem~oal compounds required by the topsoil. 'ntia, and Ma.JV' 

other subsidiar;r processes connected with it, is nature's digestive ·, 

me~hanism. Her breathing is quite different - it has a twenty.,. four 

hour cy-ole, and consists mainly in the photochemical process known as 

phctosynthesis. Man_y years ago, before an;rone had studied the subjeet 

as closely a.a they h.ave now, the scientist Vern.ad.sky described 

pho~os~thesis as 'a kind of breathing in.iand out every twenty four hour•~ 
, , . ._;..,: ,,,, - "''.",.-' 

Actually, it is the wq in which oxygen is extracted. from the water 

mole0Ule and used to create and maintain lif'e on earth. It is b;y this 

process that the oxy-gea c~ntent o~ the earth's atmosphere is kept in 

balance, just as it is in our own bloodstream by the aetion :.ci~ th& l,mga. 
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B-U.t nature hu man;y higher functions - functions which cannot 

be measured all.d analysed, but which exist, none the leas, for all of 

us to see. 'l'be intelligence of nature, for instance, her sense of 

form, her beauty, her joy and happiness - where does all this eome from? · 

Ha.sit a centre, a certau souree, or is it just everywhere~ in all her 

living creatures? 

And now if one oonsidera the meaocosmos - the planet earth, with 

everything it contains · one will find the same functions, but their 

tirae will be different. The earth's digestive process, for in.stance, 

has a cycle of some 30,000 years, connected perhaps with the coming and 

going of ice ages. Her breathing is the year - her revolution round tho 

IIUll - and it is clearly o:ennected with the seasonal oha.nges in organic 

lif • ·· But her impreaaiona are not so olear ... they !1'1" be connected 

with her rotation, the o;rcle of dq and night,, but why thi1t should be so 

we cannot sa;y. In fact, we are a long wq from knowing the earth as 

she really ia-; - a throe dimensional being, existing among the plaAetS' 

and under the direct gravitational inf'luena:.e of the sun.. AM. when 

we apply the same' prine:.iplea 1io larger cosaoses we are colllJ)letely out 

of our depth.. These very large world.a are obviousl:r nothing like the 

image we have· formed of them. y·•t thef' are, all p~ of' tha· one world. -

taken. together t-hey form one whole--. And runn.uig through tkem all are 

tb.eso tew simple laws - each coamoa feeds ol\ the cosmos one below iifi 

br'eaflles 'th; cosmos two below it-, and receives impreaaions from the 

ccsus, tnre. below it-.. liven higher ancl aere subtle influence■ must 

reach it frcm the cosmoses below this- agau, and so■ewhere, there murt 

be an ultimate source from which all energy comes: ••••• 
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Everything in the world around us is alive - the woods, the fields, 

the trees, tihe people - everyt1hing has its own life and exists ill' i tt 

own time. Everything, being alive, forms part of a larger whole, a 

beiywhieh is itself alive,, a.ud exists in. i-ts own time. This larger 

whole - this bei»g- itself forms part of a svilI.. larger being - a world -

which in its 1tura is also alive, and exists in its own time, a. time which 

is infinitely greater than the first. Above this world again is another, 

infinitely larger than t'he la-et, and above this again another, and another. 

Thus the universe consists of a suceession. of worlds, eadl o:ontained. within" 

tfu.e next. And above them is the greatest of them all, the first world, 

whio-h oontains all other worlds within it, a.nd is in fa.et the universe, 

itself - the one whole to which all beings belong. 

These different worlds a.re not far aw~ from us, in outer space, they 

are everywhere around us and within us. Nearest to us is the world of 

nature - of crga.nia life. Nature lives in a quite different time world 

from ours - she breathes in and out every 24 hours, and her sleeping and 

waking is- the year. But: nature in her turn forms pa.rt of the larger world 

of the earth - the biosphere, the living planet. The earth also has her 

ewn. time,, a time sco much greater than ours, that the peri,od of har breathi-ng; 

is- a year, and her a.le-eping and.· wakiag is a very- longc :peri~d ind!eed. - perhaps 

a,ome 25,000 year&. But the il'lfluene:e of the earth, a.n.d. her satellite the 

moon, is everywhere around us:-, and ha-s:, a very big ef'fe-ot on our livu,. And 

the earth forms part of 'bhe sun - the aolar system, with alll its planetary 

orbi-t'S. On this seal• -bhe presence of man - eve-n of" all mankind: - ia· very 

diffiault ~ imagine,. Man·'s life of some 80 years- is, only a fraetion of 

a, se-o:x>nd fbr the sun, yet this does aot by any means imply that mUJ' s: 

influenc8 is unimportan~. It means that he exists for the sun only in 

recurrence, just as: very small' elements - atoms and elea'troiasc - exist for us;., 

But the sun, aa, we,k:n.ow, is: only one of mam;y thousands- of sta;rg which 

form themselves into star clusters and galactic nebulae in the milky wa:,. 

It is· dift'iault, if not impossible to imagine that these star clus-ters, are, 

li'l"ling beings,, a-till less that 1ilia milky wa:, is- itself a being which eats:, 

breathes:, thinka, feels, lives· and diea: just as, we do. Y:e.t- b1 theo:ey 

_we, know thait t:hi-ss must be so, and: that the milky wq itself· forms:

part of -the= All., the universe,, the oneo livi-ng seing which-, 61:)ntains,- all 

othens· wiii:hin 1-t:. 
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Now every being exists in its own three dimensional world,. And it 

obv.iously does not feel itself to be very bd.g or very small, for its· o'Wll 

world is normal for i-t. But this three dimensional world has definite 

limits. It may not be generally realised how small our own world i-e in 

this respee-t. It has a diameter of about 30 kilometres. And we carry 

this· view of the world around. with US', wherever we g-o - it is the limiting 

distance at which things can be seen three dimensionally. Increase this 

distance only a 1i ttle, and the world appears· as a surfac-e i -t becomes 

two dimensional. Increase it still further and it bec'Omes a line or a 

point - it has lost all dimensions. When scientists explore long· 

distances in outer space with their telese-opeS' they are exc.-eeding- these 

limits by a fantastic amount, and what they see is not real. But 

the world of 30 kilometre~ is real enougll, and actually it coincides with 

the s:ize- of · ffia- world above us - the world of nature. It is in fact 

an ee:ologic:al system, as it is described 1t0wadays - a. unit of nature. 

But what is the three dimeJlsienal world fc,r nature? It is as large-, 

relative:-1io its size, as our own three dimensional world is large, for 

this is· one of the principles underlying the nature of the- miiverse,, ·t:hat 

the size of the world,, for a;iJy being, depend.a on its own si-ze. And so 

the world for nature would ino·lude the whole ef the biosphere - the whole 

living earth. And this: living earth - thiS' planet - is a _being of 

the next order, which in its turn exists in its own three dime11Sional 

world. But already we have reached a point where it is no longer 

possible to imagine what the world is really like. For as we have

already said, the earth exiscts in a quite different world of time from 

our own, and for one thing-we cannot see her for long- enough to know 

her reaL form-. A moment for the earth is a year. And in that one-

moment she has made a complete c-irauit round the sun, while the sun itaelf 

has moved along its own c.-iroui-t in the milky way. No wonder w• cannot 

see her as: $he r8:a."~_ly i -11• 

Now thia principle, that the size of the world, 1"o~ -8JW' bei-ng, depends 

on i -:ts own size,was antie,ipated by P.D.Ouspensky- in his book 'A New 

Model of the Universe' when he said "The smaller the 'referen0'8 'body' 

or 'reference system' the smaller the world. Space is proportionate 

to the size of the referenae body, and all measurements of spaa:e are 

_proportionate to the measurements of· the reference body. And yet i-t 

i-s- the same space." tf · we carry thi-e statement tQ its· c,onclus·i-on 

we c:annot escape the view that magnitude is not an a.bs-olute cba.rac:terietic 

of the universe--, and it m~ have quite a different meaning from the 
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one we usually ascribe to it. If eaeh world is three dimensional 

for itself, what is the sig:nifioa.noe of the enormous differenca in 

magnitude between one world and the nerl? Suppose we measure space 

in a different w133 suppose, instead of metres and kilemetres, we measure 

spao.e in diameters the diameter of the wgrld to which the space belonga,. 

Our own spa-ce,, as. we' have:· saici, is 30 kilometres,,. and t-his in rela-tio:a toi 

our own·· siza- i -s, 30,000 dia.meters, approximately:-. But the apace, cf. the> 

untvers-e- studied by ecienoe, is Et0m& I-02'7 metr&B' - a most f anta.wtio: size,. 

Yet i11 terms, of' our own milky w;zy-, to whioh this apace be·longs,~ the si-ze-

of the universe, is,: once again only 30,000 diameters,. Measured in 

diame-ters, iv is the same: apaee as our own! 

So· perhaps there is onl;r one space - our own three dimensional spa.c.&--, 

with which we are eaoh familiar. And in 1this one space> are, all worlds -

ma.-n himself, orgalde, life, the pl&21etary world, t'he ~lar system, star 

elusters,, galaxies, the whole universe· - they are· all dif:f:erent- aspects 

of the en& space,. And within the s-ame space are smaller en1tHti-eS" t-oo -

e-ell'S-,- molecules, a"b-omEr-·, electrons, atomio auolai, subatomie· partirues. 

What are a.11 t'hese d.iff'erent- eti~iesi' for? How do 1.hey all. cume, 

tcgether i11 the s:ame space·, and why' are we• not: more aware:, of them? Does 

the erlen.t t-o which we can see, them depend· on cii:ffe-rent states of' 

o.onsciousnes-s? Why' ie it, for instance, that Ja.cob B'eehme, in his 

illumination.a, as:, h& called them, was able t. aee- 1this same three 

aimension~l spaae ii a quite different· light from our own? 

Sa- much for space - but now, how about' time? If there,, is· only one 

space·, is there a;lso only one time? Na, not-- exaetl.yr. Whel!l we, sq 

'ever;r bei11g e:ds1i1t in its own time' we: mean its• lifetime:-. But:: ever:, 

bring als,o ha.--a, three, other timea, - a- vim•· of' tfay a.ndl night.-, a time· of' 

breathing, a11d a. time of registering impressions. 

are- f'i.md.amental t 'o its· existence. But what is :not generally reali-sed 

is tha.-t they e-orresponct t:o the lifetimes of other beings, and that iS' 

how lif-ein the whole universe- is int-eraonneeterl. Man livea, for 

80 years.. His, da.Y and nigh1t is the lifetime of c•lls--, hil!t breath is 

the lifetime of molecules, and his' impres:sions0 ~& the · lifetime of? atoms. 

In the same· wq, mall's life it.self ia, a da.Y and a night;· for nature, a 

breath fer t'he pla.n~ts, and an impression - an instant - for the sun. 

And the same,. is true· of all other bei-ngs, on ever;r seal• in the· univerae. 

Nothi11g is 88l)&rat• - every1thing depends, on everything e.lse-, and energy 

ia, bei-ng exohangedl, a,t _enr:y level.,, on· every seal&. 

------------- - - --- ------ ·~-
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And so we arrive at the c'Onclusion that it is by living and dying· 

that all beings in the universe provide energy. And different beings 

prov:i.de energy of different kinds·. In this sense they are like 

accumulators· - one a-ccumulator gives up its energy, another is f'illed with 

energy again. And a ci.rc.ulation is· passing through them c-on~inuously, 

just as the bl.oodstream does in man.. .And all this is happening here 

and now, in the one space familiar i;o us. After all, the scientists 

assure us that the whole universe was ones c.ondensed into the size of 
a single room, so why should we not think the same? 
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Everything in the world around us is alive - the woods, the

fields-, the trees, the earth, t'he pe-ople - they are- all part of 

s-:.ome great being, a. being ve?!]j much larger than we are, with its: 

OW1l mind, its, own intelligence. This- being we a-all Nature,- and 

sometimes we f'eel her pres-:~ne:e near us~ But the Earth, t-ov, i2t 

a living being, a being muah larger even than· Nature; and: beyond 

the Eartlt, is: the whole Solar System,, of which the Earth :fforms part. 

Beyond- the Solar System are the stars of the Milky Wq, £.nd. beyond 

the Miley Wq are: immmenalile Galaxies, and' Nabulae whic-.h ta.ken. 

together as- one whole make: up the Univers:e. Each of these different.. 

entd:ties, is enormousJq llargerr 't'han the next,, al'ld. each otr them, is a 

li vli.rtg'· being,· n:iri!fng in its own, worlld of'• itime - a; wo1rtd: whicii). is 

vastly.·· dif'ferent frem our- own •. 

The fact that these different. beings each have, their own time, 

amt, the faa:t that time ahanges· with magnitude, is· a thing whicit is 

no-tunderstood. <rertaim.y we know that time is· quite dif'1"el!en1t-

among trhe stars- and galari.es:· - we hav-& 1to use d'if:Yeren1; wayS" of 

~unting it, just a;B" we d'o for measuring ffiz&. But: we f:ail t-o 

realise trhe signifi.cana.e of thia - we fail to see 'tchat the meaning of 

time itself is quite different- for these larger entities,,, and 't'hat 

this fa.et aould enable us to study tneir- functions:-, and s-o:: perltaps, 

t.- d"iso::over what each of'' tb.em: is real'.cy' like-,. inst'8acl ef seeing, tliemi 

cnly as:· they appeait in~ time. 

As an example, ever:; living being haEF its own rat& of breathing. 

The breath of a li ring being is0 like the balanc:e whe-el of' a wato:h - it 

set~ the time-. Man breathe-s, apprOJEimately ever:; J. sec:onds:· - but 

Nature breathes- every 24 hours. Many things in,Natur.e follow tti& 

same pattern - a foreS:t,. for inst'anne, or even a great city.. A period 

of activity is followed by a period' of rest. But breathin:g·ha,s, a 

cleepett significance than t-nis, - it is· c-onneated with the lif_e prc±incipl'e~ 

with the quickening of' living; 1things-. And in Nature this, quickening 

depends, on a 24 hour- rhythm, the nl\vtb.nt: of· ph1>tosynthesis. It waa 1ihe:

R1.1ssian so:iemt'ist T~, who desoribed photosyn'tnes±a as:- "a- kind 

of brenhingr, in a.ndl out eveey- 24 holll!S". 

But. what is the Earth• s, rate of breathing? The: period of tu 
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Earth's- breath. if!· determined by- her revolution round: the Sun. As 

the aeasons, c:ome and go, life passes:· acros-s- the Earth t s-- sur:f'ace. 

Every year, with t'he 0.'0ming of spring:, the• Earth'-Et surf'ace is 

quickened. 

The movements o-r· the Eartlii determine many things- - her yea.1'lzyi-

revolution con.imolla her ·1)-reathing, and her r-ota:tion c-ontrolls,~ the_ 
-·- -

breath of' Nature. ·· ,Buit ·11er re:-v:olu.ct;ion- als-a deter.mines Nat'Ul!'8J s 
' ; - " • .. - -r- ... 

digestive· ey-ele, for· every yea-r the lea.vee· fall from the trees and 

are absorbed into the 'topsoil', where_, innum.erable small erea.tures: 

attack them, and- s-o enable valuable substanaes t-o be· extracted 

\ • - subriane-es· which are la'ter used by plants, in t-he, produetioDJ 

of living · matter. 

But what is t_he, significance· of other- planetary movementl!!t?- Do_

they,, in s.om& wa;y we cannot understand, eront?rol- the, diffenent-. qcles 

in our- own lives-?· All one, can say is:: that s-c.±e.m:e· ha,s, no evidlence, -

from a · aeient'ifio: vd.ewpoin'ft th& planets- have a grav7i.1tationa.l: efffect

on the Earth's · s~aoa, an.et that is, aln. 

When we come t-o c:ons:ider the-_ meami.ng., , _of:_ ~:tt,; Jint;;;~hec S'G:'l~ 

System1 as a· wholeo, there is, even less, evidone:e t-o go- on., Certai'nl.yr 

the sun is· known 1to- be subjeet 1te various· c;rcleS' - periodls, of warl.11g: 

and waning activity, - but litt'le is known, about" their- significanae. 

And beyond· the ~o-1.m System, among·the fixed IFba.rs:, one: migjlt- almost

s-ay· that' t-ime 0 no longer exists. And' ye,t , , ace-ording: 1to t-h@ll";r, evell' 

the Ga:h:r:ies, are born,1 live, and clie, eat, ]?reathe· and receive: 

impressions' from their siJn,oundings juwt as· we, d!o. It il!t onlyr 

because: their- dimenrions, are, so enermoualy dif'ferent.- from OUJ)' own• 

that we e:annot appr-eciat"e> this· :raet. 

On 1the., ot-her- hand the-- .m.! of· different entities· has, been: 

erlensi.ve:ly studied by s.ciene-e,i andl it- is, not: difficult-- t-o cmmpill& 

a li~,. w scale of d1.ff'erenv entities=, arranged acm,miing: t-o th&d.r 

sd.z-e, extending: f-rom the smallest nuc,liear parti(!t.lefl! to the: llargeat 

of the galaxies:-, and' eulminai:ing· in 1the, s:ize o-t the· whole· Univel!l!l:e .. 

A list' of· t-his kind aan tell us a. gre~ d'e-a-ll about-. the di:ff-eren1t 

orders· oIP" c:ategoriea of: living: beings- in 1the wol!.'ld' around wt, and 

it- raiee, t-heo ques1tion whether- thel!e' d:iff'eren1t- beings we have been 

describing; bear- a precise numerical rel:a.tion t-o eaoh ot-h.e:r-, O»' 

inoreas:e in a;ny d!efini'ft&, ratio of' si.ze .. 

We wera, one.a t-old that suo:h a, ratio· actually exists,,. and ~ha1; 

eaah entity beare a d'ef'ini teo numerical relation vo the next whictli: is 
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of' t-b.e, order- of 30,000 tilJNlS - in other- womift, ea.eh of t-hese 

di:ff'erent entities: is S"Ome, 30,.000 times, larger- than -the:- entity 

fut:low i tr, and smaller than -the entity above, iv. 
The:, 83ttraordinary simpliei ty or this idea; s-eemB almost- 1t-oo 

good t-o b:e tru&, and like, everything else in nature one- cannot: 

hope 1to find it- working · erac1tl.)7 in eveey oas-e. But 08rta.iniy,r 

if ..,. divdde the-- whol& ae:aile of· enti.t-ies known t:o s-c_ience., in.t:o 

subdivd.aiona of 30,000,. d1iff'erent-. ord:ers- or- o:ategories: of: hmigs 

d1a seem· 1to f.a.11 natural~- wit-hin such a· framework:, as" the :f"ollowing 

table showa:-

UNIVfflSE 

ST All: Olrr.TSTERS' 

SOL.Alt SYSTEMS 

SUN'S' DI.AM. 

ORG. L.IFE 

M':ANT 

MOLECULES 

ATOJ.tIC'. NUCLEI 

extra· 
galacriic 
space-

intra· 
g-a:la.G:ti'c 
space 

s:tasant? 
eonriemlafion~ 

p-lanetary 
orbits 

11l~tacy 
diamet-ers 

· fe>n•k 
riv.ers:
crl:ties-

snutl.1.. 
animal:s and: 

· ins~, 

baote~ia 
v.inus.e~ 

atomic 
she=l.lls 

e 1:e-ctr-ona 
smalll particles, 

metres:. 
ro27 
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The· interesting thing about this table o-r· di:fTerent' 

entities is that it a-hows us that matter ha-s, certain. definit-e-· 

gradations. The matter of the Univerge is composed of Galaxies,, 

the matter of. Galaxies is composed of· Star Clus.ters,. the· matter o'f' 

Star Clusters-· is· composed of Stars·, the ma•tter of Stars· is: composed: 

of Pl'ane-ts,1 1:'-1.lld s-o on. We cannot sa;y, for instance, tha;t the 

matter of. the:· Univers-e is c·omposed of Stars, :for S'tar$ are too sma·ll 

to exist, in relation t-o the size or the Univerae, just as· Atoms 

a.re t-oo small to exist, in relation to the s:ize of a Man. That is. 

to say, they are too small to exis.t physica;ll;'{~ but t-hey hava other 

runations - they are <ronnec.ted' with a differen1t state of matter -

the matter of' whieh impression~ c:onsis-t. The- impres-a-10ns; received 

by the Universe depend' on the existen~ of Stars, just as: Man•a, 

impressions depend on the existenee ~ · A-toms·,~ or ions·. 

It f'•ollows:· that level, or density or· matter is· entirely relative -

what is food;, or pby'aical matter for one entity will be breath for· 

anot'her en1l.ity, and' impressions for a third ent'ity, depending on 

the relation betwe:en them. This- is cle-ar enough in our own CltlJe',, 

for Man eats, <r.ells, breathes MoleO'llles· and receives impresaions, :f"~om·, 

atoms:,. electrons- and suba.tomiC":' partio'les· of various kinds. In fact, 

his impressions O'Ome from t ·he lowest part of the table, - down at the 

bott-om of the d'iagram. But Nature's: impressions e-ome bom one step 

higher.· up - her impressions belong to the molecular world, - to the, 

world of IMenta, and perfumes, sound vibra~ions, and organie moleeuleu:, 

which determine the enormous variety of· form and e-olour in liidng_:: 

thing1t. And Nature's breathing depend:'& on one s:tep highel! again -

on the world': of c.ells-, particularly the green plant- cell, which is 

where-the meeha.nism or· photosyntnes.ia, takes· place. And hen food,., 

as.' we have already said', depends, on the liv.ing and dying of.• living; 

creature&' - leaves: which fall from the tl':ees· iio form hU!lTWt, plants 

which fix nitrogen in the aoil, small animals, which c~me and go 

with t-he sea&0ns·. 

So everything in the (Iosmos- is· depende:n~ on eveeything els'8' -

everything is linked together in a great chain, or better, perhaps, 

a, cable with three: different strands - the f'ood,, t ·he breath and the 

impression& on which all living things depend. And each of t-hesa 

three functions has its own periodic time: - a periodic., ii:ime:· whiah 

e~inaides with the life period of the entitieit b~llow~ Sue:h is 

the orctc- and~ ea-anoM.Y of the C:osmos that the life peiod of eac:h 
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en,tity croinc-.ides in duration wit-h the food cycle, of the- entity 

immed'iately above it-~ the breathing cyale of the entity two steps 

a:bove it, , and the impress-d.omr cyo:le 0£ -the entity three steps, above, it:. 

Thull:'. the- proa:e:as of liv,i.ng and dying fulfils a c-ertain pUI!poae in 

the ac-.heme- of things: · - and in this,, Man is- no erc.epticm. For- Man, 

in c:ommon with other li,ting creatures, on the Earth's surface:, is- food 

f0r Nature,; at tile aame time he is breath f ·or the- planetary world, 

__ ~et imp_~.s-ion.s: .:f!or the .s-un. -
And yet it is notr: only a: matter o~· providing energy t:-o 1a-he entities: 

above him - it is more as if:' an exc:hange of energy takes, plaa:e. Not 

unlike the notes· o-r a musical so-ale - when they are in tune wit:h 

each other, energy is= erohanged-, for 1.'hey vibrate in harmony. In 

the sameow8tY, Man doas- not only provide impressions= for the Sun - t.he 

Sun ale=o provides Man wi t'h impressions; Man is not only breath for t'he 

planetary world - the planetary world, and in particular the Earth 

with its planetary atmosphere--, is- the means of" providing breath for-· 

Man; and Man,, too,, is not only food· for Nature - it is f'rom Nat'Ul!e 

that he obtains his food. 

And the same thing is ' tnu.e of every ~cither:-entit3:- in every case 

the energy flows ahrays in_ b.oth diree:tions-,, in every aa-se- it ' is, a.ru . 
. . 

exchange of energy which talces place. · And so in thif!. wizy-, everything; 

in the whole C:osmo_s" ia · interccmn~o:tad,. .i'fotnil!lg is· _separate:-. aJlY".1hel"e • 

. Every:th-i-~;_orms _part of' a &ingle whole·., · 
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In order to answer the question, 'What is life for - what is it 

all a.bout?' we must sooner- or later begin thinking about something 

larger t"han ourselves-. But the larger world' in whic:h we 1ive is 

not easy t--0 define. In one sense it is limitless,, but in l:'.nother 

sense it c-on:forms to certain laws - laws eonnec<f;ed. with ti.me and 

magnitude, ?.,,llU with the relation between one entity and the next. 

Perhaps the moat obvious definition of the world in which we 

Iive - and inc:identally-one of the old:est is the world of living 

creatures under the sun's- inf"J.uenee. Man.,, the· world of 

Nat1.ire,. the Earth as a planet. ~ these a.re- three ordera of'. worlds which 

exist under the influenee o-f the sun. And as a:ny scientist- will 

tell you nowadays, it is· t-he sun whie-h provides the energy which 

motivates these worlds. The amount- of activity whio:h takes· pla;ee 

in the lithosphere, the amount o-f aetivity which takes plac-e in the 

15iosphere-, even the sum t-ota-1 or all man's activities - all these 

depend on the amount of energy given off by the sun, and nowadays it 

is even possible to equate the: one with the other-,, a:t least in 

physic-al terms. 

Of course, the solar system is only a small_ thing in :re:lation to 

the univers-e a1:: a whole.. In terms .of' sheer magnitude, the universe 

is as, many times, larger than the s-olar system-, aa the solar- systelll' is 

larger than a man. And ou.riomdy enough, the s:olar system· is aa 

many times larger than a man as- a man is· larger tha.tr the nuo-J.eus of 

the atom. We call t-his world below man: - the wor-Id of atoms, 

molecules and cells- - the MICROOOSMOS, and we call the wor1d above 

the sun- the world of stars- and galaxies - the MACROCOSMOS. But 

the world of' living creatures under the sun'&· inf'luen0'8 we call the 

MESOCOSMOS, because it stands· midway between t-he other two .. 

So let us be-gin by ex>nsi.dering the way in ""'Tb.ich this planet Earth 

was eoneeived wit-hin the MESQCOSMOS, many years ago, and how it has 

grown- and. developed sine-e -that time •. 
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It seems generally accepted nowaua,ys that the solar system 

origins.ted about 4,500 million years ago, and that the origin 

of the Earth as a planet dates from then. But we learn from 

other sourc-es that the s ·ola;r system belongs to a q:ui te di:fTerent 

time scale from the Earth, and has a much longer lifetime. In 

any case,. it would seem· to have been some 3,000 l'llillion years ago 

'flhen the Earth's crust sevtled into some definite form and became 

stabilised·, and. this we have ca;lled point I on the diagre,m, as it 

c·ompa,res with the moment during pregnancy when the embryo is 

se--ttled in the womb. 

Not very long after this, between. 3,000 and 2,000 million 

years e,.go, the first signs o:f life began to appe~.x. But -these 
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early forms- of life did not breathe oxygen as we- do, and it- was- only 

when the Earth's atmosphere was established that the respiration 

of oxygen began. This- ext~a:ordinar.,r switc-h over to oxygen, which 

is eompa:rable to t:he breathing of the newly born ehild., was made 

possible by the: development· of plants,, which a.re able· to extraci: 

o.xygen f'rom water and release it into the atmosphere. By about 

IOO million years a,go the Earth's atmosphere had. become established-, 

and the breathing· o:f living creatures had begun.. In this way far 

higher levels of energy became available - energy which was requireu. 

by the great laboratory of Nature for the experiments it was about 

to oa:rry out. 

These experimen~$ of the great laboratory were aimed at perfecting 

a.11 those characteristics of animals· - all thosediff'eren-t organs 

and functions - which were later to be in~orporated in man. Like 

a newly born child, 1fature was f'ee·ling her way - trying out: all her 

funetions. And perhap~ the most important of these was the 

eo-ord-inating function of tne autonomic-- nervous- system; whieh enabLed 

all the instinctive mechanisms of the body to work- together-- a1:1· 

one whole-. 

Al:1 this·was- going on around point 4 in the diagram~ about 

50 million years ago or more·. - But it was not unt-il:_ a mer-e· 70,000 

t:-o- 40,000 years0 ago that the first indications of modern man began; 

to appear. In C'Ommon with the higher mammals, ~ly man e~ntained 

a much more <romplete nervous- system than the aut.onomie· - one which

enabled him to orientate himself in his surroundings--, and to receive 

a. -far wider waveband of' impressions-. But early-- man e:ontained 

something else - some~hing,which developed later into another 

breakt-hrough c--omparable- in importance to that of' breathing. This

was t-he ri-e-rebrtl_ cmrte~, in, i t:s- :first early- stages- - a device

which finally- and irrevocably diff'erent-iated him·f'rom·the anima-ls-. 

What is the purpose of a cerebral cortex? or course, it enables 

man· -f;-o think, to f'orm, conc:epts, to develop language-, to communic:ate. 

But there is s:omething else - something muc-h more importan-t. If an, 

anima-1 knows something, it knows it:; but if' a man knows somet:-hing; 

he als·o kno't>-.-rs that he knows., That is t-he true function of the 

cerebral cortex - to enable man to know himself. 

And so we have arrived, through points 5 and 6, at the prescent 

moment - the moment in history when man. is beginning to a.s-k hims~li 

what he knows-. And as he spreads more and more over the Earth• s 
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surfac:e·, e..n answer to this question becomes more and. more 

imperative.. He sees the mistakes that others have mad.e bef'or-e 

him, he sees large area-a of the biosphere devastated by pollution, 

he sees· violence and· sufTering, poverty and erime. And at the 

sa.me time he begins to realise that a;ll this is unnecessary - that 

there are individual people in the world who know the answer - who 

could show man wha,t to do, if only he would lie-ten •• •• 

It was the Rus-sian scientist Vernads.ky who wrot·e• just before his 

death· in I945 "I look forward with great optimism. I t-hink: that we 

undergo- not only a historical, but a planetary change a:s well.. We 

live in a; transi+ion· t-o the n:oos-phere." By noosphere Verna<Is:ky 

meant t-he envelope of mind t-hat will one d:a;y- spread ov.e-r -vhe Earth's 

surf ace= and inter-penetrate t:he biosphere - or is it perhaps already 

there? What is it that has to develop at point 7 in the diagram-, 

and hov is it different from point 5? 
In reality there· is not just one envelope, there axe three" There 

is the envelope of neuro-electrical energy a-t point 5. This has 

already s,p:read ov:er the· Earth's surface, large-ly in the form of 

radio waves, with which the present day atmosphere is filled. 'rhen 

there is the envelope of mind at point 7, and although there are 

indications that this is on the· way, we cannot really say it is 

established yet. When, and if" it is established - and we have

every reason to believe it will be - man: will understand, what the 

Earth needs :for her development, and his actions will be enlightened 

by reason. But this will only be possible with the help of point- 8, 
that is to say, if man's · higher centres begin t:·o dominate in his 

decis·ions. For it is only man's higher centres· whic-h are capa·ble 

of· understanding the rea·l meaning· and purpose of this great c'Osmos: 

the MESOCOSMOS in which we live and have our being. Ordinary· 

levels of mind are too sm?,11 - they cannot see the cosmos as one whole·. 
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'Pe.11 ma, do other cosmoses develop in the same way aa man? 

Yes-,. they a:a;ch go imrough ai.milar stages: - s."!\;a;ges which eonr-espond t-o 

our- own ~encrept:ion, pregnancy, c-.hildhooff and a;dul t- li:f'e. 

Then how would this-- apply to the e:axth? 

- The e:-arth, it would s:e:em, was: concreived by the sun, S:ome- 4 .. 5 billion 

years- ago. In order that she cr-ould develop a;s- a- living being, a cromple:-te 

e-:0smos, thmre t'hings were neees:s:ary - the physi.ca;l e:arth hers:-elf, ifue 

d,evielopment of: organic, lif:e, and the influencre of' man •. 

Then what is: man's influencre, in tihe earth's evolution?~ 

He is the earth's mind. The word: 'man' is the fffillle :rroot as,, manas or mind. 

And does0 the e-arth als:-o have a s:oul? 

YeS?, man's higher funcrlions--· are c:onnected with the earth's: s--oul, his:

c-0nsc:iousness with her spiri ti •. 

Then ffoas individual man e:ont:-ain these:- s:-ame pofmi.bilitie:s:· within hims.-alf? 

Yes, but: they are not of-ten realised". Only if: a; auff:ic:ien:t number- of: men 

wer-e to realis=e them would the e:arth's evolution bEre.Ome c:omplete., 

Then ia it pcs:sible w follow the spiral of' the earth's· evoluti.on?' 

The inner spiral is e:oncerned' with ~e earth's eornreption, a;bout which we 

know very· li t'.tle-.. At point I in the oute-T spiral her physical form'. wa;a: 

a1:rready s:attle:d - this woulff be s-ome=• thre-e billion ye,a;rg,. ago, when the:- earth •s 

c:Tust ha;d: e:oeled' and be=c-ome stabilised. At point 2, some ID0O in, 500 

million ye:arS: ago, the t:i.rat early rormsc of liie began t'o appear. But not: 

all thaS:e ear-ly, f':orms- of life- breathed oxygen a:s we do, and: it: was only' when 

the, oxygen crontanit of me earth• s atmosphere wa:s establishe:cf t'hat the: 

breathing of o-rygen became general. 

But how was.'. it eatablished? 

It was made: pos:sible by the development of plants, whic:h are able TI> 

extract oxygen from water and release it into the atmosphere. This 

erlraord-inary swi tc:h ove-T to oxygen, which may be c::omp_ared with thee 

breathing o:f g;· newly born c:hild, began at point 3, s:omec 400 million years

ago. In this: wa:y far higher levels of energy became available - energy 

which was required by the great laboratory of nature for the erperiments- it 

was about' t-o carry out~. 

You mean,. it wa;a, a-t point 3 that the earth was bonn?' 

Yeg,. at point J her breathing s-tarted, and t'ime for her- had begun., 
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- You mentioned the experiments which the great laborato:oy of' natune 

was: about to C'arry out: .• Would this be at point 4 in the diagram? 

,.. Yes, these experiments were aimed a;t per:f.:eciing all those dlarae,-teristics: 

of. animals_ whiah were- later tto be incorporated' in man. 

You me:an they were tried out in: d1if'.f'erent: animals f.'iil:$1;? 

Yea, that is why animala s:eem like caricatures of different: people--. 

Some of the experiments were discarded, like t'he <iinoS:a;urScy- otilers · survived. 

But this: wa:a long bef::o:na man appeared - perhaps acme 200 million years ago. 

- Then d-d.d man appear- towards- point 5?' Was there not. a:omathing e:BIDmt:ially 

difil':erent· about him? 

- Yes:, man coontained something new - ~omething which developed lai;er into 

another breakthrough comparable iri importance to that o:tbreathing. This 

was tlhe cerebral crortex, Sot ill in its early stages - a;, d:evicro- which waEP 

eventtnall;y t.o d1.fferentiate: man complete.ly from the animal k:ingd'om. 

Then what is the point about the c:erebral cortex? 

Well, it enacbles man to think, to form c:onc::epts\, to d1evelop language, and 

to 1fo many things which animals:: never -c:ould-. But there is S:Omething e=-1S£ -

s:-omething much more important. If' an animal does something, he:- does: i it, 

but if a man does: s:omething, he isc als.=o awara of. what he is- doing,. 

- You mean, he remembers himself':? 

Yesy he has:, moments of consc.-i.ous memory - moments which belong to the 

fifth dimension - ·t:o eternity. Animals,- haveo instincxive memory, but' man· 

al~ has c-ons<ri.ous · memory •. 

- Then what is it brings this- kind' of memory? 

- 'l'he me:di tation. It is: a natural way of increasing c'Clns<cious-: memory. 

People think: it is connected with f'imcrtions:7 but it has nothing to do with 

fi:mclions:, - it works direc::t on c:ons<ri.ousnes:s. 
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So point 6 in the diagram is somewhere about now? 

Yes, the earth would, s:eem to be ne:aring the end. of her.- c:hildhooct, and 

beg.inning her adult life. 

Well, I hope she will soon gnow up. 

Yes:, she will S:Urely do that. It was- the Rus:sian scientist Vernadsky who 

wrote just before his death in 1945, "T look :fi,rward with great optimism. 

I think that we unffergo not only a historical,, but'- a plane-tary c-hange, aa we-11. 

We live-o in a' transition to the noosphere." 

I wonder what Vernad.sky meant by, the noos:phereT 

HET mecant the envelope of mind tchat will one day spread over the earth'sc: 

surface-· and interpenetrate the biosphere .. 

Do you think the envelope of mind is already spreading? 

Yes and no. In reality there is not just one envelope, there 

ara thnae. There- is the: envelope of neuro-elec"trieal energy - radio 

waves and so on - with which the present day atmosphere is filled. 

This is sunely not the noos:phere?: 

No, it has lit~le to d:o with mind - it is more like, ~ nervous sys:tem or 

networ"'.ie - more- a me:ana of cremmunicati·on. 

- ~hen would the: noosphere ba at point 7? 
- YeS:,. there is: s:ome indication it is on the way, but we cannot s,ay it: is, 

esta:bliahed yet. 

But what rea:lly- is: it?' 

Inaight - emotional discernmen~of the earth's namfs_, aa a liwing being:. 

You mean when one feels:, 1 ike Fe:din:er.-,. that the earth iS' an angel - an 

angel carrying us. along with her into heaven? 

- Yes, but enough people have to f'eel this all the time, and they a-lEro have. 

to know a; great d1e:a1 more than they do now. Then a:erta:in things= which are-

happening now will nevs:r happen again. 

What kind of things do you mean? 

Large areas of organic:- life d.~va;s-tated by pollution, violencre and: s.uf'fe:ri.ng

amongst mankind •••• 

But -bell me:, ia there a; still higher..- level above the noosphere? 

Yes:, at point ff man's higher centres will begin t.'o dominate., For it is only 

man's higher centres which understand the n:eal mecaning a,nff purpos:e of this-, 

great a-osmo::F - the living e:arth - in whioh we have our being. 

levels of mind are too small - they cannot see: thea cosmos as · one whole:,., 
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I find it very diffiaul t to imagine what the: earth is really lika. 

- I:f you think about it you will re:alise tha;i; man and organic life a.re· 

within her- - they are pa.rt o:r · her subirlance, just a;s calls: and molem1lea 

are pa.rt of' man•s subsi;ance. 

- And I s.uppos:e she erist3 under the direc;t in:fluenC'e of the sun, and ifue 

stars: or the milky way? 

- Yes,. Fechner tried to describe it - he S'airu, " •••• the only obje:c:ts, 

external to her a.re the other si;a;rs:. To theseo, her whole mass reacts: 

by moS't exquisite altternations in its trotal gait, and by still mo:rreo 

e::x:quisi te vibratory respons:-es in its aubstancre. Her oc:ean re-fle:ds: 

ttb.e:· lightsc o:f heaven as on a mighty mirror, her atmosphere refracts them 

like a monstrous lens, the crlouds and snow-fields combine t'he:m into white, 

the wooda an& flowers di.s:pers:e them into cx,lou.rs. P.olarirmt ion, 

interference:, absorption awaken sensibilitiEm in matter of whioill our 

s-ans:m:r arff t'oo c:oa;rse-· t·o take: any n0t·e:. tt 

- What a: wonderful description - this makes me:, f::e:el I undlers.:tanff be:tter

what a' crosmos really is:_, .. 

- Yes:, t-he earth is= a living being- - a- world of' great be:auty. But'- what 

no--ona understandJs is that her- t.im& is ao d1.fferent from ours. Her 

breathing- in and out is a whole year of our time, and an instant ffor h8:r" is: 

a whole_ day and night. 

- So she is·not re:ally a aolid objeci, in the way we,think of her? 

No~ her real f _omn is beyond our 1mderrrtand'ing. We cannot s-ae her-- for 

long enough -bo know what aha is really like:. But Fechner got nearer 

to it than moat paople •••• 
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One of the most important truths belonging to the Doctrine 
of Cosmoses is that eveX7thing in the universe has its own time. 
Perhaps more than arq other idea in the System, this truth could 
be of real interest to science at the present time, and if properly 
understood, might lead to a number of new discoveries. 

What exact~ do we mean by the statement that everything in 
the universe has its own time? At first this statement seems 
obvious, almost self' evident. .But has anyone ever explored its 
full implications? 

Let us take a simple example. Man lives for about 80 years. 
He grows £or 9 months in the womb, and then h~ is born. At the 
age o:f seven his childhood is complete, and by I8 or 20 he has 
become a man. Towards the age of 30 he marries and starts a. 
family, and in another 30 or 40 years he is beginning to grow old. 
Durini a.ll this time his breathing ha.s continued at a steady rate 
of about 3 seconds per breath, and his digestive processes are 
goin.t on in a. daily- o;rcle. Like other living creatures a.round 
him, his sleeping and wald.n~ hours are controlled by the rotation 
of the earth, and many of his living habits and seasonal actiTities 
are influenced by the earth's yearly- _revolution round the sun. 
All these :periods a.nd cycles are so familiar to him that he never 
questions them. He cannot imagine a world in which they were 
different. 

:But they !!'..2. different. E-a.ch enti i;J" in the cosmic scale has 
its own set of periodic times, and each is completely different 
from the next. Consider the cell, for instance. How long 
does a cell take to grow? Certa.in]J' not 20 years! Cells are 
said to live for I2 to 24 hours on the avera~e, and a reproductive 
rate of 400 to 600 generations a year would be a reasonable 
estimate. The division of cells - the actual process of dividing -
is said to take half an hour to an hour. :But beyond this little 
appears to be known. Yet cells must obviously breathe, and we know 
they assimilate food. According to the Doctrine of Cosmoses one 
would expect the breathing of cells to talce :place at a rate of several 
thousand breaths per second, and the assimilation of' food at about 
the same rate as ou.r breathing. 

Now the point I am trying to make is not simpl.7 the fact that 
a cell lives for so many hours, or takes so many minutes to divide. 
It is that the very meaning of time itself is different, for the 
cell lives at a much faster rate of change than we do. If' you 
work it out by simple arithmetic, you will find that during a week 
of our time the world of cells has actually existed for.a period 
comparable in our time to 600 to I,OOO years. A lunar month of 
28 days would compare with 3,000 to 4,000 years, and the whole 
period of growth in the womb - the IO lunar months of pregnancy -
adds up to a span of time which is not far short of an ice age• 
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So the cell has much more time than we ever supposed! But an 
even more striking, and a particularly interesting example can be 
found in connection rith the process known as differentiation. 
As the germ cell begins to double itself in the moments following 
conception, a larger and larger variet7 of different kinds of cells 
begins to appear, each with its own special aptitudes and characteristics. 
As the different parts of the embryo are formed this differentiation is 
completed - and all this happens in a few months, or in some cases even 
weeks. Where do all these varieties actuall7 come from, in so 
short a period of time? 

In the light of recent discoveries we might perhaps assume that 
the process of differentiation is under the control of the large 
organic molecules connected with the D.N.A. eode. If the process 
is carried out under their guidance, it would be reasonable to expect 
that the code which they control is written in "molecular time" i.e. 
in a time scale appropriate to the world of molecules. What in fa.et 
is this time, and how does it compare with our own? 

If we make the assumption that the life period of a large organic 
molecule is of the order of 3 seconds, we find that in a week of our 
time some 2IO,OOO lifeti.Jlles would have passed for the molecule, which 
would correspond in our t~e to a period of near:IJ" 17,000,000 7ears. 
A lunar month on this basis would come to 68,000,000 years, and the 
ten lunar months of pregnancy to a period of liB0,000,000 years. Now 
if we compare these periods with those of the evolution of organic 
life on earth, we find for example that the first placental mammals 
appeared some 70,000,000 yea.rs ago, the first reptiles some 260,000,000, 
and the first primitive fishes about 440,000,000 years ago. 'lhe earlies~ 
evolutiona17 period - the Cambrian - goes back to about 500,000,000 years, 
and b7 620,000,000 years ago evolution is just beginning, with plants 
and primitive animals as the only evidence of life. 

So the molecule has plenty of timer And isnt it rather remarkable 
that the period of pregnancy, translated into molecular time, corresponds 
so nearly with that of the evolution of species - that :in so short a 
period the human embryo passes perhaps through all the different stages 
of evolution - mirrors, in some strange way we cannot understand, the 
growth and development of organic life on earth! 



COSMOSES - Further Papers 

1 /1-7 Doctrine of Cosmoses , • the beginning and end of all 
knowledge'. Understanding the world as it really is regardless 
of man's viewpoint. World a number of complete and living 
cosmic entities of greatly differing magnitude and time scales 
comparable to ' the difference between zero and infinity • -
a quantifiable factor of approximately 30,000x. 

Large spiral diagram showing these cosmic entities from 
electron I atomic nucleus / atom / cell / man I nature I planet I 
sun & solar system I star cluster I galaxy / universe . 

Each cosmos three dimensional for itself and a cosmic 
entity which eats , breathes and receives impressions timed to life 
periods of cosmoses below it - food from one below , breath from 
two below and impressions from cosmos three below it. 

1 /8-13 Different cosmic timings existing within ourselves -
illustrated through system idea of man's 4 different bodies, 
physical , subtle , causal and divine with their speed of action in 
30,000x increments. Large spiral diagram now also indicating 
physical body's link with world of cells below and world of nature 
above man, subtle body's link to molecular world 2 below and 
planets 2 above , causal body's link to nuclear world 3 below 
and solar system 3 above, divine body's link to worlds 4 above 
and below. Possibility of sufficient experience of the causal 
level through meditation so we can ' create moon in ourselves 1 

• * 
Different dimensions of time for 4 bodies - physical body 

a product of the great evolutionary time of nature , subtle body's 
connection with recurrence - fifth dimension - which is then 
contrasted with possibilities on causal level in sixth dimension, 
illustrated with reference to P.D.Ouspensky's novel I Strange Life 
of Ivan Osokin 1

• 

1 /14-17 Diagram of 3 concentric circles illustrating 3 areas/levels 
of consciousness - waking , sleep with dreams and deep sleep . ** 
These 3 states of consciousness and their connection with different 
bodies. Daytime waking state with physical body. Subtle body 
and the fantastical world of dreams which illustrates subtle body's 
different time world. Subtle body's extraordinary role programming 
physical body from life to death , and also our recurrence. Way of 
escape through experience of deeper area/level of the causal 
world in meditation. 

( * System aphorism . ** An exploration of this diagram and 
concept can be found in Vol II ) 

mid 1970s? 
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THE DOCTRINE OF COSMOSES. 

If' we ;:,~ ounS'elves: wlittt the 

p'Ll.rpoae off knowledge is,. we· come -t-o the conclus.-ion t-hat t:-he .ul:t-±ina-te 

purpose of knowledge· is t-o lift man f"r-om the personal level: t-o-. t-he 

universal level - to :free his personal self,- s-o tha,t it can .J:>e:eome

unit-ed with the universal self. 

There c'Ould be· :r·ew better ways· of' d:o-ing_ 'tchia, t-?,an: 'py- s,tudying; . t-:he-

doetrine of c-osmos-es.. For the doctrine: of' e:osmoS'es- is· t-he= b:egi'nning; 

and end of' a]l knowledge-.. Tak:en to its ultimate point it-

can show use- what the world.' is· 1 ike- in an a,bs-olut-e s:ense. Our usual. 

view of' the world: - and this- includ·es- all s-c:ientif":i.c., and. astronomical 

theorie:s e,bout the· world - is purely relative-, for it depends on t-he0 

viewpoint o:f man. :By showing · wh.y this is ':so, the doctrine of" c·osmos·es· 

points the- wey to an understanding of the· world as· it really· is·, whether-

we exisi in it- or not. Only in this way will the r-e-al purpose of 

man on a eosmie.' scale bec:-ome crJ.ear .. 

The basi~ idea of the doc~rine of o:osmoses i~ that the world in 

which we live c-.onsists of a number - a limited number - of separate 

entities,, ea.eh o:ornplete in its-elf. These ent-i ties, or c-osrnos~s·, exist 

one within the other·, and: form an orderly succession of worlds, the 

greatest of' which e-ontains e.ll the others within it. Bei.ng aontained 

one within the other, each cosmos mus-t of nec-essi. ty vary enormously- in 

magnitude f~om the one below or above it. And being a{)· different iw 

magnitude, each C'Osmos has its· own time, which cfif'fers to the same 

degree. This rela-tion between. one cosmos and the next is, a constant 

fac:.tor throughout- the universe a factor- whic-h was described, originallyr, 

as the dif'ference between zero and infinity. This means the;t each 

cosmos is zero to the cosmos above it, and infinite to the cosmos below 

it - a definition of infinity whicrh is clearly different from the usual 

m;z,,thema,tical definition, and implies, amongst other things, t-ha.t 

in:fini ty is· a. me.,.,surable qu.anti ty. Actue..lly, this qus..nti ty was stated 

to be approximately · 30,000 times. 

'But perh9,ps the most importe..nt idea. of' this doctrine is-· that ea.oh 

c--osmos is· a lb.ring being,. existing in its own t-ime - a being which 

lives,, breathes·, thinks ·, feels, is born:, and d:ie-s.. 

By implic·ation this would mean that everything in 

the whole universe is alive - that there is no such thing a:s· a lifeless 
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universe, in certa-in remote corners of' which livingbeings have 

come abo,ut ci,cc-id.entally. On the contrary, there is n-o c-orner 

of' the universe which is nut :fully liying- and sensiti.ve to i'm:pressions 

just ~.s we a.re·, a.ml the only reason we are not aware of' this :fltct is 

due fo th"-' enormous difference in time and magnitude betwee'tl' other 

beings and. ours·elves.,, If we could lee.xn how to overcome this-,. we: 

should begin t-o see the world as it really· is. 

If you :follow the spiral in the d'iagr2_rn, es it develops· from t-he 

c:entre outwa.:rd.s,, you will see that in tlie fir-si; segme:mr o:l:' the: s-piral. 

±s· 'ii.he, e-1:eO:tr-on. - quite near to the f'irs-c radial line. (point I) .. 

The smallest particles known to m~.n ~_re not muon smaller than: t-his -

perhaps· a :Few degrees above tt in the diagranr., The nucrleus· of' the 

atom croinc·id.es with line, I itself, and· below- it in t-he nerl segment 

a.re the elect:r·on shells surr-ounding it,. bringing us at -the second radial 

line·,(po-~'-- 2}:to the size of a complete- atom. Thus· the atom" is· 

appr-oxime,teT;y.,. 30,000 t-imes larger than the· nucleus, just as t-he- solar 

system is· 30,000 times larger thi?...n the dii:'Jneter of the sun .. 

Slightly larger than t-he atom is the moleC'Ule - nut much larger, 

in' fa;ct, (exc,e:pt for some o:f the- organic· molecules) for· the hydrogen 

molecr.1le is on1y hro a-toms in size. In t-his section, about- half' 

wa,y· between° lines 2 and 3, is a; very important- point - the point where 

bodies first begin to c:ome under the influena·e of gravity. Ai. point 3 

is t-he o:elI - an amoeba, a spermatozoon or e, nerve cell al'e just about 

on this line, the ovum· slightly larger. And then very soon, between 

lines 3 E"Jld 4 1 we come among creatures· more familiar to us- - small 

insects, pollen grains, bees and wasps, 'Butterflies-, small P..nima.ls·, 

plants and so to the s-ize of a man-. 

In. t-he next sect-ion, between lines 4 and 5, is everytching in the 

worid around us - animals, buildings, i;re-es,, villages, o-ities·, forests 

and a.t about 30 kilometres, which is approximately the dista.no:e of our 

horizon, we: a.re in the midst of' nature - a; world of infinite ve:.:r."iety of' 

:form and col'our - a wor-ld in ma.,."l,y ways quite· d.istinct from our own:i,. 

existing in its own time, a t-irne which is 30,000 times larger than- ours. 

In the next sec-tion, about half way a.long to poiim 61 we m-ov~ 

beyond the world. of nature into the realm of earth, - th{:! living earth, 

existing in its. owrr right as a planet - smaller thatt most of' them: perhapsJJ 

but none t·he 1.ess able 'lfo support mankind, and wi tlt ltiim1 ~ll. ojh~ l::t:rl.ng 
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line at point 6. And: in the next segment come all the planetary 

orbits, grouped together towards- point T, whic,h marks the full 

diameter- or· the s-0la:r syatem. But. beyond this we know very li tt:le 

we know that between points· 7 and 8 are groups· of stars - nebulae 

within the milky way system. The largest OI t-hese are called 

globular star c·luste-rs,- which fall just about- on point 8. The 

milky way itself" is much larger, its long- diameter approa-0hing· 

poi.nt- 9:. Point- 9 is· in fact about- t-he- ultimate size of e; galrocy 

or- nebula·, beyond which is extra galactic· space• - the vast distances 

which exist between ga:la..··des, spir~:l nebulae and island. universes -

entities which appear to be receding· from us· at speeds approaching 

the velocri ty of light - till we- reach a point near line· IO where, the 

limits· of vision ·.tre· exceed.ed, and the rea-1 size of the universe 

remains- a; matter for speeulation. Even so, modern· theory makes it 

remarkably c-lose t-o line IO, or in other words, six powers of" 30,000 

larger than the size of a man, or about· Io27 metres •. 

Now according to the doctrine of' C'Osmoses, each cosmos is three 

dimensional f'or itself - it exists in its own three dimensional 

wo~ld. This i~ not an easy s~atement.. Certainly~ exist in 

our own t'hree dimensional world; - that is clear. enough - but- whe;t 

this would mean t-o another c-osmos is· a; dif"ferent matter. If we 

look outwards along the spiral, a1; ot-her· worlds t-hcUl our own, time 

a11.ff spa-ce ge't li:,.:rger and' larger, and: appear to lose dimensions. And 

if we look inwards along · the spiral, time and space get smaller and 

smaller,. and objects very soon disappear - we know them only through 

their effects.. Yet all this is really- an illusion - it- is a 

relative matter, d.ependent on our vi'fll7Point. For each cosmos is 

t}'i...ree dimensional for itself, and it does not therefore know i-ti-self" 

a,s large or small - it seems to i tsel:f to be perfec-tly- normal in size.,_ 

On the other hand, there, must be some reason for these, enormous 

4iff'erences in time ".nd magnitude. Perha.ps if we study the :functions· 

cf ea.eh cosmos we shall finer the e.nswer. 

Nov we have s-aid that each cosmos is e, liv-ing being, whic·h eats, 

breathes- and. receives impressions from its surrou.nd.ings. But the 

interes1;ing thing is th~,.t t hese func1:ions cl...I'e timed 'to croinc-ide with 

the life period.s of crcsmoses below it. The food: cycle c-oinc:ides 

with the lifetime of the crosmos· one below it, t h e breathing cyc:le 

with the lifetime of the cosmos two below it, and the impressions 
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cycle with the lifetime of" the e-osmos three below it. Thus man 

feeds on c-e1.ls, breathes 1:doms and molecu.les, and obtains impressions 

from electrons and other small particles. In t'he sameweyna:ture 

feetls- on man, breathes c·ells, and obtains impressions :from molecu.le-s. 

Planets feed on nature, breathe man', and obtain impress-ions from ee1ls, 

and so on. In this wa;y everything in the universe is geared together, 

as, it were,. and i;-imed so that life periods correspond. I:f it were 

not so, the whole economy- of the universe would f'ail.. 

There is· anot'her aspect of' this law which is even more interesting. 

The i'u.:Mhe:z:,, removed- one entity iff from another, t-he higher the level of' 

energy exchanged. Man, for instance, obtains one level of energy 

from cells, a higher, more powerful level of energy from moleC'U.les 

ana atoms·, and an even more power:rul level of energy ·· .from nuclear 

levels - and t'he s-a:me princ·iple applies to other cosmoses. 

This simple rule is the key to a great many things. It ca.n help 

us to understand a.n idea we have be&n disC'Usstng in an.other cronterl 

the id:ea; of different bod'ies. For men's physical body is· made in 

substance from c-:ells - thgt is·, from the c-osmos one below him - his 

subtle body is made in su.bst~.ncre :rrom molecules an.ff atoms - :from the 

cosmos two below him - and his causal body is made in substance from 

elec:tronic a,nd, nuc-lear levels - that is, fr-om the cosmoses- three, below 

him. P.nd there is every reason to suppose t-hat the same, principle 

applies to t-he cosmos-es above him - tha:t his physical body is under 

the influenc-e of' na,ture, that his subtle body is under· planetary, 

influences,, and t-hat his causal body is under tne influence of' t-he 

sun - the s·olar system. 

another, time ••• •• 

'But perhaps we should d:iscus:s this idea 
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One of the questions whic·h came from our last discussion was 

something like this - how is it possible for ma.>1 to take a- leap 

out· of his position in the hierarchy of' a-osmoses, e.nd see the world 

as it re0a,lly is? 

Ac-tually there is no need to ta:..1ce a. leap - we are there already! 

As t he Maharishi used to say, we are looking everywhere for the specs, 

an.d the s:pees are on the nose. For the truth of the ma-tter is· that 

the times which belong to these different cosmoses above and below us 

exist e,lso within ourselves, and if -we could: reac:h these diff'erent 

times we s,hould~ be on the same level as they a.re, and the lee,p would 

already be ta.1<:en. 

Perha-ps the easiest way to see this- is· through the idea- of 

dif'"-ferent bodies-. According to certain ancient tee;chings, man is 

said to contain the possibility of acquiring, and. under c-ertain 

circumstances already to possess, not only the one ph,ysica;l body 

we know he has, but in addition a subtle body, which interpenetra,tes, 

controls and influences his :physical body, a c~,usal body, which is 

largely hidden from us· in the ordinary way,. but contains his real 

self and all its possibilit-ies, and a divine- body, which is one with 

the universal self and on the- highest leve-1 possible for m~..n t-o r-each. 

When we s-1:w it is possible for rne.n t-o acquire· these different 

bod.ie-s-, we meall the,t he already possesses the ma-terial of which t ·hey 

C'oul'd be mad&, but this material is not orga.nisoo., that is to say, it: 

is not· eir-culating within nim in the way it- should. 

If these diff'erent bodies were f"ully ac.tive and working in him, 

the subtle bod.y would have a speed of R-Ction whic-h is 30,000 times 

fasi:er than the physical body, the causal bocy would have a speed of' 

action whie·h is 30,.000 t-imes faster than the subtle body, and the 

divine body would have a S])eed whic-h is• 30,000 t.i.mes faster again. 

The effect of this· - which isc not entirely obvious• at first - is 

that these d.ifferent bocTies- would. be lin...1.ced to the times of t-he c,osmoses, 

not only below him, but also above him in the scale,, in much the seJne 

way that d.i:ff':ere-nt in-t·el:"Va.'ls ·1n t'he musical scale - the t-one, the 

major t ·hird, 'the fifth and so on - apply equally above an.d below 

the fundamental note~ 

Let us try to see these different bodies c1.,S they exist in the 

spiral of different cosmoses. Ta.king man. a.s the fu..11.damen.tal note,-
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we find that h.is physical body belongs t ;o the segments immediate1y · 

below and. above him. Be,ing ·mail.ff of"' cells, a.lid growing a;s it does 

fr-om the time· wor-ld of: a single cell, it belongs- t.:o the s-egment- one

l)e:1ow him. · Manif'esting in the world of nature, and being largely· 

under its influence, it belongs to .the segment one ii;bove· liim-. 

Mai.,,' s- subtle body belongs to the segments two below a.'1d. above 

him. Be-ing ma:d~e of': molecular matter, the time world of whio-h is· 

i11fini tely different from ours·, it belongs to the segment two below 

him., Manifest.ing in t.he biosphere as a; whole, it is largely, under· 

the influe11c-e of the plane-ts and the moon.~- and: belongs- to the segment

two above him. 

Man's causal bod.y be-longs to the segments three below and above him. 

Being me;de of the same ma,tter as the sun - of nuclear matter - it 

belongs to the segment three below him. J'la-11.ifesting in the solar 

sysi;em as a whole, it is under the sun's in:fluence, and belongs t-o 

the segment three above him. On this level, time is, so utter-ly

dif'ferent :from oux own t'ha:t it' croes- not- exisi;-~ 

Above the level of the solar system', in ~he eternal unehanging 

world of' stars and g:daxies, is the divine body of man-. Everyone- , 

ha.s divine energy within him - it belongs tn all mankind. But only-

in certain people is the di.vine body orga,,nised. In· fact, as we have 

already said, the same' t-hing is true of the subtTe a."'1.d" causal bodies 

in man as he is·, only the pli.ysical body is organised. to ari.y degree. 

The subtle 1)ody is o'ften unstable eJ1d 'fragmente1.ry, ~nd: the causal 

body is hioden from us - it lives in a; dark room of the house .. 

Lack o:r harmony in man's subtle body is the cause of a ,great deal. 

of' suffering-in the world - in fac'tt to have ac subtle body which is 

properly org:,,,,.nise-d, is a- grea.t lu. .. "lcu.ry, a.n.d has- been the e,im of · esoteric 

schools si,nce the earliest t-imes,. But- most school methods work- on 

t ·he· leve·l of the subtle bod.y i tsel:f, ?-TJ.d this involves strenuous 

disciplines- of one kind or c1nother, and s:pec-ial conditions of work-. 

In t-his method of meditation the principle is different-. When 

we do the med:itation it takes us to the causal level - it takes us away 

from t-he voic-es of t-he pbysica-1 body, awa:;;r from t'he converse,tions and 

arguments, ana.· even t ·he emotional experience"'°:t the subtle body·,- into 

the light· of t-he s·i.m - int-o a: place of happiness: or bliss,., The> 

effec:t of reachi:ng this level, if it is done regularly, . is t-o establish 

a centre in ourselves from which all our actions c:an C'Ome. In this 

way we can es-ca;pe, the inf'luenee of the planetary world and the moom. 

As it wa.s- oncre said:, we hl\v& to ore&;te moon in' ouree-1 ves .. 
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Now we csnnot real:ty underatand what theae different bodies ara

like unless we realiae that they gxiat in differenv dimenaioas of 

time. We have already suggested that time is utterly di:f'f erent. 

for ea.oh of them, but it is- am.eh more than just different - it- belomga 

t-o a ciiff'erent dJimension, and3 is; under quite dif.f'eNnt: la.1"1'. 

Man's-pqsiftl body exists in 'time. It come~ out of· t1me, out

of the great t-ime of na.ture. The long, line of time which began with 

the evolu~ion of lit~ on earth, and developed over milliorui of yearB, 

is:· 02l)l!'eaeect in man'• ph¥rical bod:,. Man,. pbyricall!y• is-under 1the 

la.ws:- o't' this:- time - he cannot eec:ape them. 

Man' 1t0 mibtle boq is:- diff'eren-t - 1 t iB-'. under the lm,s o~· recmrrenee. 

Ao..tully~ recmrrence belongs t'o tne caua-al level', for- it.: ia b91"0:nd 

tilae altogether, but th9 subtle body is, und.er its, laws:. In r~, if" 

you C'OUld look at a man, and s:ee that part of him vhioh is subject 

to r~OUl"Nnce, then you would be aeeing hie aub~le ~. So fll!'n 

we have 1to underetancf recmrren.oe-. 

If'you read P.D.Ouapenslcy-'11 novel, Strange Life o-t Ivan Osokin, 

y-ou will realise that all t-he descriptions in the book of· Osokin's 

inneP-, person.al life are-deacriptd.ons ofhia subtle boq. Up 1to a 

point Oaokin realises how helpless· the mibt-le b~ is, - helpleSB 

bec:auae it.: is, under 'the laws of r-ec:mrl'enc:e &1\dJ has no ehoica. 

Yet he keeps- on persuadi.ng·himsel~ that it is otherwise - that thi~ 

time thing~ aro going,1to ahallge. It is· only' when he mae:tit the 

magician that he begino, to understand his· tn.e: &i'luation. P-or-- 'the 

magic-.ian. belcmgs to the sixth dimension - ha, is· above t:he- laws- of 

'l'ha.t is wlt1' he can give Osokin the choic.-e - whether 

t'o remain und:er the laws, ot-·reeurrena.e- or to take a <fiff'ttrent- d'irection. 

But most people- have never heard of recurrence, and if' t-hey do, 

happen, t·o hear about i it, -they d:ismiml it:. S-0·- a· gre!rl ma1V' 1thinga .• in 

our underatamU.ng of· man - tn&l\Y of the reas-ons· for hi• actions· and. 

the explanation.s of his· behaviour - remain obscure,. and people inven't 

all sorts of f'anoiful theories to account for them. Yet the 

principles- never aha.nge - the~ will al~ b& ~hera. 
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Now at t'he beginning of" these d:i.Sffllssi.ons, we, put forward the 

idea that man lives in, three d~ifferent- states of ®nsciousnes-s. We 

ma.de a, d'iagram· in which we showed these t'hree different s-tate-s; of· 

consciousnesa as• eonc:entric areas wit'hin a c:ire:.le. (see· fig·.) 

These thr-ee diff'erent- states· of e·onsciousness have an interesting 

C'Onnection with the different bodies· we: have been describing.. The, 

f"irst state, that of area I, is- our ordinary daytime· cronsc:iousness. 

In this state: we are aware· of' the- phys-ical rea.li ty of· t-he worl'd. around 

us, and' we rec:ognis-e the existence of' our physical body, to a;, grea:ter or 

lesser d!egree. , But· when we gp t-o s ·le:ep at night, w~ ar& in 

-area ~t • .- The physical body no longer exists for us, and we are 

left wi1fa the subt:le body in so• far as- we are, aware of' it-, . whie.h is 

only to a limited d'egree. We f.ind ours.elves in a strange world:, the 

world, of dreams. In t-he dreanr wol'ld a-1.mos-t anyt'hing o:an happen:. We 

can meet a- strange, mons1:er, or- be trans:ported t-o some unknown, e:ountey, 

or be attacked: by · red) indiam:r, or· e-onverse, with someone we have, always 

known, and. yet t'hey look like somebody elS'e. All this: is c:onnected 

wi ith t'he subtle b:odlf' - 8.nd' actually it- is going on all the t'ime, but 

during the d:ay the light' of the physical world is t'oo strong for us 

to see iv. 
The subtle ',b-od."F is of course just as real as· the phy'sical b:odly---. 

It is' only bemius:e it works· und,er different" laws that we find::. i t 

rather· strange.. For one thing; it- lives in a C'ompletely diff'eren:t-

world of time. Tha,t is why we are· interested in dreams-.. In 

themselves· they are,not of great importance, but i;hey can sometimes 

throw s ,ome light on the nature of the subtle 1.tody,.. 'For instance,. 

ordinary before-now-after t-ime does· not" eris't , fo:r tt. 

I remember: having- a long dream about a, sue.eession of events., which 

end'-ed dramatic.ally with the church cdoek chiming -~1:ve··• I was 

woken up by this, climax to tne dream, and aa• I woke up the c:lock 

started chiming. The strange 'thing was:ftiiat>t-hiS:· was: the, :fii:u.st · 

s.tirokec, of' ithe ~elve, - I know,, f'or· I c:.oun~ed1 t-hem, ear-ef"ullY" ito makes 

sure. 

!rlrike? 

How did I know in rrry dream that the c:loek was, going· 't'a· 

The, whole suc:c~ss~on of'' events in t'he dream nmst hav~· been, 

instantaneous with 't'heo crlock starting to strike·, or- else they were· 

insert'.ed into my dream after the event - were run off" baokwards', s-o 

to speak. It was all very strange, - and at le~t i ~ proved t:o m& 

tha:t time, in the subtle world, has a different dimension. As I put:

i it t+o myself', the subtle body has a quite different power over time., 
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But the subtle body e-ontains a great deal more than dre-ams,. 

DreaJ!lS' are just a way it- has- of" gett;ing rid of' surplus energy or 

that is one theory. The, main f"une:tion of the subtle body is to 

programme all the workings of the physical body - and t-his= applies, 

not'- only t-o changes which t~ place from day 1to day, but t-o the= 

timing of ma:1r' s, physical growth, :from birth t-o dea<th. If: y:ou vhink 

wha-t this implies,, you will understand! what an erlr-a-ordinary mechanismi 

the subt1e body is •. 

The subt-le body belongs vo the fifth dimenaion, that is· t-c say, 

everyt-hing about it is c:oncmrned with repeti:t.ion. And as, we learn 

from Pythagoras, there a.re two kinds of'repe1:ition - there is- repeti.t-ion 

in time, and there is· repetition in eternity, or eternal reo:urrence., 

This:- mean&' that the subtle body is, in control, not only· of all thos-e

things about· us whic-h are repeated in time, such as our heartbeat, 

our breathing:-, our daily· changes· in metabolism, and es-pec-ially OUl!' 

thoughts, and eonc:epts·, . whieh are almost entire:ly· repeti.t-ive, but 

a lso all those chara.cteris-tics0 which belong.·to recurrenee -

char.urteristics which make eac-h person liimself', . like nobody elt'te,, 

tendencries, we have always had, pb,ys:ical and psychologi.caI - tend.'eneie£" 

which grow s-tnong_er f'rom· lifetime t:o lifetime, and whicli: in t:he 

ord:ina.ry way we eannot: eso:ape .. 

'But there is a w-;zy of' escape - through t-he causal: body. In: t:he 

ordinary way the causa-1 oody is hidden in a dark room, in al'ea 3. 
But if'. its- infi.uene.e crould reach the other-z--ooms· in t:he hous:e, many 

things- in our lif_e would change. M~ things· would bee.ome possible· 

f-or us·, , which at pres-ent- are out- of the question. To a; limit'ed 

extent-,, we know this already,, for this- is one of the e-ffeota- o-f'.' the 

medi.ta;tion. We find· ourselves- s-aying 'how s1rang&-, that I should 

be doing this'. 



COSMOSES - Dimensionally 

1 /1-5 Dimension - cosmically - determined by relative 
magnitude . Electron significant to us sixth dimensionally 
as a time solid , a planet seen by us in space dimensions -
as a point or a line, or 3 dimensionally via space photos.* 

But circular diagram of 6 dimensions can apply to any 
cosmos, independently of man's viewpoint. 

Circular diagram seen as representing a scale of different 
levels of organisation of matter separated as zero to infinity. 
Dead or inorganic matter 1 dimensional , living matter 2 
dimensional , living matter + form as 3 dimensional. Intelligence 
the fourth dimension of matter, and memory the fifth - all 
knowledge is remembering (Plato). Sixth dimensional property of 
creativity - example of seed growing to tree , showing creativity , 
memory , intelligence , form , life , and substance. 

Spiral diagram illustrating journey from course to subtle 
in meditation towards' the real,lasting glories of life' (Maharishi). 

1 /6-8 Earth's evolution considered dimensionally in spiral 
diagram. Dead to living planet, living forms of nature, 
intelligence of man as mirror of creator , plus possibility of 
growth of individual goodness and self-creativity. Points V & VI 
in the diagram representing respectively , permanent connection 
with the source of goodness within , knowledge of universal 
law and , at the top of the circle , realisation of all possibilities -
'immortality within the limits of the solar system'. 

(* Jupiter was also considered for later draft alternative to Mars ) 

For Dimensions see Vol VI, 'Time & Space'. 

(late 60s - early 70s ?) 
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What is it that determines the d.irnension in which wo see., the 

world around us? Why is it that we see some things in one 

dimension, others in a.nother? On a c-osmic scale, it is the 

relative magnitude of things which determines their d:imension 

the dimension in which they become apparent t -o us. And this or· 

c·ourse depends on our- own ma.gnitud.e - on the relation between our 

m1:1,gni tucre and theirs. 

Consid.er an entity suc-h as the electron, for instance. As a:n 

ind.ividhal particle the electron has a diameter of some ro-13 ems., 

and a mass of some· ro-27 grammes. So it really has tlwee space 

dimensions. But from our viewpoint it does not exist as a three 

dimensional object, because its ma,g11.i t.ude is so different. from 

our own. In the fourth dimension the electron is· c·onsioered to 

be ;;a.: moving particle with a certain limiting velocity and. a cextain: 

level of energy, anff in the fifth dimension its e:ffect becomeE 

more signi:ficant, for it exists in repetition or in number,, end 

has a certain orbit in the atom. - But it is only in the sixth 

cfimension that the electron bec·omes real for us, for it. is in the 

sixth a:imension that the sum total of all its possible movements 

produces on our s:enses the e:ffect of ma-ss. 

And now if we consider· a. planet such as- Mars, for instance, we 

find that ux1like the electron it is so muah greater in magnitude 

than we are that it only becomes apparent to our senses in its 

space dimensions. We see it a,s a point in the night slcy, 2-'l'ld to· 

some extent we c·an observe· it as a line moving e,cross the heavens. 

Recently we have seerr photographs of its surface, and from these 

we a.educe that it is really- a three dimensional object. Observations 

taken by astronomers reveal tha-t it has a certain orl:ii t in the solar 

system, an orbit siirange:ly similar to that of the electron. But 

here direct observation ceases; and the fifth e.na: sixth dimensions 

of Mars are unknown, to us - or of a:rry of" the planets, for that 

ma,tter. Philosophers tell us that the r},~-thms of the planets, 

as they ·sweep past us in the sky, determine our ind.ividual fate. 

From the earliest times their movements were said t-o influenc:e 

mankind, and i:f indeed: this were true, · as it may well be, it would 

be connected wi t ·h their existence in the fifth d.imen~ion. But 
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no-one has been able to prove it; and. even less are we able to 

see the total e:ffect of all planetaX3r movements in, the solar 

system a.s a whole. Im other- wortls, we cannot see the planets as 

they exist in- the sixth dimension - we cannot see them ,a;s, a t'ime 

solid, i n-: the way we see the electron~. 'Wny is this? 

simply · a matter of· re-la-tive magnitude - of· the relatiorr lJetween 

the'i'r' me,gn:i t 'ude ai."1.cT ours .. 

Ana. yet, is it really-like· this? Suppose we could tal::e 

man out· of'· the pie-tu.re - suppose we could see the plan-et and. the 

electr-onc as they really· are, without man,,. the observer-, standing 

irr hetwe·en: therrr. Perhaps we might find that they are really0 

the same thing - that they are· worlds of the same ord.er. 

for itse-lf is a three d.imemrional object each has a certain--

functiorr and. performs cert2,in movements in the greater world to 

which it belongs, the world of · suns or· atoms. And each he,s a 

certa,-in influence upon the lives of merr: - the pianet from without·, 

the electron from within. 

the same. 

For the within a,nd the without-' are 

So the diagrai-n of six dimensions can be taken in rather a 

diff'-erent way, whenve see it inclepennently of man's viewpoint. 

By taking it in this way, we give it a new meaning. For~ whe-11 

man is out of the picture - whe:,r the observer· is absent - these 

six clifferent dimensions 1:iecome absolute - they apply- to Emy 

cosmo-s, regardless of its scale., 

Taken in this sense-, they represent a sca,le of different levels 

levels· of org a:rrisation ·in the structure of matter., What do we 

mean by 'levels of org2nise,tion·'? As an example, r.,e know tliat 

living natter is more highly organised than a.eao· matter - the two 

are inc:ompai;ible, and the differe1me between t11em is as zero to 

infinity. Suppose we take the ba,sic- unit of' matter to be a point, 

then dead-, or inorganic: matter will be one dimensional, and living 

ma~ter will be two dimensional. 'But we cannot conceive living· 

me,tter without form·, and this will be the t ,hird dimension of matter. 

For each of these dimensions is- inc:ommensurable with the ne:x:t, in 

other- wora.s, no increase in the size or complexity of_' dead: matter 

will ma..l<e it· alive, no increase in the size or· c·omple::dty o:1!' 

living matter will give it fbrm. 

dimensions of matter. 

These t-hen are the first t ·hree 
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ba1:1ic, unit of' 
I matter 

The nerl dimension - the fourth dimension of matter is 

intelligence. To a greater or lesser e::,,_rtent all matter hc1,s 

intelligence, out higher levels of matter 2.re more intelligent than 

lower levels. A piec:e of· bread. is more intelligent tha_r1 a si;one; 

c·ertain speci2,l food.s - gluc·ose, for instance, or certain vitai11ilts 

are more _ intelligent than bread. Onc-e e,gain,. this dimension is 

inc,ommensurable with all previous dimensions • 

. And the fif'th dimension o:f matter is memory. If one c·onsiciers 

intelligence to be the property which enables matter to adapt itself'' 

to cha,nges irr its environment, then memory woulcI be the property 

which ena.1:'lles ·it to do so when-ever the same environmental c:ond.itions 

recur. An example· would be the nucleus of a: nerve cell, whic·h 

1:iecomes con.d i tioned t-o a cert2,i11. response t-o external stimuli. 

In the case of the human mind am1 its development·, memory is a great 

a.eal more significant. As Plato says,- all knowledge is 

remembering. Ana. if we could only- remember, many of the miste.kes 
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we have made in our lives would ne.ver recur. 

But there is a still further dimension - a sixth pr-operly, - whicli 

matter could possess. This property is creativity. Certain levels . 

of matter - not a,ll matter by any means - possess t he ability to 

create new f orms. Consider, fJ:,r instance, a seed:. When planted 

in t he ground it has t he capacity of creating a living tree - a tree 

which is able in its turn to flower c1.nd pr-oduce fruit. 'what is- even 

more surprising is tha t the s-eecI is a:ble to remember· 

kind of tree to create, down to the smallest detail. 

it lmows whien 

And it also 

has intellig ence - it is able to orientate the direction of its 

growth, to turn tow;;,.rds the sun a...71.d so on. And of c·ourse the tree 

into which it grows has a certain form, it is alive and possesses 

physical substance. So hidden within the seed: are all. six- dimen-sions· -

they are all there, in that tiny particle of matter. 

It will be seen the.t the diagram contains a spiral - a spiral 

whic'h starts at the perimeter of the circle, and moves in a c'lockwis-e 

direction to-ward.s the centre. The six d ifferent dimensions ac:tually 

lie 2,long t h is spiral, in other. words, the higher the dimension the 

ne2rer it approo,ches to the centre. At the centre itse-lf is the 

source from whicl1 all matter is derived - the centre contains all 

possibilities for matter of a certain kind, just as the seed c-ontains 

all possibilities for a certain kind of tree. And a1; the centre 

of the circle matter is •very fin&, very subtle, whereas at the 

perimeter of- the circle ma-tter is very c:oarse. 

\.fuen we do the meditation we move from a coarse level of matter 

to a subtle level. No mist a,ke- about it, we e:x:perienc-e more and 

more subtle levels of ma,i;ter, the deeper the meditation goes.- All 

thes e six different levels of matter c>.Xe there. Sometimes we notic'e 

them, sometimes not • . But it is from the centre t hat the :flow of· 

ener gy c:omes, and the real purpose of meditc;tion is- t'o dra,w the 

attent'ion t ·owarcls this centre - towards the inner glory whicJ:i exists, 

within each of us, so that - in the words of the one· who gave it 

to us· -' our conscious mind can explore t-he in.11.er a-venues of being 

and fa-thorn the d:ept-hs of the real, lasting glories of life.' 
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Suppose we try to consider in more detail the wa,y in which 

matter has e-volved, from lower levels of organisation to J:i..ighe-r 

levels, in the history of the earth's development .. 

Let us assume th2,t the e2_-rth' s surface, which mus-t originall;y

have been dead like the moon, was able at some period in· the dim 

past to prod.uce elemen-tary living substances. It is byno means clear 

how this miracle ea.me about - how matter of the first dimension was 

transformed into two dimensional matter - but once started, these 

living substances, which we c-2,rJ. assume were very simple in structure, 

must have proliferated :fairly rapidly· over the e-artb's surface. 

(ea:dh) 

evolution 
oi' man-

evolu:tion 
of life 

V 

2 

(man) (na,ture) 
/ 

e,volution 
of s:pec·ies 

But in order that this two a.imensiona,l surface :film of living 

mc1,.tter could a.e.velop further, some other influence was needed.. In, 

order that matter c-ould. bec·ome three dimensional, it had to be given 

form. But: what form • was it t-o taJ~e? 'Who was there to swJ what 

experiments were to be tried. - what shapes and patterns of· living 
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things were to be created? 

This speC'ia-1 influeiwe-, which is indicated in the diagram by 

the dotted line, is of course the mind., or the imagination of 

nature .•. The purpose of t h is influence, which resulted in the most 

extraordina.riJ vo:.riety of li vin.g forms over the earth's sur:fa,ce, was 

to produce separatel;y- existing living creatures with their own 

intelligence - that is to say, creatures which possessed a.n intrinsic 

intelligence of their own rather than the general intelligence which 

permeated the whole of creation. And. of course the. ultimate aim 

was the development of ma..-rh For man is a creature who is able to 

act intelligently on his own, in the same- way that his cre.2.tor can; 

ad intelligently. 

But here again evolution might have gone no further, unless some 

s:pec:ial influenc:e had been provided. . For man is much more than, a 

c1.~eature with intelligence. He possesses something else - something 

quite dif'ferent, which 110 animals possess. In order that t-ha 

'octave' of' evolution could be completed, man. was given· 

the power t-o cree,te goodness in himself t-o 

become a self creative being~ 

We ca...11: say that the whole process of evolution is aimed in the 

direction of goodness. But this is a different t-hing, for although 

goodness ma,y belong to the whole, individual forms in nature are not 

able to cfomge themselves in this direction, once cre2,ted. An. 

animal onc-e created is fixed - he 02.11...not be other t·han what he . is. 

He cannot decid.e t-o become 2, different kind. or level of animal, or t-o 

discover higher powers w·i thin himself. But man has choic:e - he can, 

himself evolve in the d.irection of goodness, of his oirn free will. 

This new factor iw the history of evolution is ind.icatea. by- the 

second" dottecl line. And from this point onwards the evolution of 

ma.n begins. :But- here the word 'evolution' must be understood irr 

rather a different sense. We are not speaking of the· evolution of 

ma.n as &; species -- of 11.omo sapiens. That belongs t·o the previous 

era - the middle sector in the cliagram. In this third sector we 

a.re spea.1<:ing of the evolution of man as an individual - of his own 

inner evolution. And t ·his is a matter for man himself - he can do 

something about it or- not, according to his choice., 

There are many differ-ent degrees in the evolution of' man: towards 

goodness. We cannot sey that some people have the desire to evolve, 

others have- :not. Everyone wants goodness - iru12-,tely · - but in some 
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people the desire for goodness has been c·over.ed over with other-

things·. , And so the steps which lead. in• tha,t direction have to be 

unc·overea. one by one., 

There are really seven steps in this third seci;or - in the 

evolution. of man. But for the moment let us con:fine our discussion 

to the two intermed:iate points, which we called. the :fifth and the 

sixth dimensions.. The first of these· - point v· - is reached 

when a man is able to live in constant touch with the sourc,e of 

goodness within- himsel:f. :By so doing he eliminates man.y useless 

and. tmnecessa.i.--y things in his life, and is able t-o transcend 

su:fferin.g. . The second. :point - point VI - is reached when a 

man atta,ins higher knowledge - knowlea.ge of universal law. This'. 

means th2.t he is able to know the result of men 1 s actions·, and that he 

is· able to act himself' in :full knowledge of the consequences. 

Ana. :finally·, at the top of the circle, is the highest level 

that a. man ca.11 achieve. On this level all his possibilities have 

been realised, and the evolution of goodness i11 his life has 

~At~~ -~ 

l ~ ~ .& v~ W,( 
been fulfilled .. 

~~,L4 ~ 
~ ~~ 



COSMOSES - The All 

1/1-4 Introduction: 7 Cosmoses in handwritten enneagram. 
Microcosmos - the smallest world below/within man, 
Mesocosmos - the middle world between man/sun , 
Macrocosmos - the great world above sun. Man as 
Tritocosmos - the third world of organic life. Sun as 
Deuterocosmos - the second world, with Universe, called 
Hagiocosmos - or Holy world created continuously by the 
Protocosmos - the first world , the Absolute. 

Absolute nature of the real world - the Protocosmos -
capable of being expressed free from the relativity of our 
usual viewpoint in detailed enneagram of the All. 

·211-3 7 Cosmoses contained within Protocosmos considered. 
Each a living being which eats, breathes & takes in 
impressions with time/size difference of 30,000x shown in 
grid. 

2/4-8 Earth as Cosmos - a year her moment or breath , a day 
her instant. Each Cosmos eats the one below it , breathes 
that two below it and has impressions from Cosmos three 
below - all in a beautifully timed energy exchange. Fechner 
quotation 'On a certain morning I went out to walk .. .' 
Man's situation in this energy exchange shown in cosmic grid 
form with similar grid diagram for sun. Biosphere times also 
considered. 
Man's potential as consciousness for solar system? 

2/9-16 Worlds of cosmic grid considered in large enneagram 
as picture of the All with its series of accumulators. 
6 principles in enneagram circle considered (physical 
principle ,life principle etc.) Triads of regeneration and 
creation involved in generation and circulation of life principle 
in universe discussed - also other , balancing triads. All this 
mirrored in man for' within and without are the same.' 

3/1-5 Man as Cosmos considered in enneagram of Body ,Soul 
and Spirit. 6 points in circle as physical body, life principle, 
essence , personality , conscious mind , and soul . Triads of 
regeneration and creation considered in relation to meditation 
technique , the natural storing up of ' sattva' or blissful energy 
thus achieved distinguished from LIY!.!J.g. Enneagram with 
indication of ' Absolute , Bliss , Consciousness ' . 

Some of the papers in 2/1-16 are also found in 
Vol II , ' Discovery of Truth' 

(These papers probably span mid- 60s to 70s) 
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Acc·ord·ing to one interpretation of this ancient· t-e-a-ching 

about cosmoses, the smallest of these three world.s - the world 

below man, or within him. - was called the miorocosm-os. The midd.le• 

wor-ld, betwe-en man and sun, was called t-he mes·oc:.osmos-, and the 

great world above the sun was, called the ma-c:roc;0smos. M"an- himself'~ 

existing in his own right as· regent of organic, lif"a,, , controlling: 

the wor-ld: below him· and fulf.illing· his right- funetiorr in the, world 

above-, ltlm,. wa-s c:a-lled tri toc.·osmos - the third world.. Th& sUit', 

existing- in his own right in the- world of stars, eontr-olling, th& 

world below liim and: fulfilling his right :run~tion in the:· great 

world a:bove him, was called the deuteroe:osmos - the se-c:ond world •. 

And: t-he, -r·irst world, the:· pr-otoeosmos, the> note, DO: o:f the oe:tave,. 

in whose image and likeness a.-11 other cosmose-s were'. built-, was· 

the absolut'e,, the area.tor of the universe. The' univers:e, whic.:b. 

he created - a.ncI is still creating - was called the holy world, 

the ha.giocosmos-, •. 

( 

macroc:osmos · ••• ~ 
( 

( 

me-soe;osmos-••••• ~ 
( 

( 
. . ( miaroc-osmos ••• ( 

( 

CREATOR 

UNIVERSE 

GALAXY 

STAR. CLUSTER 
SUN. 

EARTH 

NATURE 

MAN 

GELL 

I.'IOI!iECULE 

ATOM 

••••• 

.. •-•. 

protoc-osmos, 

ha:gioc.osmos· 

-••••• , deute:roc:osmos· 

••••• , tri t oe:osmos 
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The mor-e we: study this- anc-ient teaching about- cosmoses·, the· 

more, we begin to r-ealis-e that evecyt-hing we see in· the-· world around 

us is limit-ad: by our own viewpoint. If' we could change this 

viewpoint- s-ligp.tly - if' we could se-e· t-heo world as it- appears tu 
anot-her cosmos,, e-ven t-he- c-0smos immediately· above or be-1.ow us -

everything would look ·.crui te di:fferent:. And ye-t i't- is not· an 

unfamiliar world we s·hould s·ee, f""or stra.ngelyc en-ough t-his change 

of viewpoint- s-ometimes happens,, in fact it- has ha:ppened to all of us. 

A.11d. yet there must oe a real world - there must be something 

absolute behind this relativity of' viewpoint - s-omething which will 

c:on-tinue to exist, whether we a.re there or· not--. This- absolute 

nature of the, world is the protoo:osmos - the greatest/of all t-he 

cosmoses, in the "image and likeness11 of'- whieli all ot'her cosmoses· 

are built. If' we c-ould cmnstruct the protocosmos in the diagram, 

we should- b.egin to realise what the real form of' the world is like. 

We can express, t-his· as f'ollows·:-

(see page · 1/4,) 
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According to an ancient teaching, the world·, the universe~ 

the all., is said to c·onsist of a number of separate and d.istinc:t 

entities or cosmoses contained. one within the other. Thes:e 

cosmos.es are built on the same· pattern as-· that of the greatest, 

the protoc-osmos, which c.ontains all others- within it. 

Ea,ch of these different c:osmoses is said to be a living being-,. 

existing in its · own time, - a being which eats, . breathes and. 

rec:eives impressions from its- surroundings just as we do. But 

al though -they must clearly influen~ us in many ways·, and. play 

an important pa.rt in our lives, it is difficult for us· to grasp 

the fact that they are living beings, for their- times · are so-

d.iff~rent from ours-. It is even· difficu.lt for· us to see what 

this means·, that they each exist in their· own time·, fbr we measure· 

everything in terms of our time, and that is perhaps wby there are 

so many t'hings a;bout the universe which we cannot understand: .. 

In this c:onneetion, it was said that 't'ime is breath'. It was 

said, too, that the breath of each c:osmos is· 30,000 times longer 

or shorter in dura-tion· than that of the c-osmos below or above it. 

This would mean that if we take the• period of man's· breathing as 

a-bout 3 sec.onds, for in.stanc-e, the cosmos next above him· would 

- breathe every 24 hours. This would. be the world of nature·- of. 

organic life on earth, which clearly has a cycle of this period., 

both in the process of photosynthesis, and that of respiration. 

And this· would imply that everything about nature all. her 

different functions, even the length of her life is geared to 

a quite d•ifferent clock from ours, a clock that measures time in 

units or 24 hours, . instead of' in units of sec-onds •. 

But· according to this teaching, there are many cosmoses much 

larger in scale t ·han organic life-.. And al though we know little 

or nothing about its origin, the teaching itself coincid.es 

remarkably well with the data available from contemporary sourc.es. 

In fact, if' we c·onstruct a grid which is based on this factor of: 

30,000, we find that entities throughout the universe tend. to 

group themselves naturally into categories· whic;h c:oincid.e with 
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the spacing of this grid. The following, for instance, is a. 

table recent'ly c·ompilea: of the sizes of various entities known 

to scienc-e, spaced approximately at intervals or 30,.000 times:-

,.-... 6 universe 
ti1 
© 

5 galaxies· H 
..p 
(I) 

4 star clusters E ..__,, 

0 3 stars (solar systems) 
0 
0 2 planets· ... 
0 
c<) I organic lif'_e 
4--1 
0 0 man· 
w 

I cells ,.. 
(!} 

~ 
2 moleGules 0 

p., 

3· atomic nuclei and 
subatomic particles. 

This table is interesting, if.only because it shows· a certain 

order or consistency of measurement in the universe known to us. 

We notiee, for instance, tha.t d.imensionally the atomic nucleus is 

as far away from us in one a.irection as the solar system is in 

the other. We notice, too, that be;yond a c-ertain distanc-e life 

seems to d.isappear - only those entities quite near to us are

c'Onsidered. -to be alive. 

And. yet this ancient teaching-states quite categorically·thet 

all these entities are alive - that each of them exists in its Oh"ll 

world of space and time. We are told that each entity is threa 

d_imensional for its-elf, and that it· can only know the ent1ties 

above and below it• in terms of added. dimensions. In other words,. 

the appearance of the world is cronstantly changing - changing 

accord.ing t'o. the viewpoint of the observer. If we look in· one 

d.irection we see space without time, and if' we look in the other-

direction we see time without space. Yet the real world is not 

like this - it exists, independently of our viewpoint., And it will 

continue to exist whether we are there or not •. 

the doctrine of cosmoses can show us. 

That is what 

Let us begin by considering a cosmos such as the earth - let 

us try to see the earth in a new light. Fechner spoke of the 

earth as an angel - an angel carrying us along with her into 

hea,ven. Nowadays it is popular to refer to the earth as a 
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spaceship, or as a generator of physical energy. But wha.t really 

is the earth - has she a· real existence of her own? According to 

this teaching· a moment for the earth is a year - the period of· her 

revolution round. the sun·. In one· such moment does she know herself" -

in the period of· a; year she tak es a deep breath. But an,ything less 

than a year is only a. fragment- of her time,. and a day would be only 

an instant - the time of her shortest impression. 

So already iil"e know c-ertain new things about the earth - we· know 

that as the spring moves across her surface every year she: is 

actually breathing - in, other words she is quickened., made alive 

by the coming of spring, just as we are made a·live by the air 

passing through our lungs. And in this same period of a yea:r 

her plant life lives· and dies the corn grows up and is harvested 

in the :fielcts, leaves a:ppear on the trees and; £"all in a: C'8.rpet on 

the ground, small animals and insects live and die. All the-se, 

things are timed - they are part of a plan - and: behind them, lies 

a c·ertain law or principle which holds good throughout the universe. 

This princ·iple is a very simple one •. When a c-osmos eats, the 

cosmos one below it lives and dies; when a c-osmos breathes, the 

c·osmos tl,o below it lives ancl dies; and when a cosmos receives 

impressions, the cosmos three below it lives 2.nd d.ies •. In a sense 

we can say that each cosmos eats the cosmos one below it,- breathes 

the cosmos two below it, and receives impressions from the cosmos 

three below it·; but this is not entirely true,. for it is· more 

that an exchange of energy takes place •••• 

And so when the earth breathes, living creatures live and die. 

But when she eats, it is the whole of nature whic:h is born, lives 

ax1d dies, for her digestive eye-le lasts for many thousands of years. 

And during this period minerals are absorbed into the earth's 

surface - deposits of coal and oil and. other fossil fuels - precious 

stores of energy which man so soon destroys •. 

But what are the earth's impressions? How does she receive 

influences· from outside her - from the planets, the sun- and. the 

starriJ world beyond? If we look carefully we can d.iscover 

c-erta.in mechanisms or devices which enable the earth to receive 

impressions. But first we have to realise that~ifupre ssions are 

of many different kinds and levels, and. like our own i mpressions 

they have to be converted. into a form which ·the earth can accept. 

The basic frequency of the earth t s impressions is determinecl by 

her rotation - by the alternation of night and day, of light and 
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On level IV the unit is the, moleonle. Molee.uleSc c:.onsi.st of a.toms, 

held. together by inv:is-rble bonds, like clus,ters: of stars in the, 

millcy w~. F::hom these molecular eombinations: an enormoua: number 

of" different. kinds: of matter is produo-.ed.. The simpler c:ombinations 

produce inorganic: substano:es,. sucrh as water and air and rare gases, 

the more c:omplex and muGh large:cr e:ombinations produa_a substances 

essential for lif:e - hormones.., enzymes, vit:amie, and the various 

high enettgy fuel's.· requi:rted by the lio~ cells off lirtng· or.ganisms. 

Level V o:onsiats:, of cellular matter, the basie. substane:e o-E whie:h 

living tis:sue is made. Here-· a.gain an enormous- variety of: d3i;frfrer-8nt: 

subs1i'ances-, is- produced, through the differentia:t:ion; and: 

speo:ialtsation- of- o:ells-.. And e:-ells· aombine to• f'orm living 

organismu, and living organisms e:ombine ~o forur living ereatul!'e11t. 

And s:o on level vr is: the mi~oe:osm eomplet-eit, anal man, the., 1i v:i.ng 

uni verae=, has a:ome· in~& baing,,. 

And all thia d'epends ini ti.ally on the exis:tence_ of• f"our eJ:emente; -

carbon, oxygen and' ni imog~ and.0 thee bas:ia: ~ fundamentall elemenit 

1zy-drogen. Both in t'he pr.ooe:s:sea which oc::eur within stars,,. and 

in the prooesseg,, whie.h ocronr.· within living organisms:,- thea:e :flour 

elements- are- essential.. for the creation o:f life.. Amo~ thee 92 

elemen-ts- known te SG.ienne, t':hes=e: four a-lone, woul:d~ appear t.4 o:f&e:cr-

the aonatelb:tion> of properties, upon which life dcepends:.. And of' 

these four elements- hydrogen oc:cupies a aentna.1· pog,.i tion .. It is, 

a kind of ground state, or:- basic: condition of: matter - a;- state f.rom: 

whicil other c:onditions of matter are derived, and t~ which they 

will s:ooner or later return

centre of the aira:1.e. 

In other· words, it- eristG at the 

But- whaT part do these four elements play in the erea.-tion of· 

life? If one studies the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen eyo:les, in 

Nature, one e:onc:ludeB that each of these elements ha~: a.- particular 

role of i ta own., Carb:on is· cronne0$ed with p1zy-sioal energy - it- is 

the <roa.l whic:h burns, in the fire. It combines- with 1zy-drogen to 

provide special fuels, which are burnt- in the ~lls:, of living,, 

oreatur-ea,. and' s:o give them t,he energy they need. Oxygen· is 

breath - the breath of lif-e. It is nel'eas_ed: f:rom itS" as:soc:ia"tion 

with 1zy-drogen. in the water- moleoule, 1:\v, the0 action of sunlight! on 

the green plant a:ell, and so bec.omes· available in 'the earth's:'. 

atmos.phere for living areatures: t-o breathe., Nitrogen ia the 

contnolling and balancing fbnce, between t'he• ot-.her two elementet,. 
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shows- the,- situation as: it applies 

24 hours: breath 

im ressions, 

3 seconds 

r/ro,oonth sec .• 

( M.an, with his lif""e span of some 80 years, would seem t:o- be eonnected, 

nut wi~h the earth's brea~hing, but wit:h that or ~lre. planet~ as a whole.) 
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But n-ow let us· consider- a.not-her- e-osmos" the: sun. The· 

sun,-. the solar system, is a living being-, a; compl.ete· cosmos 

existing-· in i-:-ts own three dirrrensional world of spacre, and; t:ime·. 

Like every other c-osmos it ha-s- a: li:te-time ±n1 -this case s·om-e 

two thousand billion, years, of our time. (see h.el.ow ) A day 

and a night fbr the sun is• some seventy, thousand million years, 

anrl. ·t'-his period eorresponds- t .o t-he· lifetime of' planets·. Plarre-ts·, 

in s-ome· wa:y we cannot understand, are f 'ood: for the sun- - the sun· 

eats p:Ean-eta:ry matter,. in jusi: the same- -wrq- as atoms eat e-leetrons,.. 

or man eats oells. Tliey are· abB'Orbed. i'roto the solar system, and 

c-ono.ens-e to form, new earths - earths- on whic-n, a,t a· c~rtain 

appoint·ed time•,. living ma-tter - the biosphere - evolves. 

impr-e·ss ons, 

breat · 

universe, 

galaxy,-

r sta;r- elust 

- solar syst 

pI.an,ei; 

or-g. lift 

man 

molecule-

atom 

I 

i 
I 

2,,.000 b. yrsl 
f'ood 

70,-000 m-.yrs-. _J 

2I /2 million yrs-. 

so· yee,rs. 

breath 

im re=s:s·i on,s 
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The- biosphere - the: film of organic, life surrounding the 

earth - has· a; lifetime, a c-yc-lic, period, of some two and a half 

million years. This period would correspond to the breathing· 

of the sun,. Every- two and a half million ~ars the sun- takes, a; 

breath, and in, this same period li:fe· appears: on: the ea:rtn1' 's · 

surf'ac-e - e.volution begins·- again:, and passe-s through a-11. its- stages, 

everrtua,lly produ:eing man., the ultimate product of orga.Il'ie lif'e,. 

in which- all l!i ving speeies, are represented., And man,- the 

microcosm, al'though in one sensce t-he r-egem; o:f organic lif.e,

has a, purpose quite d'iff:erenit, from· the sun,'s- poimt- of view. 

Man ha-s, a lif'e··t-ime of'• about 80 years-. C-onsider-ed in, relation:, 

to, the sun,' s- time, this- period: eorr-espomls t-o some ten, thous:amith. 

part of: a s-e<rond. So man,. in his- li vi:n:g" and° dying:, is an 

impression for the sun.. He belongs- to ithe subi;l.e wor-Io:, for- the 

sun, - his· purpose is- said to be· mind,., or mane;s,. 

understand· what this me-ans-? 

How can we 

Ma~ as· far as we· know, ha:s something n-o anima-18 possess - he 

is· a: self creative· being:, with mind,, and t ·he- possibility of' 

ac.-quiring· c-onsc·iousne-ss - consc-iousn·ess,, not- only· of his· own 

existence,, but a·lso- of' t-he0 real world,. the solar sys-temi in wliie.lt 

he- lives-. Perhaps,. for the s-olar system, he, ~ that c-onsciousne:s-s 

perhaps his real purpos·e is- t-he m-ind,, the• c-onseiousne-ss: 

of' the- smr., 
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Now i.f we r .eturn for a· moment to the table of different- entitie:s, 

and try to see i-t: as a whole, we come "to the conclusion that a.t least 

from ma:n's point of. view - :from his position in the universe - it-

seems to divide na:tura:lly· into three par-ts. There is the very 

big e.nd remote world studied by astronomy - the world of galaxies,. 

nebulae, star clusters and stars; there is the world under the 

sun's in.fluencre - the planets-, the biosphere, the world of animals 

and plan-ts; and there is the world below ma.n, and within him - the 

world of small quantities, o:f cells,. molecules·, atoms and electrons. 

( see below) 

- 6 universe 
lil 
(!} 

5 galaxies H 
.p 
(I) 

4 star clusters e 
'-' 

0 3 stars (solar systems) 
0 
0 2 planets ... 
0 
r"\ I organic lif.e 
4--1 
0 0 man 
~ 
H I cells-
(1) 

!l 
2 molecules 0 

0. 

3 atomic nuclei and 
subatomic par-ticles. 
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We can put these three worlds in the diagram, along eau·h 

o:t- the three sides· o:r t-he triangle. On the left hand side 

will be the very large .and remote enti-ties beyond the: sun-· the 

mil.lcy- wa;y with its innumerable clusters of stars-, thE! mOTe disi:all'l:· 

galaxies· and nebulae, and the limits o:f' -the universe ii;s-eli; 

Ai. the lef't hand c-orner· of i.he tria:ngl"e· wi"ll be the sun - onr · own 

sun, which of .. course is the only- solar- system lmown to us-. At 

the bas~ o~ ~he "h-iangle will be the world under th~ sun's- inf'luenae -

the planets on the lef't,. and· organic li'f"e with i-ts di:f:ferent- element-s 

on the ril!ht, culminating in man at the right hand corn-er-. And on. 

the right hand side 0£ the triangle w1ll be- ~he world of' small 

quantities - the world within, or below man- cells, organic and 

inorganic- molecules, atoms and eleo-trons. (se·e b.elow ) 
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This arrangement is not an arbitrary one. Each of the 

nine points· around. the circumference of the circle represents 

a difference in magnitude of 30,000 times, consequently· each 

side of the· triangle· is a finite scale c:overing some thirteen 

and· a half po·wers of tern. Dimemdonally-,. the· arrangement- is· 

very exact; and: it includes ey.erythin..g that man· is able 

to· measure - it is, in fact, a picture of the ALL. But what 

d.oes· it actually mean? What are these d:iffer:ent wor-lds ·, with 

their enormous range of· different magnitudes? What are they 

all. about? And how does man fit into the picture? 

Now suppose we go back in our· minds to a; previous chapt·er-, 

when we were discus"Sing- this same diagram on· the scale or· man. 

We said that the-points around the circumferenc-e of· the circle 

were d.ifferent systems or· principles within him, and that the 

triangle it-self c-orrtained all his· different accumulators. In 

fact, . we said that the triangle was lik~ a big storehouse of 

energy, connected by means of an inner c·irculation with the points 

around the circumferenc-e. This inner c·irculation was continually 

exchanging enBrgy of diffe:rent kinds - carrying energy to some 

points, receiving energy from. others. ( see Vol. II, V 1-3 ) 

On this enormous scale,- the same thing· is true - these 

different worlds, arranged along the imier triangle 

are nothing more nor less than a series of acdumulators, or places 

in the universe where energy is manufactured. and stored. And each 

contains energy of' a different· kind - each has· a different purpose 

in relation to the ALL. Cells·, for instanc-e, are accumulators 

of' one kind of energy, pla_-riets are accumulators of 2.nother. And. 

to some extent we can· tell what kind of energy is involved, becaus-e 

we know something of the meaning of the six different principles 

around the circumferen.c-e. 

Point I, for instance,. is the physical principle. And opposite 

this principle, in the triangle, a.re atoms, electrons, nuclear 

particles and so on - elements which are concerned "''i th providing 

the energ:y- needed for the physical world. Compared with this 

storehouse of physical energy - and. we a.11 know what enormous· 

stores of· physical energy o.re c'Ontained within the atom - the- next 

bracket includes a. quite a.ifferent kind of energy - that provid.ed 

by organic· molecules and cells •. The ramifications of this· 
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kind of energy, which is concerned with the secret of lif'e, have 

been explored. very extensively by· scientists in rec·ent years·. And: 

al though we are still very far- from understanding what· vital energy>

really is, a number of important disc-overies have been, made. 

The next bracket, above point 4 in the diagram, is concerned 

with something quite dif':ferent - the enormous va.riety of living 

creatures and living forms in ·the biosphere. What kind of· energy• 

is c-onc'erned. with all this? What is the energy on whicit the mind 

o:f Nature depend.s? - the mind which, in another c-onte:x:t, was called 

the Great Laboratory? The same energy, peTnaps, as that 't.rhic-h 

controls the growth and. differentiation of our own bodies - matter 

on the borderline between physical and: subtle levels, sucli as· 

hormones, enzymes, end.ocrine sec:retions •••. 

And. yet this form of energy is quite different from nervous·, or 

psychologiea.-1 energy - that which belongs to the next bracket,. above 

point 5 ., In a sense psychological energ,.r is more familiar to us 

it is that on which our thoughts,. feelings and: sensations d'epend.. 

And. al though it may· seem strange to us, we are told that this· energy,-

is c-ontrolled· by the pla...nets - that they are like giant electro--ma;gnets 

pulling· us first in° one direction and. then- in a.not-:tier,. as t·heir

influene:e sweeps past the earth. · 

And. beyond. the :planetary world - beyond the sun,' s inf'luen-ce, - we 

know nothing. All we can see is numb-er - an infinite number of: suns 

like our own, repeat ea_ in the stillness of eternity. For this s·ide 

o-f the triangle - this part of the giant ·accumulator - belongs to 

the causal level. It is where energy is stored for- creati'on - for-

the creation of new worlds, new causes in the universe. And certainly 

a-lthough li'ttle is- known about the way· in which it happen-s,- it would 

seem to be in these vast regions of outer space that crea.tion is 

taking place - either continuously,. acc-ording to scientific· theory-,. 

or irr some initial expansion, some primary explosion-, the effects, 

of which are still continuing. (see VoLII,V3,'\&'5) 

No'l>I. when we were discussing triads, in a previous chapter( we 

said that the circulation through points 8,5,a-~d 7 was· the· triad 

of creation, and that the cdrculation through points I,4, a,no: 2 

was the triad: of regeneration. In other words, it is- through the 

tria-d. r,4, 2 that the life principle in the universe· is generated,, 

and. it is· through the triad 8,5,7 that this same· lif'e principl!e i's 

circula.tea.·, so that it reaches every corn-er o:f the universe, and 
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every cosmos becomes a living being. This aspect of creation - the 

creation of· life - is one uhich is not included in scien:bific theories 

about· the origin of the universe, yet who can· imagine a universe 

created without life? Wha,t purpose would there b.e in· creating a 

dead universe - a universe in which the life principle was absent? 

This, surely, is what the living earth, the biosphere, is all 

about. The biosphere is a mechanism - one of co1mtless millions 

of similar mechanisms, perhaps, whereby life is maintained· t-.hroughout 

the universe. Involved in this process, on the- right hand side of 

the diagram, . are organic molecules, living organisms- and cells -

entities of a kind which c-e.n only exis-t in the special conditions 

which apply to the earth's surface. And it is through the 

interaction of these entitie-s with their environment that vital 

energy is- manufactur--ed. This vital energy - the breath of life 

is then distribut'ed(on the left hand side o-f the diagram,) amongst 

the galaxies, the star clusters and the solar systems throughout 

the universe. And so the universe is quickened, a~1d becomes· a 

living being. 

But we have to remember tha.t _ there are other processes, . other

forms- of· energy circulating in the universe. There is the 

circulation about point 3, which is concerned mainly- with the 

various forms of· physical energ-J known to science - the burning 

of lzyd.rogen to produce nuclear energy, for instc1.11ce, and the 

effects of gravitation; and there is the circulation- about point 6, 

whic-h would seem to be concerned more with the controlling devic-es _ 

the mind - which regulates the flow of physical energy and prevents 

it fr-omgettingout of hand.. On· this enormous scale it is very 

difficult to follow these processes, for the time scale is so 

diffarent from ours. How can we see the mind of the universe at 

work,. for instance, or how can we feel its emotions? And how, 

indeea., can we und.erstc1,nd its soul? 

And yet it is now much c-learer what e;;>.ch part of the universe 

is for-. Everything has a purpose,. ever-iJthing is part of a plan. 

And this plan is the same within -us- as it is in the universe outsideo 

In fact, we _a:re that universe, for the within and. the without are 

the same ... 
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In the: last chapter weo t1'ied 'tto. d:ise.ove:rt what the :ton of 

the world reall.7 ie,. We srld tha:t the greatest c:osmoa, the 

protoc,oamos, was- the mod:el upon whia.h this f'o:mn is- based.. So

now Lei us o~n:sider the ea.me mo~eI. in its relation to man a,a a 

cosmos, - let us try to disc-over what mani' s: ~al :fform· ia like. 

As- with the univerrre itself, man has two parts-, one of" whie-lt. 

oan be seen on, t·he rright ha.ndl side, of· 1the. diagra.m,,, the, othell" on 

the lefrt. The· right hand! side·, which iimlitl.des- pointa I, 2 a.net 4, 
is his phy'sie:al boey, the: le£t hand side,, which imrlud:es· points. 

5,7 and! 8, is, his soul. Over and above, them both is. spirit., 

'l!he· spirit flows• through the, body and the soul - it f'lowa a.long· 

the· thre:e sides of the- triang-le,. and fills, our- various· acroumulators 

with the energy they need. But· it: is only when the, innelr' 

oiroulation begins t·o work - when t'ho epirit is, able "Ito 0.ll'eul!a.if.e: ... 

that things, begin· t-o ehange·.. When the• epiri t: oiroulates· thnougJ). 

the hod.JY' we become aware• ofL the b-ody - we f,eel tt sense o:B:· well. 

being, a· ~nneated.tness. in the b.od.y, and· our inner and oui:ter 

movemente11 beec0me more e.o-ordinate:d.. When the spirit oircru.latea 

through the soul we beo.~me aware of the 13'.oul - we begin· to remember 

our.selna. At the same, time we experience· inner·happiness, greater 

unity and seltf cronf'id'enC-e·,. and. many other t-hings,:-

S:PmIT 

s.uul physic.al 
b:ody 

mind life 
prur.ci_ple; 

2 T 

SOUL BODY 

persona.lity 
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But what ia it that makes the spirit oiroulate? This. is: 

the most important of all questions, . for- oul' development depend11 

on it. All OUl' attempts to change things:, to, c!o this- or· tha-t, 

mey- be us·elees or e:ven ha.rmf.ul unless- w& unde?Pstand a-bout: t-his, 

inner ciirculation. And although the: meditation is., the key to 

it, we0· know very litt-le a.bout: the: wa;, in whic:h it· wonkl!!I:. 

We have to begin by trying to establish. what the, points l!"'ound! 

the, c.ircumfenene-:e of the oiro..l.e mean. At poin~ one is- the physical 

body - that whieh in eastern philosophy is, e:all:ed the tool or 

instrument - the · body in its physical aspect pure and Boirnple., At 

point· two is the lif'e pxdnoiple, - that mysterious: qua.li ty which f'ill's 

the physical body and! hold.a it: all together-. In the ea.at it is 

oalledJ 'prana' , and' in Greek 'pneuma' ov br-eath. 

At poin·t f oun ie· that extraordinary mind e;bout which we know so 

li t1Ue·, which o.ontroler a.nd regula.tea· the, fUnctioning; of:• the: physic:al 

body, not· only £:x,om moment-. to moment and from dau t :o day, bu1t. 

tlmoug}J.out tha, whole of' life. This, part of' us, which c:ontains 

tha- pattern, the~ key to t-he body's, growth and ctev,!opmen1t, is·. CS1lled 

in eairtenn philosophy the, 1 linga; Shar.in' on· long body of: man:. 

But point :tfour.- c:ontains: rriue-h mo~ than thi~,, f:or it: is here t-hat 

the ictenti ty ofr.' the body is dete?m1ined! - that which distingµishes 

my body f:nom you.ms·. In our system iv is called essenc:a. 

The functioning o~· point foU?!· is• eontnolled' by substanoee, whicrh 

are normally o:onaidered to be material, a;l though on a very subtle · 

o:n· intelligent leve·l of ma.tteT. But: point five is conoermed wit:h, 

enengy rathe~ than matter - neu.ro-eleotrical energy,. nervou~ oentnes, 

impressd.ons,, the ol!d'inary level of:. mind. From a psychological 

point of view it is where our pers-onality is situaitad - all ollll" 

maey 'I's, olll!' c-onflieting desires· •. 

All o,n, ordinary everyday behaviour· is governed' by pointfiva. 

but undel"'lying everything we do is someth_ing_ much d:e:epeJr - a leve:l 

of experience · whie-h only appears,, perhaps,. a.t certa'1.n· special· 

moments: in our life· as• something we can know andJ :r,e:cognise, but. is 

really fully worldng in us all the time. It is this· part of us.· -

at point seven - which wa•· cr,0nnec.t with moments of· consciousnee-e,, 

moments when we see things: d'ifferently,. when we know everything, 

toge:-ther and at onc:e. Unlike point five it · is not fnagmeniJ-e:d: 

into B:'epara:te, parts·, nol' is-; it divid'ed: int.o yes andl no. Eveeything 

io, positive-, and everythil:,g belongs· to a single~, f;vv-~ 
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of another name we have called point seven mind, o~ c:cnsoiou~ 

mind. 

Point eig4t we have called man's· s:oul - that whieh i~ trul,y 

oneself, yet it o-ontains· the pos:sibilities· o~ all men, on]q 

certa,in of which are-, realised in each of Ulh. Lika- a. big 

department store, which has, displayed wi1thin i1t all the gpods 

that a man could ever want, ye.t ea.oh of us ean onl,y buy a; few, 

for his money is not enough - such ie· man's sce>ul. 

But points :t':ive and aeven a.re both part of· the, a10ul, talcen 

in a broaa.er sense.. Point a'8ve-n is the: instwmen1t which carrie:s 

out what the soul is, asldng;. and point iiva-,. if it; functions . 

pi,-oper.ly·, is, the· outward expre:ss-ion of'• '!the soul - i :t is all we 

o-an usually see of· a man's· s-oul, ali:hough the pictime. it gives us 

is, often misleading. 

In the same way the body also hai,: thre.-e- parts- - points: on&, 

two· and four-. Point foun· - ou:r.- essenc-e- - is 1the: hidden pa.rt, . 

and points, one and' two are: i t1t outward e3CPl"e-ssion - all wa can 

see oit a, man.• et ensence- in the:, ordinary W8Q', if' we: can look behind 

the mask of'•peraonality. 
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Now we said in the last eha.pter· that the rig,lrfl: a.nd l'efft hand 

sides of' the d!iagram are reciprocal and oomplemenitary to eac.h 

other, that on· the left being c.-ona-erned with the c:r.-ea:tion of· 

worl'd:s, that on the right- being- cono:erned with the regeneration: 

of:' energy by means of· life- pr-oeesses- - oy means of· t-he· 1uphil1-1 

proe-esses, which take• place· in the biosphere:· and in living, creatures:. 

On the-· scta.le of. indi VJidual man we find that the same: thing 

is- tnue - the lef.t hand. sid.e is, eoncemed with the· expenditure.• 

of ene:rgy in ereative proc~sises,, t 'he nig}lt. hand sidle is· crone:erned 

with its regeneration •. 

Now we· know that on e; physical pJ.iane, thane oe, v:arioue WEcy"l!t 

in whio~h enel'gy is regenerated:. The, funcr,f;ion of.' sJ.ieep, f:or-

instanc:e,, is· a e-lear example. But· how i&i spiritual energy 

regenerated - how do we !rlore up within us· the energy we need! 

fo~ self' :iremembering? 

The technique of meditation is: a w~ 

of d.oing just this, in fact the ~iarl.i on the· right hand side ot.· 
the d.iagra.m is the s-ama triad as, t-hat which is usedJ in the ha-lt 

hour. During the half' hour we ma.nufaoture, a e-ertain kind of:' 

energy - the energy we call 'eattva:•. Thie energy ia; quit& o:l.early 

recrognisable and' ha-s quite• d:ef"ini te ef'f'eo1.a- - ef'feo-ts whie-h bea:ome.' 

apparent·, not ne:o.essa.Tily at the:, t-ime.--, but sometimes: many hour.a; 

later. How does; all 1this; oomeo- about? 

The enel.'tgy 0;0llects,, firs:t of!' all, at point. two, (as a. i,.eeul t-. 

o-r: t 'he• triad: I - 4 - 2) , but if· there is: enough of it- there:-, i 1i: 

will paEU!: a.arose: t.o point eight, where it- bec-omes.1 a.va,ilaiblac t-o the 

s-oul.. If the S:Oul oa.n get enough of t-his , energy it:. will be:· 

quickened} by it, like t-he breath o:!' life. "And the Lord God fomnedi 

man• o-f the dust of · the ground, a.nd brea:thed into his nostrils the 

breath of' life-; and man became· a livd.ng soul." 

So when this happens the triad on the lef:t hand Bide: - th& 

triad 8 - 5- - 7 - will begin t·o wor-k, an~ 1l"his• will mean tha-t al'l. 

our- actions during the: d:ey will be inf1.ueno:ed by· tha en&l!gy' eoming 

from point- 8. To a. greater o:tr le-sse,:, ert-en-t-, all oim- aetione: 

will be: • dif"fe~nt:, for point 8 is- on t-he causal: leve-l: - it• ie where 

new causes come from. 

To s.ome ext·ent we know wha.t t-he dif'feDence is: - we: ean 

recognise it. in a number-- of- w~s-, by' our de~ of' awareness,, . the 

quality of our· attention, our enjoyment· of' life, oU?r r-elationship 
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with other- people-, our s-enae· of' fulfilment, in evel:'ything we d'oe 

ill this oomes- a.bout when the· s:hop is full_ - when there is enough 

sa.ttva available to oiraul:ate through points: 8,5- and 7. But: what 

we so o:ften :forget is that when the shop is- empty' there:· is- only' 

one wq of filling, it up again1 - by returning to the. meditation. 

Ti;ying 'fto l!elllember.- ours-elves, t"rying· 1l·o ho:tdl attention, mq seem 

to help a.t the·., time, but· in the long· run it will. take: us: _in 

anoth&r diree.tion.. Like trying to run a car without petrol -

better.- t.o find a ga:rage and fill up the tank. 

And: so when the a-hop is f:ull, and the half'. hour g~es rightly; 

t·he rest of t'he day will go l!ig-htly- too, f'or- the energy we: need! 

will be there. And by- degrees, a reythm will 'be esta;b-lished -

during·· t:he h&lf hour we. store up the rig-ht: energy,. during t-he dEcy' 

we let· i 1t oome ouir. The mo:pa it eomea out:, the batter - the mozr.a 

creative the ciq will be-.. 
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COSMOSES - The Solar System 

1 /1 ' Brahma ' = Sun/Solar System as great Cosmos within which 
we exist with living creatures , organic life , Earth and other 
planets. Earth part of Sun's physical body, organic life part of 
Sun's vital energy/breath and Man part of the Sun's mind , or 
perhaps consciousness 

1 /2 Times of ' Brahma ' - his days & nights= Earth's lifetime , 
breath = Nature's lifetime, and his impressions = Man's lifetime. 
'Brahma's' own lifetime of some 300 billion years still but 
the II twinkling of an eye II for' Shiva', the Universe.* 
Each complete Cosmos contains these 4 periodic times of its own -
lifetime, day&night , breath , and shortest impression. 

1 /3-4 Nature's production of life from Earth's raw materials of 
carbon,oxygen,nitrogen and hydrogen via green plants. Man 
given physical body in return tor his guiding intelligence. 

Man's gift to Earth of Mind/ Consciousness and Earth's gift to 
Man of Soul in return. 

1 /5 6 segment diagram ( applicable to any Cosmos ) - physical 
matter,living matter,subtle matter,Mind, Consciousness, and Soul. 

1/6-8 Worlds of Cell ,Molecule and Atom within Man illustrated. 
with respective lifetimes of (about) a day & night, a few seconds , 
and thousandths of a second. Life-giving role of Molecule to Cell 
through breath. Also, Molecule providing key/pattern of Man's 
essence , Atom the energy for his personality. Atom/Cell connection 
for psychic energy with possibility of transmutation to food for Soul. 
But universality of Spirit-' like sunlight'. 

2/1-2 Creative energy derived from Sun - from centre of all suns -
radiating through organic life film to outer planets, solar system , 
milky way, galaxies and Universe ,the macrocosm. This reflected 
in microcosm with atomic nucleus as energy source tor molecules, 
cells . and Man as Universe. Diagram to illustrate. 11 The centre is 
everywhere! 11

• ** 
2/3-6 Carbon,oxygen,nitrogen,hydrogen in Sun's energy production 

inter-acting at level I of diagram with hydrogen as unity - its atomic 
number of one. Carbon.oxygen and nitrogen as 3 Forces 'capable 
of combining with hydrogen in an almost infinite number of different 
ways' - alchemical processes at level I. More fixed processes as 
energy radiation continues ( see diagram 2/4). 
Essential alchemy of these elements in creation of life ;*** 
their role in six combinations as creation continues. 

3/1-2 Solar source of happiness in creation. 

*Vishnu Purana/lnstitutes,Manu,Mahabharata for Vedic times. 
Also, Bhagavad - Gita trs. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi Ch 4 p.253 . 
** See P.O. Ouspensky's 'New Model' 1934 ed.p.102. 
***See also Appendix & Index Vol's Penguin Science Survey quote. 

( Papers 1 /1-8 are probably mid-later 60s . Papers 2/1-6 are dated 
1972 , and Papers 3/1-2 are from Vol I , which is dated 1964 ) 
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Everything in the world around us is alive._ The woods, the 

trees, the d.ifferent animals, the fields, the clouds, the earth, 

the people - everytfhing has its- own· life, its own identity.. A:nd 

as the world, the cosmos, is itself alive, the function of everything 

is therefore organised,- and fulfils a certain purpose in relation 

t t.h
& ld ·t t . . o · wor , Jus as every par of the human body fulfils a certain 

purpose in relation -t·o the whole body., 

What is the world, the cosm-os,. to which we all belong? What 

funo1iion does each of us perform in relation to this world, and why-

are we s-o o-ertain that it is a living being, that it has- intelligence• 

and c--onsoiousness just as we do? lfost of us believe instine-:tively-

that such a being exists, yet we find it very difficult to aonceiv& 

what it is like. Some people identify it with- the earth, others 

with nature, and. sti.11 others think of it as the whole universe., 

But the whole universe is too large, too remote for us to grasp, and 

nature- is too small, she is perhaps one aspect only- of the world. 

Surely it is the sun - the solar system taken as a whole - which is 

the great cosmos to which we all belong. Surely it is under the sun:1 s 

direct influence that we all exist, here on earth, and only by 

studying the solar system as a whole, and learning how to see 

ourselves as part of this great whole, shall we begin to understand 

what man's existence is for. 

Suppose we make the bold assumption that the sun is a living 

be-rl.ng - that in some way we cannot understand the whole solar system 

is alive. What would such a being be like, and what would its , variouSi 

functions be? In one sense we already know what the solar system 

is like, for we are inside it. In c:0mmon with all living, 

creatures, in common with organic life, the earth and the other 

planets, we are all part of the sun - we exist with it as one whole. 

This earth is the sun - it is part of the sun's physical boey; organic. 

life is the sun - it is part, perhaps, of the sun's vital energy, itS" 

breath; and mankind, too, is the sun - part of the sun's c'.Onsciousness, 

perhaps, or its mind, its capacity for truth. Everything around u-s 

is part of this great being, everything has a function in-

relation to this great whole. And it is only because the sun exists-
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in its own time - a time which is vastly different from our owrn

that we cannot see it as it really is. 

This idea, that the sun is a living being, is not a new idea-. 

It has existed among many races of mankind, from the very 

earliest times. But particularly is it the idea of Brahma., And 
the idea of Brahma, which comes from the earliest religious teachings, 

of India, contains certain clues which can help us to understand 

what the sun really is. 

First, there is t 'he idea of different times. There, is the 

breath of Brahma, the d~ys - and nights of Brahma, the period after 

which R"rahma himself is destroyed - his lifetime. This period,. 

some 300 billion years, is itself no more than· the 'twinkling of· 

an eye' to Shiva, the whole universe. So here we have c·ertain 

clues·, and we can put them· into our symbol:-

I 
I 

I 
I 

' dczys and nights 
of Brahma' 

\ 

Brahma's 
\ 

e \ 
I 

I 
lifetime. \ 

'twinkling o 
an eye for Brahma' 

'breath of 
Brahma' 

Every world, every c-0smos - if it is complete - contains these 

four different times. It has a lifetime of its own~ a period 

corresponding to our day and night, a period equivalent to breath, 

and a period :for its shortest impression - the •twinkling of" an eye.• 

These periods have an important functional meaning for each c:osmos-. 
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In the case of Brahma a 'da.y and night' c·orresponds to the 

lifetime of the earth, a 'breath' c'Orresponds to the lifetime 

of Nature, and the s-hortest impression for Brahma - what else 

could it be but the lifetime of man himself? So we can rewrite 

the diagram in the f'ollowing wa.y:-

MAN 

I 

EARTH 

I 

suw 

• \ 

NA"TURE 

In the great cosmos to which we all belong", Earth, Nature 

and Man are interconnected. What do these connec'tions mean? 

On the right hand side of the triangle it is Earth and Nature 

which are interc-'Onnected. Each gives the other something, and 

rec~i_viimething back in return. The Earth gives Nature raw 

materials, and out of these raw materials :Uature produces lif'e. 

The raw materials- out of which life is made are ba.sicall.Y' the 

e:>lements· carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. Through thee 

action of green plants--, Nature is able to c,onvert these elements 

into all the principal forms of life in the biosphere. (see page.l/4) 

At t -he bottom of the triangle, Nature and Man are interconnected. 

Each gives- the other something, and. receives something back in 

return. Nature· gives Man his body, and in return Man gives, Na.tUPe' 
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his knowledge, his intelligence. For Nature cannot develop without 

the help of this intelligenc:e - if Ma,n, were not there to guide her, 

her growth would get out of hand, would run to seed. 

But what a gift is given to Man in his physical body·! Not· just 

the outward form of the body, butt-he mind which controls it - that 

deep mysterious mind. about which we know so little. All this eomes 

from the great laboratory of Nature - the plac-e where N'ature's 

experiments are- deviged. 

And what is it that Man gives the Earth,. and Earth in he-r tu.mi 

gives · tfo Man?' Man gives the Earth his mind, his eonsciousne-ss, 

and Earth provides Man with a soul.. When a man, is born,, it· is said 

that the Earth and the planets determine the nature of his soul .. 

Long ago it was known what actually happens, but nowadays there is 

nothing left but fanciful theories. The f .act remains that the 

nature of Man's s-oul is not- within his power to choose - it is a 

book which is already written-.. lfut his cionso:iousn-e:s-s is, another. 

matter - the growth and development of Marr's conscious mind is in 

his own hands., And on this enormous seale-, is it not this c:onso:ioua 

mind which O'OU.ld enable the cosmos· t'o know itself? 

EARTH 

:V • II. 

MAN NATURE 



This diagram is very important. It is· the key to many 

things· about ourselves, and the world in which we- live,.. But-

we have to learn how to use- it - how to ask it the right questions. 

First, we have to understand that it can be ta.ken on any scale·. 

In other words, its f-0rm-is alwa,ys the same, wh&ther it applies to 

the solar system, the whole universe-, or individual man. Sec·ondly, 

it is the same diagram as that with which we started - the same 

c-irc-J.e, with the same point in the oentre •. And now we can eee 

how many segments of the circle there are, and what each of them 

contains. 

The first segment contains physical matter - the inorganic 

matter of the cosmos. The second segment contains life - the 

living substance of the biosphere. And the third segment aontains 

subtle matter - matter on the borderline betveen: matter and energy, 

such as hormones, enzymes, biomolecular substances and so on. At 

the halfway point things change, for the fourth segment is no longer 

material. This segment contains thoughts - the thoughts of mankind, 

his reas-0n, his intelligenc:e. The fifth segment is different-

a.gain - we have reached something which science cannot measure. This 

segment contains consciousness-· - consciousness, as we" kn-ow, can e-xist 

independently of funO'tions-. 

soul belongs.•-••. 

v. 

.MAN 

I 

I 

Man's 
elligence,. 

And the sixth segment is- where ma?l1 s 

r. 
raw · 
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The great cosmos to which we all belong contains three smaller 

worlds within it - the world of Earth, the world of Nature, and the 

world of Man. These three world.a interpenetra.te each other a.t ever:, 

point, yet their time scales are vastly different.. As we a-a.id' in 

the previous chapter, the Earth's lifetime is only a da3" in the life. 

of this great cosmos,. Natu:i."e·' s lifetime is merely a. breath, and tha 

lifetime of Man himself is a. tiny fraotion of a second., 

:But Man himself is also a world, a o-oamoa. And like the· great 

cosmos to whioh we all belong, he also o-ontains three ama.lle-r worlds 

within him. These three worlds are the Cell, the Molecule a.nd the· 

Atom. And the lifetimes of these three different worlds stand in 

the same rela·tion to each other as those of the great cosmos - the 

Gell lives for about a dey and a. night - some more, some less· ... the 

Molecule livea for only a few seoonds,. and the Atom perha.~s tor a 

thousandth or a ten thousandth of a aeoond:• 

/ 

I 
I 

I 

CELL (24 houra) 

I \ 

\ 
\ 

MAN 

• (80 years) 

\ 
\ 

(I/Io,ooo ATOM' MOLECULE, (3: sees) 
SOO) 

Now in the great cosmos to whioh we all belong we said that 

Earth, Nature and Man are interconnected. In the sma.lJ. o-oamos 

of Ma.nit is the same - Cell, Molecule and Atom a.re interconneoted. 
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On the right hand side of t he triangle it is : (Jell a.nd. Moleoule 

which are interconnected. Each gives the other something; an~ 

receives something back in return. The Gell provid.es the raw 

materials on which the peysical body depends - it obtains these 

raw materials from the food we eat. The Moleoule takes these raw 

materials and converts them into living matter - it does so througp. 

the agency of the air we breathe. In a prooess very similar to 

that whioh takes place in Nature, o~gen is oarried. to the c-ell!s. 

of the body through the bloodstream; and. so they are quickened -

they beoome alive. 

At the base of the triangle it is Moleoule and Atom which are 

interct0nnected. Each gives the other something, and receives 

something back in return. The .Molecule provides the key, the 

pattern of man ·' s pb,ysical nature - we call this pattern his essence. 

But the · Atom prov-id.es the energy on which this esseno-e depend.a -

the energy which fills his nervous centres and gives them , their· 

content. We call this part of man his personality. Me,n,'s esseno:e· 

is largely hidden from us ... ordinarily we oan· only see his 

personality. And often these two pa.rte of man a.re in conflict 

with eaoh other. 

On the left hand side of the triangle Atom and Cell are 

interoonneoted. Each gives the other something, and receives 

something back in return. The Atom provides neuro-eleotrioal , 
energy - the energy on which H-.~syohio life depencls. This ene21g7 

goes mainly into functions - into personality. But there is 

another wey it can go - towards consoiouenese. If the energy of 

impressions goes towards consciousness it beeomea transmuted -

:rarefied and m!lde available as -food. for the soul. For the• soul 

is hungry for this food - it is called, in the Lord's Pr9iYer, our 

'd.aily bread' •. 

And the Cell is t'he vehicle which oontains man's possibilities· • 

they are all hidden there, in the germ o.ell, the seed. ~at is· 

it that controls the way the seed develops?· Is it the~ nour1shmen't 

~eoeives? A . 

This, in the briefest outline, is everything that man contains -

all except one thing, which is Spirit. Spirit is quite 

distinct from body and soul, yet neither oould exist without it. 
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The soul is what we a.re - and. each of us is different, each of· 

us is himself, unlike a.ny other. 'J;he: bod.y, too, is what we are, 

each of us has his own body, unlike anyone else's. But the spirit 

is beyond what we are - it is not individual but universal. The 

spirit is everywhere, interpenetrating everything, like sunlight. 

ATOM 

"And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and 

breathed into his nostrils the breath of' life; and man 

bee-a.me· a living soul." 

Genesis.Chap 2, verse 7. 

CELL 

essence 
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Where d'oes areative energy a.ome from? We have said, from the 

centre of the c!irole. But what do we really mean by this. - is there

a physical place from which it- comes? 

Creative energy comes :from the sun - it e.:omes from all suns:-. In 

a sense we knew this already - it originates within the Gentre of the 

sun it:sel:f- within a.11 suns. The centre is everywhere! Radiati!lef 

outwards, the flow of creative energy meets, first of· all, the f:ilm 

of organie:, li:fe associated with the inner plane:-ts:. Modified by t'his 

film, it passes out'wards again to the outer plane-ta: and the s:olar 

system as a whole, within which it ciroulates. Passing outwards again 

it reaches- clusters of' stars- in the: milky Wfzy'. From thence it 

cci.roulates, in the milky Wfzy' as a whole, then flows- outwards· again t-o 

the ot:her galaxies, and s-o t-o t-he uni verse the All. 

This is the macroc-osm. The microcosm is the same: - it is like 

a reflection in a pool. The a'Ource of creative energy in the 

m.icroaosm is the atomic nuo1.eu-s_,-. As with the sun, energy originates· 

in the nuo:leus itself, and manife&i;g in the f'orm of· photons, or- quanta 

of"radiation. These quanta are, released by, the interplay of' energy 

between the nucleus and the electrons surrounding it, just aa energy 

is, exchanged between the sun and the :film of' organi~ life ass-o~iated 

with the inner planets-·. Passing outwards,,, the 

energy :flows beyond the sphere of · influence of atoms int-o the-, molaenlar 

systems· - inorganic and organic. - which <rorres-pond in their struature 

and motion t'o clusters, of' stars in the milky Wfzy'. Passing · outwards:, 

again the energy flows: into oells- - c-omplex struo"tures:- which correapond 

to the galaxies, and nebulae. Circulating within them it crarries- with 

it the s:earet of life. 

which is individual man. 

it like t:hia bef~re? 

And s:-0 to the miaroeosm its:elf· - the univers:e: 

As above, so below. Why did we nevexr s:ea, 

The point w-e never saw bef'ore is that owing t'o tthe laws:, of symmetry,, 

(as- explained in 'A NewMod:el of' the Universe') the o.:envre, is: evecywher&. 

<Jonsequent~ly every point.- in the univerae - every sun - is the soure:e: 

from which energy na.d:iates - everywhere, suns are radia-ting energy 

outwards. One of thes:e suns- is our own, and our sun ig- CX>nsequently 

the centre of the universe - for us •. And s:o we are much nearer the 
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centTe than we e_ver supposed:. Instead of being in a dark crorner 

of the universe, as we used t-o believe, we are, ao near- the, sounc:e: of' 

crea-tive enengy here on earth that the aola.r wind i8' sweeping passt 

ua crontiinuoual.y, and we have, t -o be proteo~ad by spe-o:ial deviQ&S'. in the, 

earth's atmosphere f:r-om it-s · powerful radiations:·. (see- 2/ 4 J. 

But how is· areative energy produced in t:he sun - what ia: it t-hat 

actually happens1 According t~ the snient:is-tS:, three dif:f:emmt:: 

elements are inv~lved - carbon, oxygen an~ nit'I"ogen, and of~ 

hydrogen, whicm. is, the- basic. element £atom which t-hey ".a.re:, deriived. 

These thlt.e-e: ~1·ements:· play a role in the pro~_es whic-h t:ak:8" plao.a 

in the sun, and are c:onnected with the cronv:ersion of' hydrogen into 

he-tium. And of crour~ they appear again on 1fue, earth, as-: t-he t-lmee 

elementa:, on which the. evolu:t'ion of· organi~ life dJependsc. 

On a- pb,ys-ica-1 plane, then-afore:-, carbon, oxygen and! ni ti?togen ar& 

the t'hne& r -orces, or- laws on level I, the, c-entral area, of' the diagram. 

At the: centre? i t-s:e.l:f'• iis· hy~ogen, which has, an atomi~ nurnben- of· one - i<t: 

is one and indivisible:,. But carbon, oxygen andl nitrogen, are three, 

separate- f :bno:ea - each o:f t'hem has a ae:parate:· ident::ity of_· its own, and 

ia capable> of_ c:ombining with ey~gen in an a:-lmoat- infini 1te numbe'Ir of 

diflferent. w-ays. 

On level I we are e:oncerned wi t'h prooesses, which O<mnl' wi t ·hin t-he· 

sun its-elf. - and within the:- nuc:-1:eeus of the atom-. Proe.ess:es. on t-his: 

level are a-lohemia:a.l_ - they are croncrern:ed with the actuaL creation of" 

different elements, and the cronv.ersi.on of one element:: into ano'fmer. 

On level II we are cronnerned with s=ometihing:~quite different:- the 

interpl~ of energy between the sun and the planets, surrounding it: -

and between the atomic.-: nuo-1.eus and' the ele~ron rings sum-ounding: it-. 

Already the poss:ibilit-ies, have oec:ome enormous--ly 

reduced'. - the nature of· each atom has=· be_e;ome f'ixed and: unchangeable, 

and t.he changes which take place are between the· diff'enent· rings- of' 

electrons· - changes, whioh produce vibrations; of differ.ent- kinds- -

radiations· upon which t'he exis'teno-e of life depends,., 

On level III the unit of energy is larger still - we ar&· oonaerned, 

not with changes within the nucleus, nor with e:hanges in the difltenent: 

elec:tnon rings:-, but: with the interplay o:ff energy b-etweBn atoms_ 

thenmeLves, in other words wi t .h elentro-cm.emica]. and el.:eO'.tr.o-,.nerv.ous 

energy. 
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It combines wi ~h hydrogen to produc:e, regulating devicres of' 

various, kinds - spec:ial enzymes whic-h a.ontrol the rate of bunning 

within the o:ells of the body, for instance •. 

And in order that life may be produced or maintained, all thea& 

thnee elementshave-ito be present:- they havet-o combinewit:b. 

hydrogen in a o:erta.in ordet. For thee cwno:eption 0£ d:1£:f'erent 

fol'!ms: and spec:ies in organic lif:e t:hey e..ombine in the ord:elt 

ni tr:ogen - oocygen - carbon.. F'or- the growth and: devellopment 

of living oreatunes:, t:hey c,omoin.e:, in t'he ordler earb:Gn - oxygeni -

-nitnogen. And f"or the breath of:' lif:.e itse1£' they aombline , in the 

orden oxygen - carbon - nitrogen., All tlme:e of t:heae proo:es.ses: 

are:: going on C;OntinuousJ:y on level r of·, t'he diagram-. 

On level II a f"urther three prooess:es: oome_ into-, operation, -

a:arbon - nitrogen - oxygen, whioh is: eonnectedJ with t·he burning, 

up of energy, , the des-true:tion of' unwanted material.; oxygen -

nitrogen - c:arbon, whie-.h is, e-onnee:tedl wi t-h ½he spe..e-ialisation or

mutation of' living spec:i.es,; a;nd nitrogen - c:a.rbon - oxygen, which 

is ru:mne<rl;e.d with the diScintegration of living mattel'. 

B.eyond these six cx:,mbinations no others: are possibl.e. And on 

suc~e:ding levels:. the: s:ame sir o:omb-.ina:tiona: are simply repeated - in 

other-· wol?d.-s,. cromoinations-, of f:ora:ea:, change into lawS:~ and' llaws_, b_ee:ome, ' 

more a.ndJ more f:ix.ed, mone and' more unalt.erab-le, aa· e!t"ea-tion c.ront:inuas. 
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various, kinds - spe<tlal enzymes which cmntrol the rate·• of burning 

within the a.:ells of- the bocy, fol' instancte •. 

And in order that lif'e mey be produc:ed or maintained, all thea& 
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When our thoughts are full of happiness that is one 

thing, when our feelings are full of happiness that is another; 

but real happiness, happiness that lasts, depends on something 

more. Just as the light of the sun strikes first upon 

the roundness of the earth as a whole, and afterwards penetrates 

deeper into the film of organic life su:rrounding it, finally 

reaching the individual living creatures, the plants and flowers 

of which this film is composed, so the light within us - the 

happiness - penetrates deeper and deeper, reaching more and 

more potent stores of energy as it does so. 

The deeper it penetrates, the more lasting hap£iness 

becomes. If happiness only exists in the mind, it will last 

for a certain time; but when other impressions enter and fill 

the mind, it will dissipate. If happiness enters the 

bloodstream and circulates within us, it will stay for much 

longer. Sooner or later it will dissipate too, but traces 

o£ it will remain in our cells, and will become permanent. 

These permanent traces will remind us of the taste of happiness, 

and will bring us to it again. Gradually in this way we 

shall become saturated with happiness, and it will begin to 

remain with us all the time. 

When happiness reaches the cells of our bodies it will 

become physical and real; when it reaches the molecules within 

each cell it will become part of our nature; when it reaches 

the atoms within each molecule it will become part of our 

spirit, and when it reaches the ultimate source of energy 

within us it will become divine, for it will unite us with 

the divine happiness that exists in all things. There is 

no greater happiness a man could possess than this. 
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The sun is pouring out love continuously -

radiating it in every direction. Some of these ~adiations 

e,re absorbed by the planets, some :reach tbe earth and are 

translated into a ~~riad forms of life and colour and beauty. 

The warmth of the sun; its creative power, its light - all 

these taken togeth.e:r axe manifestations of the sun's love . 

We only see little fra.gments of it - in the colour of a 

bird's wing, in the depth of a man's eyea, in the face of a 

little child. But all this comes from the sun - where 

else could it come from? 

When the sun's love strike~ upon humanity it has 

power to dissolve man's suffering - to act upon his suffering 

and convert it into happiness~ At certain times in history, 

when man is at peace, when he knows how to suffer, to accept, 

then each ingredient of happiness is in the right relation, 

and this conversion becomes possible. At other times in 

history, when the world is full of discord, the sun's love 

is not able to penetrate deep enough within humanity, and 

suffering continues. It is then that a new way is needed -

a way that will bring man back to the happiness that is 

his birthright. 




